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ENTERT AINMEJN TS.

EXCIIBStON
—

TO

ATTORNEY AT

jan5

SAOO RIVER

Price ot Tickets—Adults, 25 cents; Children, 15
cents; if stormy will go next day.
Tickets for sale at the Stores of A. Lenient, Sam'l
Davis, F. Tukey and the Committee at the Depot.
A good time is expected. Gome one, Come all.
Crams/fee—Ezra Drew, Wendel Leighton, J, M.
Stevens, Alpheus Griffin, J. E. Dergin.
dit
Jy3

57W. FESSENDEN,
OFFICE

—OF

No. 31 1-2

!

172 Ifliddlc

I^OItTJ.AlSrr). ME.

HANSON &

HENRY HANSON.

—

Office 499

ROCHESTER, Ν. Η.
Plymouth S. School and Parish,
with their friends, will hold their annual picnic in
the beautiful Grove at Rochester,

THURSDAY, JULY 6TH.
directly through without stops.

R. Depot, foot of Myrtle Street, at
If stormy Thursday will go the first
This wilt be a Banket Picnic.
All are invited.
Tickets 60 cents ; children 30 cents.
For sale at Carter Bros., head of Casco St., at the

7} o'clock a. m.
fair day after.

Thursday morning, and by the Committee.
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The Sunday School and Societies connected with
Chestnut St. and Pine St. M. E. Churches will
unite on their Annual Excursion to

LITTLE CIIEBEAGUE ISLAND,
—

FRIDAY, JULY 7th,

J.

leaving R. R. Wharf, foot of State Street at 8.30 a.
Portland Pier at 9 o'clock a. m.
Ticket· for Adulte, '15 ceufe; Children
IΟ cents, will be for sale at Sturges' Apothecary
Store,Jnnction Free and Congress Sts., J. B. Lang's,
cor. Spring and Pine Sts.,Tnrner Bros', cor. Congress
and Elm Sts., Bailey & Ν eyes'. Exchange St., and
by Committee at the Wharves. The Island Belle has

pronounced
jy4d4t

M. XL·- A.

PHLADELPHIA.
Tlie ITIercntile Library Association
to

announce

GRAND

they have made

that

arrangements lor

a

EXCURSION
TU—

PHILADELPHIA,
Sept.

E.

EE.

EIPLEY,

Tickets for

tlie romul trip, good for thirty days,

Eleven

Dollars--$ll.

Those intending to join the Excursion will leave
their names with the Treasurer of the Association,
John C. Procter, No. 93 Exchange street, stating the
number of tickets wanted.
Arrangements will be made with the principal hotels iu Philadelphia tor reduced rates of board,, particulars of which will be announced hereafter.
♦JAMES F. HAWK ES, ) Executive
,T. W. BANKS,
}
FRANK S. SWETT,
) Committee.
eodtf
July*

EQUALITY,
Power and Purity ol Tone arc the
salient points in
first
a
class
Piano. These arc eminently combined within the chaste and beautiful cases of the

IffcPIIAIL

&

CO.

PIANO !
Recommended by the leading
musicians of New England.

HOLD AT REDUCED PRICES !

10 PIECES

Kexton Second 1*ηιϊκ1ι

WOULD respectfully

Mason

MAINE.

& Hamlin

Έ. €. JORDAN &

CO.,

Engineers and Land Surveyor*·
IS4 Middle St., Portland, Me·
Surveys made for Proposed Railroads, Water
Mill
Works,
Dams, and Storage Reservoirs, surveys
of Counties, Towns, House Lots, &c.
Estimates of
Brickwork, Plastering, Slating, Stone Masonry,
Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &c., &c.,
&c
Plans and Specifications for Iron or Wooden
Bridges, or the combination. Plans and bills of Timber for Wharves, &c., &c.
apr7d3m

Dr. n.

T, w ild.O(
Magnetic Physician,
lie shall lay hand s on them and they shall be healed
402 Cumberland, Cor. of Ε lui St·
The Natural

dtf

1876. Carriages 1876.

bought (or cash, nuil will Ii« sold
lower than can be bought in this

Successor to and for 20 years counecled
with the "OLD HOUSE" οΓ

CO.,

Congress Street,
PKEBLE

HOUSE.

I liave the largest aud finest assortment of Carriages in Maine. The product
of my own factory (luring the winter
months. All of them made of carefully
selected material uader in γ own personal
supervision, aud by the best Mechanics
in New England. I offer the above at
rednced prices and as low as STRICTLY
FIRST CLASS WORK can be sold.
N. It.—This work cannot be found at
the Auction Sales.
As interested parties have given the impression
(perhaps unintentionally) that my carriages are for
sale at the auction sales in this city, 1 would say
that my work can he lonnd on sale at my factory anil
repository only. Every carriage made by me bears
my name plate as successor to J. M. Kimball & Co.,
aud I will pay $50 for the conviction of any party
using the same on other than my own work.
d2m
myl9

Office of the U. S. Local Inspectors of Steam Vessels,
Portland, July 3,1676
Barge Island Belle of Portland, Maine,
whereof Elijah S. Hamilton is master, having
been|provided with a sufficient number of Life Preservers, Floats, Settees lined with cork. Life Buoys aud

THE

Boats with other arrangements made necessary for
the safety ot the lives of Passengers in case of
accident, is hereby allowed to carry on Excursions
not more than
hundred persons from Portland
to any Island in Casco Bay, a distance of not more
than ten miles and return, from July 1st to October
1st, 187G, in accordance with act of Congress relating
Steam vessels approved Febuary 28, 187G.

eiglit

JOSEPH W. DYER,
Local
\
CHARLES STAPLES, JR., } Inspectors.
dim

Drums, Drums,
FOR

Drums

SALE.

Also made to order and repaired by one of the
best workmen in the State.
Drum Corps and retail trade furnished at short
notice, with the best Drums and at the lowest price
to be found in the City.
PrnM*inu Drumu, Drum Heads, Cord·
Stick» and nil Trimming·* constantly on hand
at

€. K. IIAWES'
Music Store, 177 Middle Street.
jy3

The Portland & Rochester 11. R., offers
good facilities at reasonable rates to
Parties, Picnics, Sunday Schools and
others. Either to go from Portland to
any of the beautiful groves along the
line of the road, or to come to Portland
and the Islands from any Station or
Stations along the line.
For special rates, &c., apply to
J. W. PETERS, G. Τ. Α., or
«»· iii· υυιιι* oupu

dtf

certainly

save

Organs

prices.

WAREROOMH

3 Free St. Block,

Will run daily from Portland to Sato
and Blddeford. Order Book at Swett's
Express Office on Exchange Street,
where orders should be left by 8 1-2
P. M.
dtf
ju6

LET UTE IS OUB MOTTO.

Great Reduction in Pi ices of
Work.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
ΛΟΕΝΤ.

THE TRUCKMEN'S EXPRESS

LÎYËAHD

PORTLABTO.
royll

dly

Hhii'lM with
Collar*

IComouim

------

Pnir CiiITm

I.'{ cents
.'I

Artistic Photographer

St.
dam

Orders for Tow Boats,
will be received as usnal,
at

257 1-2 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND, WE.

CIIAS. SAWYER'S

CARD.
tor the very liberal patronage
CIRATEtUL
received at my present piace of business, 1
to
am

pleased

announce tliat about August 1, '76,1 shall
to more convenient quarters, due notice of
which will l»e giveu; in the mean time I shall coutinue to wait on customers as
usual; having arranged
a
passable substitute to my reception room so
thoroughly demolished by the late explosion ; hoping
by strict attention to the wants of my patrons to
merit their favors.
remove

/

ju!7dtf
For Sale.
HATTIR E. SAMPSON, 230 Gl-100 tons
well found in sails and rigging,
burthen,
Λ
Μ ΙΟ A Η SAMPSON.
Apply to
jne21dtf
100 Commercial St.

SCHR.

could see a great change. The sores run so
had to change the cloths four or live
day.
getting better; for he
help himself a little. He
bed, and, by constant use
of VEGETINE. it has cured him.
He has a lame
leg, which he will probably have for life ; but we all
honestly believe, if we had used VEGETINE before
we had bothered with those doctors, it would have
saved the use of his leg, and restored it to natural
health. I hope all those troubled with Scrofula will
.read this testimony of me and my son, who is now
well and able to speak for himself.
CATHERINE MAHONEY,
DANIEL MAHONEY,
19 Trenton St., Charlestown, Mass.
May 10, 1872.
The above plain but honest statement conclusively
shows the quick and thorough cleansing effects of the
VEGETINE in Scrofula.
we

Bite !

a
Still, he was
could move his limbs and
was soon able to sit up in

Slap !

Protect Your Homes and Save Hundreds
of Dollars in Paint and Fixtures.

BURÎROWES,

E. T.

iTftauuiaciiirer

οι

ny oriueet-l

Vegetinf. is
by all classes of people
to be the best and most reliable blond nnrîflAr in *.!»*»
world.

acknowledged

SGE.EEUS
—

AND

Vogetiue is Sold by all Druggists.

—

ju9

SCK£EK DOORS,

DEALER
It is

Market.
made for either the inside or outside of
the window, and may be raised to the top or taken
out at pleasure, sliding independent of the sash.
A Good Common Screen for Fifty Cents.
Don't
buy the Painted Linen Netting as it is not clear and
will keep out the air. Wire is very much more durable and better as well as cheaper. All work done in
the best manner and warranted to suit. Having Machinery we can do work for less thau any Carpenter
can afford to.
Portable and Folding Canopy Frames and Cano-

pies always on hand. These frames can be adjusted
by a peculiar clamp to Bed, Crib, Cradle, Louuge,
Sofa, Chair, Desk, &c., in a minute's time, and are
indispensable in travelling, tor children, or in cases
of sickness.

Over

New No. 56 Cross Street,

Below Leayitt & Bnmliam's Ice Houses,

Palmer's Hhoe Ntore.

Manufactory Cor.
jul3

DYER & CURTIS,

ST.,

MIDDLiE

Cross & Fore Sts.,

PORTLAND. OIK.

RUBBER

Opposite Kelley's Iron Foundry.

dlf

Price* for the Season,
Mont!»·
10 lbs. daily from June 1st to Oct. 1st
44
Seale

IIOSE

15
20

10 CENTS» PEK FOOT.
"We will sell llosc Tor washing

Formerly

wiili

123 Commercial Street.
Ottlce,
inyl8

10
15
20

Custom
BIIW.

r7c,

Clothing !
ciiase

the

8 00
10 00

per month

$2 00

14

44

2 50
3 00

44

MUSIC
—

Marreli* Bailey & €e,,

MUSICAL

AND

—

INSTRUMENTS !

Address all orders to

€OLLIKS & BUXTON

Sts.,

of every description fer Drapery and Decora,
lire Work. By making a specialty ot this department in upholstery, we propose to place before t.lie
public every facility for obtaining the newest designs
and fabrics, and at lowest prices.
Also Window
M linden and Fixinrcii· And a complete assortment of Koom Paper.
mh21tf

DRUMS !

DRUMS !

On hand at all times a complete assortment of
Drums and Drum findings. Drum Corps and individuals supplied at Jowest rates·and etockwarrauted.

repaired by J. N. Davis at

13ft

EXCHANGE

ju30

&TUEET.

iltf

Cheaper than Ever. Price

them at

STUDLEYS,
FALMOUTII

ju30

Sole Agents for Portland and vicinity for Geo. Woods
&Co.'s PARLOR ORGAN*.

Congress Street, Portland, ITIe·

julSeodly

LOOK

HOTEL.

FOR

OUT

TRAMPS !

NEW THING! GOOD THING !
Protect your bouses t>y applying the clebrated

Proof

Tramp

Black Cashmeres
UNDER

|

de!4

IRA C. STOCKBEIDGE'S
MUSIC STORE,

Bolt

to your door,and know that you liave it secure
against
Sneak Thieves, Tramps, Peddlers, &c.
With this
Bolt applied, the door may be left ajar, (or
partly
open)-and still have it firmly locked. The Tramp
Proof Bolt is meeting with universal success wherever it has been introduced.
It must be seen to be
appreciated! Town, Couuty or State Rights lor sale.
A good chance for Carpenters, Mechanics and such
as are out of employment, to make
money. Call at
R. B. HWIFT'8, under Machanics^ Hall. «17

Congress Sts.

ju28d2w*

dlw

CARRIAGES.
Iflen, H

emeu and
to have

Children who nre pnlrirtilnr
en«y ailing. «ooil looking nuil wrriceoble Koala are

Sure to Gome
to

'i.'ii
find

A

F· II· RANDALL,
on

mvC

PREBLE ST
dtf

the

in

iIiim

ju!2dtt

PHILIP

Country.
Jtl. «. PALMER.

ENGLISH «MBLE FISH.

DOWNING,

ISnglitili Cured

lock.

Manufacturer Wholesale and Kctail Dealer in

G RI Ν D S Τ Ο Λί 13 S

Alwo

halve», Ac.
,

Packet for Annapolis, IV. S.
Ε new Br. Schooner
f|XH
Portlaud, built expressly
X to run

between this and the above
port, wiil
direct 011 Wednesday, the 5th inst.; for freight or
A. D. WH1DDEN, Agent.
passage, apply to
jy3
dtw"

sail

FINE lot of Phaetons and Brewster top Buggies, built of the best material and warranted
first class, for sale. Pleaso give me a call before purchasing elsewhere.

Over Geo. Hose's Stable

TfllDDIiK ST., where lliey will
llargMl «lock of line Roots

OF

A.

NEW

WHEELER,

TOR

YORK,

GOVERNOR,

SELDEN CONNOR
For Presidential
Λ

Electors,

I,ar|r-WII.MAn W. ΤΙΙΟΜΑΜ.
NATHAN A. FAKWFI.I,.

A Centennial Inspiration.
Η was fitting that on Centennial Jay the
Yankee genius should show some touch of
its quality—and it did. The hour brought
the man. The sun which rose on the morning of the Fourth shone upon a fruit and
cake stand iu a grave-stone yard, sometimes
euphoniously called marble-cutter's establishment, in the very heart of the city. The
broken columns and half-lettered slabs that
formed a back-ground to the festive board
crowned with tubs of citric acid, seemed to
serve a purpose like the skull at the Egyptian
feast, like the standard which floated from
Saladin's tent, a continual reminder of mortality. The marble counter upon which the
dripping tumblers stood wanted but a name
cut upon it to make it a monumental
slab;
and,—the solemn thought would intrude
itself,—perhaps that slab is destined to be a
headstone to one of the gay revellers who
quaffed the suspicious red liquid which purported to be the cooling juice of the lemon.
Doubtless this solemn reflection had the
effect to stimulate trade; for there must be
an awtul fascination in lunchina off one's
own tombstone, anil to those who court mildeyed Melancholy a sad pleasure in cracking
peanuts under the sepulchral shadow of marble memorial stones. A realization of the
uncertainty of life must have possessed him
who dined among these potential tributes to
departed worth and reflected that he was,
perhaps, munching his last mouthful of gingerbread in this world. One looked up to
the chiseled stoue rather expecting to see
carved upon its face under name and
datej
some inscription like this:
"He is gone
where there is no more ice-cold lemonade"
with the added poetic motto, "Drink cooly
while ye may, old Time is still a-flying, and
the man who drinks to-day, to-morrow may
be dying." Certainly it was an audacious
stroke of genius, worthy the inventive Yankee mind, thus to put up a lunch counter
among tomb stones.
Secretary Chandler has just discovered
department a fraud of stupendous magnitude. An act of the present session directs the transfer of the Indian Trust Funds,
heretofore held by the Secretary of the Inte"
rior, to the custody ot the Treasurer of the
United States. Preparatory to complying
with this law Secretary Chandier caused an
inventory to be made of various stocks,
bonds, and other securities constituting the
Funds.
Ou Friday and Saturday last,
it was found that in addition to the $870,000
taken by Jacob Thompson, President Buchanan's Secretary of the Interior, $1,500,OCO in cash wae taken out by some
of
Mr.
Thompson's predecessors, and
replaced by varions kinds of Southern bonds,
including $00,000 In bonds of the Tennessee
Turnpike Company, and others equally valueless. In other words, while the law required that the funds should be invested only
in Government bonds, these unfaithful custodians took out a million and a half of cash
and put in nominally an equal amount of
bonds upon which little or no interest has
ever been paid, and which are now almost, if
not
absolutely, worthless. The United
States, as trustee, owes the Indians not only
the $1,500,000 thus practically abstracted
from the funds, but also the interest thereon,
so that the Government has actually been defrauded to an amount between $3,000,000
and $0,000,000. Secretary Chandler is investigating the subject with characteristic vigor,
and within a few days a complete statement
of the whole transaction will probably be
made.
in his

Tue Portland shop-keeper is credited with
shrewdness, enterprise and honesty, but he
has not been credited with prudishuess. He
must now be held open to that charge. In
one of the shop windows on Congress street
a

cast of Una

and the Lion

has for

some

past attracted the attention of the
passer-by. On the morning of the Fourth
the cast was seen in its accustomed place—
but dimly, for a green mantle veiled the
marble charms of the triumphant maiden.
Either long-outraged modesty had at length
triumphed in the breast of the shop-keeper,
time

or he had come to the conclusion that our
rural visitors were not sufficiently educated
in art to appreciate the nude.

Should Konmania join Servia and MontaUCgtUf

bUVs amvu

kJVlUTG IU1VCÎ3

ITUUIU

UUU1UV1

three hundred thousand men, Koumania having a total of 135,0C0 soldiers. This force
takes about one in4five of the able-bodied
population, and is practically a levy en
It is believed that two-thirds of the
masse.
troops are armed with the needle gun and
'he Krupp cannon. To oppose the insurgents Turkey has an aimy which numbers
on paper 580,000, but the assertion is made
that she has no more than sixty thousand
soldiers fit for active service.
Tiie Centennial Independence Day appears to have been observed very generally
throughout the country, and with more enthusiasm than ever before. Scarcely a hamlet in the laud that did not hold some public
exercise. In the majority of places the feature of the celebration was the historical address, setting forth the life of the town or
city since its foundation. A wiser method of
observance could not easily be devised.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

Union House.
ju30Jlui·

$ C 00

season.

lbs,"daily,

ftoswortli,

JS Coiiniicrrial Street,
POKTLAKD, ME.
{ΞΡ'ΑΙΙ Order· Promptly Attended to.
jul4
d&w1m24

FI'KNISilED
paign
notice.

«'

ICG supplied by ihe TON to SCHOONER*, Arc., at TUE IjOWEST MARKET
KATES.
my24dtf

would inform her old customers and friends tliat she
has reopened the store Coiuer JPoriltiud uud
Mechanic NlrceiH, where she is
prepared to
cut and make Boys' Clothing in the latest
styles
Trimmings constantly on hand. OUI Maxim—''Firs
come ftysj served."
mchldti

Roam» to lrl and CamFins mndc lo order on >hori
MB*. ». E. AUSTIN.
No. I'J Temple Slreti,

"

"

Four

Any customer leaving town for TWO WEEKS or
more at one time, by
giving notice at ÏI1E OFFICE will be entitled to a proper reduction.
EÉïP*Notice of change of residence, or complaints
against the drivers for neglect, carelessness or any
other cause, left at the office, will receive
prompt attention.
JESSE DYEK,
N. U. CURTIS.

Store,

New Store Cor, Free & Cotton

«111'

Boys'

"

or

If not taken the fall season, the scale of prices
will be

UNDER FlLnOUTH HOTEL.
dtf
myl6

ill.

"

during

Call and examine at

Geo.

of

Ice will be delivered earlier than June 1st, and
later than Oct. 1st, at the same rate per month as

windows, sidewalks, sprinkling
lawns, gardens, Ac., at the low
price of ΙΟ cents per loot aud upwards.
Brass Couplings, Pipes,
Ac,, all attached and ready for
use at lowest prices.
Hall's Palent
Combination
Pipe, which
makes a sprinkler or solid stream
by simply turning the stop cock.
Try these and you will lise 110

HalFs Rubber

<Mwt

1876 ICE. 1876

Wire, Linen and Cotton Screen Goods
Proprietor of the Best Sliding Screen in the
in

NO. 230

we

times

"

ti

aplO

Respectfully Yourj», <j£^)

large sores and ulcers on

his leg and hip. His leg
was swelled more than twice its natural size.
Ho
had several doctors of high standing in their profession—two irom Boston and three from Charlestown—
without getting a bit better. He was obligea to lie
wherever ho was placed, for he had no use of his
limbs whatever. When we had given up all hope3 of
his living we were told to try VEGETINE, the great
blood remedy ; and he had taken it but a short time

<ltt

Laundry

I'oriliind Laundry, 22 Union

I Remain very

in

NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.

Buzz !

tlie

from

HONEST OPINION.

before

made and

Their great experience :in<l remarkable facilities lor business
enables tbeiu to furnish ilie best
that can be made at very moder-

ate

Cleanse Scrofula

Mit. H, It. STEV£ÎTS:Dear Sir—This is to show that my son was taken
sick in January, 1864, with Scroiula, which came out

money by calling

my 9

OILMAN,

468 Broadway.

System.

ou us.

PRUSSIAN DR&TAIS,
with Brass and German Silver Barrels, Bass Drums,
also Drum Heads, Cord, Stick and Belts.
Drums

!

Apothecary.

VEGËTINE
Will

ot our own manufacture) and the
cheapest suit we sell upholstered,
one halt pure Ilair. Best suits all
pure Hair.
All our Furniture put ua the best
order and delivered free ot charge.
Our facilities are such Tor manufacturing and buying that we shall
not be uudersold.
Parties about purchasing will

dtf

Practical Chemist

To H. R. Stevlvs, Esq.

100 PARLOR SUITS

others.

a

AI

market.

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.

J»·,

,

SJTJtiAJl.

Boston, Jan. 1,1874.
Dear Sir—This is to certify that I have sold at
retail 1544 dozen (1852 bottles) of your Vegetine
since April 12, 1870, and can truly say that it has given the best satisfaction of any
remedy lor the complaints for which it is recommended that I ever sold.
Scarcely a day passes without some of my customers
testifying to its merits on themselves or their friends.
I am perfectly cognizant of several cases of Scrofulous Tumors being cured by Vegetine alone in this
vicinity.
Very respectfully yours,

bad that

continue building: famous

Cabinet

ami

Top and
Library Tables,

inform the citizens of Port-

To Pleasure Seekers

Block,

Thurston,

AGENT FOR

Report from

EACH,

has taken the

PORTLAND.

Samuel

JLHUU»A1> 11»

300 Marble

Church,

land that he is prepared to iurnisli Colliuh,
Caekets and Grave-Olothca, of all styles, at
the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence Iso. 219 Federal,
corner of Temple St.
feblOdGin

jy4

MRS. L. GORE,
Cor. Magazine and Walnut Sts.,
Cambridge, Mass.

ever was.

Vegetine is acknowledged and recommended by
physicians and apothecaries to be the best purifier
and cleanser of the blood yet discovered, and thousands speak in its praise who have been restored to
health.

L/UlUj

w arerooms

3 Free St.

—

D

Und.ortals.er.

CARD.

13tli.

of

mediciues that

Stock

diw'ttf

"VIA.

Portland & Rochester R, II

Bankrupt

1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

OPPOSITE

—

!

PERRY,

J. M. KIMBALL &

CI1I11UBI

one

Attorney at Law,

nov8

in., and

ha/e the honor

Prices that will astonish

Congre** Street,

Staunch and Commodious Barge Island Belle,

TO

thirty

14 A. JTI., 'i lo 3 P. M.

No.

REUNION
SCHOOL
AND PICNIC.

Mr. H. R. STEVENS:—
1>ear Sir—I will most cheerfully add my testimony to the great number you have already received in
favor of your great and good medicine, Vegetine,
for 1 do not think enough can be said in its praise, for
I was troubled over
years with that dreadful
disease, Catarrh, and had such bad coughing spells
that it would seem as though I could never breathe
any more, and Vegetine has cured me; and I do
feel to thank God all the time there is so good a medicine as Vegetine, and I also think it one of the best
medicines fer coughs and weak sinking ieelings at the
stomach, and advise everybody to take the Vegetine, for I can assure them that it is one of the best

and at

every

Civil

Frank H. Colby,
T. L. Hierlihy,
F. A. Waldron, Jr.,
W, M. Whitten,
d4t*
Arthur
B.
Morrison.
jyl

—

tion, invigorating the nervpus system.

6, A. Whitney & Co.,

Formerly occupied by Dr. Dayeis.
Hour»-10

jan2l

and

It strikes at the root of disease by purifying the
blood, restoring the liver and kidneys to healthy ac-

Reliable Evidence.

THOMAS HAINEY, M. A. M. ».

Excursion !

recently been thoroughly iuspected
entirely safe and seaworthy.

SUCCESS OF YEGETINE.

WM. H. A. HANSON.
dCm

aprl7

Grand

On the

The Great Secret of the Wonderful

Exchange St.,

IVXaiue.
All orders promptly attended to.

49

ON

SON,

OP

(yOiigiTftM St., Weal ΕικΙ,

No.90T

JOHN

—

illy

MANUFACTORY AT

Henrietta at 8 o'clock and 45 minutes a. m
sharp,
and return about 6 p. m. Fare 30c for adults and
20c for children. Including chowder. Tickets to be
had of the committee on the wharf. All are invited.
iv3
d2t

SUNDAY

46

Mopbirnl Jmetrumentn, Mcbool
Aiiparnim, Ac.,

Jul

Solved.

Mystery

limy be found :it

Wη«Ί· iiikI Chronometer Murker*' 'I'uola,
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The CascaSt. Sunday School and Parish with their
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Tickets good on Barge Island Belle, leasing State
St. Wharf at J past 8. and Portland Pier ;w 9 o'clock,
and on tlie Steamer Magnet, leaving Portland Pier
at 2 o'clock.
Tickets can be Lad at D. H. Young's, Brunei &
Co.'», of the Committee, and at the boats.
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The Fourth of July has some promise of
becoming Independence Day to another nation than ours. On that date Servia began
hostilities agaiuSt Turkey. Should the result be successful a great Sclave empire may
be celebrating its centenary a hundred years
hence. Let us hope that India crackers will
not be the prominent feature of the celebration.
Tolitical News.
The qflicial organ of Sangamon County,
III.—the Monitor—a Democratic paper, says :
"Tilden's nomination was bought."
Carl Schurz in an interview with Gov.
Hayes and Gen. Noyea declined to take the
stump in Ohio, on the ground that he was
going to states where his services are more
needed.
Gov. Chamberlain of South Carolina indignantly denies that he has struck any bargain
or come to any understanding with Senator
Patterson. It seems that the false report
was started by the Senator himself.
Four Democratic papers in Virginia refuse
to support Tilden. They are the Alexandria
Hentinel, Staunton Virginian, Norfolk DayHook, and Petersburg Citizen—two daily and
two

weekly.
Says the

Nashville (Tenn.) Vanner:
Democrats in Nashville, we regret to say, wlio openly aunounce that they
will vote for Hayes in preference to Tilden,
and leave nothing undone to secure the deteat of the Utter."
The Cincinnati Enquirer prints a letter
from Jackson, Ο trio, signed "W. T. Washam,
Chairman, by request of many Democrats,"
which says: "TUe Democracy of Jackson
County will refuse to be delivered under the
St. Louis sale, and ask another convention,"
"There

are

TERMS $8.00 PER

The Alexandria (Va.) Sentinel, which has
always heretofore acted with the Conservatives (as the Democrats affect to call themselves) in that state, runs up the flag of
Hayes and Wheeler and advocates their elec-

The Nation's Cent onuial.

Morrissey says he supports Tilden because
"he lias left off stealing and gone in for reform." A reformed thief is better than one
who hasn't reformed, to be snre, but most
folks prefer candidates who never made a
habit of thieving.
A telegram from Xenia, Ohio, to the Cincinnati Enquirer says: "'The Democracy of
old Greene favor the calling of a convention
denouncing the action of the St. Louis convention. Only three or four Democrats have
yet been found who will support Tilden."
While Hayes creates no enthusiasm he is
liked by everybody, and all the sections of
the party can combine upon him. Πβ has
never had an unamiable word to say about

any of his opponents.—Hayes is a splendid
man, there's no doubt about it. His reputation is without flaw or stain,—Senator Thxirman.

(Democrat.)

Senator Morton says that there is already
evidence that the nomination of Hayes and
Wheeler will bring together every element of
the Republican patty, and that they will be
supported by all who distrust the Democratic
party and dread its supremacy in the Government.

The favorite name for Hayes campaign
clubs is "scalpers," in allusion to that
famoos letterjof his from camp, in which he
said that a man who would leave the army
to electioneer for votes ought to be scalped.
The Hayes clubs propose to go for copperhead and .Democratic scalps in accordance
with this suggestion.
Solon Chase's Chronicle up in Turner,
devoted to easy reading and soft money,
shouts "now for Peter Cooper.-' Mr. Chase
has been in the Democratic fold of late, but
he cau't reail the St. Louis platform. He
moreover desires not only to stop the contraction of the currency but he wants an unlimited issue—enough to start up business.
The Catholic priest who opened the St.
Louis convention, one of the mornings, with
prayer, did it with his eyes open and in sush
a manner as to lead to a general impression
that he was making a speech. lie was therefore greeted and interrupted with cries of
"Louder," "Cau't hear," "Don't hear a
word," and other Democratic accompaniments.

Gen. John Pope says : "My long personal
friendship with Gov. Hayes and my strong
personal attachment to him, give me of
necessity the
deepest interest in his
success; but that feeling is also greatly
strengthened by the belief that his nomination has been wisely made, and that the best
interests of the country are involved in his
election."
The Knoxville Chronicle says: "Frank T.
Reid, a brilliant young lawyer of Nashville
was a gallant Confederate soldier and fought
on that side during the war, but now being
unwilling to follow in the wake of a few old
fossils who control the policy of Tennessee
Democracy, he comes out boldly and announces that he will support Hayes and
Wheeler. He is the representative of a large
class of the best men in the State who have
made up their minds to a similar course, but
who have been awaiting an opportunity to
publicly announce it.
[Pliilailclpbla Times.l
July 1-4, 17 7G.
Whether the second or the fourth day of
July, or any other day, ought to be celebrated

anniversary, does not appear
very important question. As a matter
fact, the fourth is, and has been for niuetyeight if not for ninety nine years, "the day ν "
and even if it could be proved tha
we were all wrong, we should not be likely to

as

the national

to
of

us a

célébrité,"

change it. But we are not all wrong; and it
the custom were not immutably established,
aud we were now to select the day most worthy
to be commemorated, we aro not sure that the
fourth would yield its claims to the second, although the second was really a more decisive
day. For the truth [is that independence is
not the work ot auy single day. The declaration only gave definite expression to a purpose
that had grown very gradually, but was fully
formed long before the Continental congress
took its final action. Virginia had led the way
in a definite declaration as early as May, and
when her delegates in the congress offered the
resolution of independence on the 7 th of June,
the representatives of many of the colonies
were prepared to adopt it at once.
It· consideration was only postponed that there might be
entire unanimity, and so little doubt did the
majority entertain that independence would bo
declared, that a committee was-then appointed
to draft a statement setting forth the reasons
which demanded it. On the first day of July
the resolution came before the cougress in
committee of the whole, and so prompt aud
hearty had been the response to the proposition of Virginia that the delegates from every
colony but one came fully empowered to take
such measures as should be deemed necessary
to nromotft the lihnrtv. HAfptv

nrnl

inforoute

nf

America, while most of them were definitely
instructed to vote for independence.
It is always with some degree of regret that
we give up any of the cherished
legends of
childhood, but it does not grieve us very much
to part with the pretty story of the old bell-

ringer waiting anxiously upon the eventful
Fourth of July, shaking his head and sighing,
"they will never do it," until the boy brought

up the welcome message, "it has passed," and
the old bell pealed out the tidings to the world
The story Is sufficiently absurd, for the fact is
that congress sat with closed doors, and few
outside knew of its action for several days, afterward, though its action on the fourth had
been predetermined by that on the second.
But a graver objection to the story than its inconsistency with facts, is that it belittles the
work of the fathers, making it appear that
there was as mnch of chance in their proceedings as In those of a modern congress.
There never was any doubt of what they
would do on the fonrth, and very little doubt
of what they would do on the second or the
first, and though the resolution was gravely debated in the committee of the whole, it was
rather to make sure that everybody understood
It than because anybody needed to bs convinced. It is true, however, that Pennsylvania was by no means unanimous. The crown
had been represented here by the just and extremely light rule of the proprietary, and the
wrongs which bad inflamed other colonies were
scarcely felt here. And so when Dickenson,
than whom few had done more to arouse the
national spirit, but who hesitated to take the
irrevocable step, rose to answer the impassioned argument of John Adams, be spoke for
at loast a portion of his important and influential constituency. When the vote was taken
Dickenson, Morris, Humphreys and Willing
of Pennsylvania, were against the resolution,
and Franklin, Morton and Wilson in its favor;
the South Carolina delegates, who had not
then beard of Moultrie's victory, also voted
no; Delaware was divided, and the New York
delegates, being without instructions did not
vote. Thus the resolution was adopted in committee by a vote of nine colonies to four. Ob
the following day it came up for final action.
Rodney, having arrived from Delaware, secured the vote of that colony, Dickinson and
Morris stayed away, leaving a majority of the
Pennsylvania delegates in favor of independence, and South Carolina consented for the
sake of unanimity. The New York delegates
were still unable to vote, but no colony dissented from the resolve, "That these united
colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and
independent states; that they are absolved
from all allegiance to the British crown, and
that all political connection between them is,
and ought to be, totally dissolved."
This was on the second day of July, one
hundred years ago, and if there had been 110
further declaration we should have had the
second of July for our great anniversary. But
the Congress did not consider its worç complete until it had formally set forth the ffeasons
which impelled it to this action, and it therefore immediately proceeded to consider the
declaration which had already been reported
by Jefferson. During that day and the next
this document was debated and a number of
amendments made, and on the fourth it was
finally adopted. With the formal certification
of the president and secretary it was soon after
published to the world, and subsequently was
engrossed and signed by all the members of
the congress. We have repeated this familiar
story here that we may all have its essential
points well fixed in our minds, and understand
tho events we commemorate. If we were to
celebrate but one isolated act it should be that
of the second of July; but independence was
long in preparing aud longer still in achieving,
and the day which we set apart in especial
commemoration is appropriately that of the
formal declaration. So at least the actors
themselves felt, for we know that they kept
"the glorious fourth of July," and their descendants have kept It ever since. Let no one,
therefore, fear that the day will ever be taken
from us. We do well to mark the anniversary of every single step in the great drama,
aud the memories of to-day and to-morrow
are not to be despised.
But after all, the bare
facts of history go for little toward making a
holiday, compared with the unbroken associations of a hundred yeari.

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

strength that are acquired in warding off

enduring calamities.
I>oubtlcss we
shall lind it good that our sabbatical
year,
our time of
retrospection, thanksgiving,
and high resolving, has fallen
upon us
neither occupied upon one hand with
any
great national calamity, like a civil war or
an invasion, nor on the other hand
overdriven with our sordid cares, the noise and
indecorum of our complicated
building
and thrift. We have invited the world to
visit us on our great birth-festival, to behold the working for a century of a free
government in.the formation of national
character, and courtesy requires, that m
come in doors from our
shops and mills,
our ship yards and
cattle-sheds, put on our
coats, ami do fit though frank and simple
honors to our guests.
or
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College,

Now entering on its seventy-fifth year, ofiers tbe
advantages of a Classical, Scientific or Engineering
The first
Course.
Commencement, July 13th.
examination will be held July 14th, at 8 A. M. ; the
second at the opening of tho Fall Term, September
28, 1870.
JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN, President.
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Where lie will do all kind?* of house
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The Arion Club, assisted by Chandler'* Bnntl,
will give a Moonlight Excursion and Concert TH U RSDAY EVENING. July 6th, on Steamer Gazelle,
landing at Peaks' Island, where a grand Balcony
Concert will be given. Leaving Custom House wharf
at 8 o'clock. Tickets 25 Cents; to be had of the
members or at the boat.
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Fellow Citizens,—We liave arrived at a
solemn epoch in our country's life.
The
to nations, what the years
centuries
briti£
do to individuals, their birthdays.
So
transient are our single lives, so niiserably
inadequate to the toils and pains and exhausting arts by which we acquire wealth,
reputation and power, are the fleeting
years allowed to us for their use and enjoyment, that we can only give zest to our
activities and dignity to our employments
by devoting them to the work of providing
a better fortune for our families.
But the
family succumbs sooner or later to the inevitable alternation of death and life, and
distributes its envied accumulations of
property, character and genius to men of
other name and lineage. In contemplating
the grand millenniums, which are the lifetime of nations, in pouring our rill of
thought into the general intelligence, in
contributing upright lives to swell the aggregate of the public virtue, we forget our
petty deaths in the immortality of our
race, and make our humble employments
noble, in that they help to make our conntry greater, and the world more in accord
with the aspirations of the soul.
With
minds
such
contemenlarged by
we
lose
our
plation,
individuality in the
deathless career of our country. Λ11 her
seems
to
enter
into our experience,
history
and in her growth and glory, our hopes
and sympathies bring to us the consciousness of immortality.
ONE

PERIOD

OF

PROSPERITY,

TWO

OF

PERIL.

One great goal is readied.
Λ rounded
century of nationality lies behind us, and a
common sentiment summons a great and

united people to contemplate its historv.
It naturally divides itself into two periods
of peril, and one of prosperity.
From
1770 to 1789 we were occupied" with the
weary war, by which Independence was
secured, and with the organization into a
harmonious political system of the discordant elements that made up oar population.
Organized into a homogeneous
nationality under the authority, which the
virtue and patriotism of Washington chiefly
inspired, we entered then upon our halcyon
Fortuyeurs, which lasted down to 18C0.
nate was tile generation of our fathers,
whose serene lives lay within this favored
period. Exempt from the wars and revolutions that kept Europe alarmed, crippled
its industry, arrested its progress, and
decimated its inhabitants, our people were
left unmolested to multiply themselves and
attract a migration of the bravest and best
among the oppressed classes of the older
world. The wilderness was cleared and
cultivated ; ships were built and sent to
gather wealth from the most distant seas ;
intelligence was diffused, and invention
stimulated, by which new forces were won
from nature, increasing the efficiency, and
adding to tne rewards of human labor.
Probably in no country and in no period
were the best conditions of a happy human
existence so completely realized, as in the
United States during this its early golden
age. Then broke upon us our final and
greater peril, not wholly unforeseen by
patriotic seers, but not the less on that account unprovided for. So potent a demon
as slavery could not be cast out of the
body politic without rending and tearing;
and we come up to this our high centennial festival, the wounds of the great
struggle still bleeding, and grasp each
other's hands in an honest purpose of
reconciliation and repentance, the tears of
grief and mutual resentment not yet dried
in our eyes.
Tin:

REPUBLIC A NATURAL GROWTH.

Going back

to the time and place, when
the statesmen, whose counsel guided and
whose courage inspired our fathers, wisely
rash, resolved upon Independence, wc
may say :
"Here was the doom fixed ; here is marked the date
When this New World awoke to man's estate,
liurnt its last Bbip and ceased to look behind."

The American people had taken their
fortunes into their own hands. They bewail to recognize the fact that the new continent, with its majestic stretch of mountain, forest and plain, bounded only by
lakes, oceans and tropic seas, had a destiny of its own, which it was their duty to

develop.

The feudal and aristocratic forms of European society seemed nowhere capable of
transplantation into the soil of the New
World. Come whence they might, from
monarchical England and' France, from
feudal Germany, even from despotic and
ecclesiastic Spain, the colonists of both
North and South America became democracies at the outset, or lapsed into that
condition, as soon as foreign constraint
was withdrawn.
In Virginia, even in New
England, a few grand families tried to
maintain in society a prestige, which they
could not claim in the state, but their liveried servants, their gay apparel, and their
stately manners were as ludicrously out of
place among the homespun settlers,as were
the chivalric feats and knightly bearing of
Don Quixote in the prosaic times upon
which lie fell. Our sickly domestic aristocracies, whose monuments are still seen
in dilapidated mansions, and heirlooms of
plate, portraits and brocades, soon perished
under the necessity, imposed first or last
upon all hands, of earning a livelihood.
Metternich said to an American in 18JG :
"Democracy is natural to you ; you have
always been democrats, and democracy is
therefore a verity in America. In Europe
it is a falsehood, and I hate all falsehood.''
So when it fell to our forefathers to establish a national government to replace that
whose allegiance they had disowned, a few
theorists believed that we might copy the
very form of government that had" oppressed us, and use the popularity of
Washington to establish a royal line, and
the generals and statesmen of the revolution as the nucleus of an order of nobility ;
but to all clear-headed men it was apparent, that we could not create a new form
of society, but must take that which had
come by natural growth.
We had always
had the republic in free states, many of
whose constitutions survived unchanged
down to our own times, and a democracy
in
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cordingly the Federal Constitution was
wisely built upon no model of antiquity, 110
ideal theory, but upon the reality of the
situation, and with its adoption came a

harmonious order in our inuuicipal, state
and national go\ernments.
In this inevitable step a wise sagacity
shaped the enthusiastic politics of our
fathers. The instinct of independence had
in it the promise and potency of our future
growth and glory. For from the national
independence sprang personal independence. self-reliance, the daring to undertake
difficult tilings, that impatience of obstacle
and restraint,
which, though
sometimes offensively and ludicrously exhibited in boasting and vain glory, lie at
the basis of all that is effective in the
American character.
Λ

TEAK OF JUBILEE.

The ancient Hebrews, blest in a country of marvellous fertility, a land, in their
own poetic language, (lowing with milk
and honey, established this ordinance.
Every fiftieth year was a year of jubilee.
The laud was iiot to be cropped ; the slave
went free of his master ; all
mortgaged
estates, with the exception of dwelling
houses in walled cities (a provision favoring rural life) went back without payment
to the mortgager, and every Israelite returned from the obligation of servitude, to
which poverty or debt had subjected him,
free to his family and redeemed homestead.
It was a year of rest to the land, duriug
which, though it was lawful to buy of one's
neighbor, and to sell to him, no hard bargains and no oppression or extortion was
permitted. Contented with past gain*,
trustful iu the bounties of coming seasons,
the people rested, and ojave thanks ; the
rich and the poor fed alike on what nature
supplied without labor, and on the surplus
harvests of the working years.
Our nation's birth year seems to have
fallen upon such a jubilee. The slave has
gone free of his master. The land, though
cultivated, only fairly repays the labor of
tillage. The thousand wheels of our immense manufacturing 110 longer
grow fervid under the hot propulsion of gain.
and
Buying
selling go languidly on, as
though a Centennial generosity to our
had
for this sabbatical season
neighbor
overborne the national spirit of thrift.
We build houses and ships, bridges, railways and cities rather iu memory of the
prosperous traffic of years gone by, or in
expectation of that of years to eome, than
with any assurance of "immediate returns.
It may be well to apply the brakes to a
too headlong material progress.
Those
years of a man's life, when, instead of constant accumulation, lie finds himself compelled to lose and spend, are not his most
unfortunate 1101· least happy years.
They
bring him experience, the wisdom and

TYPE 01-' MANHOOD WE HAVE PRODUCED.
But the occasion is too rare and serious
to be given wholly to etiquette and
civility.
Whatever may be due to visitors and
our
strangers,
prineipal concern is with

ourselves. The solemn anniversary, which
no eye, that looks
upon intelligently, will
be likely to see again, brings with it serious thoughts and imperative duties,
(t.
is a time for new devotion to noble purposes.
In the finished century what have we
achieved? I must pass over as unfit for
this occasion, and incapable of belnw compressed into the limits of this brief discourse, a recapitulation however summary
of our progress in population, in breadth
of
territorial occupation, in
military
strength, In overflowing abundance of proin
and
duction,
agriculture
manufactures,
in education, arts and inventions.
But
"What constitute»a State?
Not high raieeil battlement or labored mound,
Thick wall or moated gate ;
Not cities proud, wiui spires and turrets crowned!
Not bays and broad armed ports.
Where laughing at the storm, rich navies ride;
Not starred and epangied courts,
Where low-browed baseness waits perfume to

pride.
men, high minded men."
Political Institutions are only valuable for
the quality of men they help to form.
What in a hundred years has our trial of
government given us in the order of men it
has produced? We cannot shrink from
the investigation. I know how frequent.
durinir the disclosures nf the liiet v,.nr nf
corruption in politics anil fraud in the public service, have been our confessions of
degeneracy and-decay. Much of this is
due to a wholesome quickening of the public conscience ; much to the salutary exposure and universal discussion of evil
practices, which, under more despotic governments, and in earlier periods of our
own, were decorously suppressed to avoie
general scandal; much at last to the
small ecoinomy and scrupulous thrift that
belonged rather to the poverty than to the
virtue of our ancestors.
Besides, there is
a glamour about the
past that hides all
traits of character in historic men but
those that are luminous with heroism. We
forget the disreputable intrigues among
tne generals and patriots of the revolution
to undermine the influence of Washington,
and to take from him the chief command.
We sigh for the devotion, fidelity and integrity that characterized the times of Jefferson and Madison, and have forgotten
the partisan animosities which alienated
citizens, and embittered all the intercourse of political, professional and social
life. Men compete with each other now,
as in the last century, as in all centuries,
for the goods of lite" for wealth, lucrative
employments and honorable
stations,
rather with less than greater rancor aud
unfairness. The usajres of civil life always
tend to enlarge our
respect for the rights
of other men ; and we learn justice, which
is the law of aflairs, as we learn courtesy,
which is the la>v of society, by use.
Neither the virtues nor the vices of any
age are like the virtues or vices of another
age ; and if the weakness of the public virtue has exhibited itself of late iu the direction of the greed of gain, it is due to the
deranged standards of value, one of the
calamities of a great war ; to the increased
difficulties of obtaining subsistence, intensifying the struggle for life, and to the
sudden access of luxury among classes
enriched by the unfair distributions of
gains, only possible under commercial disorders.
But I do not wish to say a single word
to assuage the keenness
of the popular
consc'-etice, which must be left by the
overwhelming shame of a palpable evil to
work out our repentance and diliverauce.
Metterniclx once said to George Ticknor,
speaking of the tendencies of monarchies
and republics: "I labor chielly, almost enIn a democracy
tirely to prevent evils.
you cannot do this ; there you must begin
and
endure it till it has been
by the evil
felt and acknowledged, and then perhaps
can
you
apply the remedy." Mr. Tieknor
himself afterwards acknowledged this reof
democratic institutions entirely
proach
just. "We must," he said, "first sutler
from an evil before we can apply the remedy. We have no preventive legislation
upon such subjects. But then on the other
hand, when the people do come to the rescue,
they come with a flooding force,
which your societies, where power is
balanced between the government and the
masses, know nothing about."
We are slow to provide against anticiproblematical evils howpated and
ever
seem
threatening
they may
to
dispassionate observers. We pereven
cherished
mitted,
slavery,
while
and
philanthropists
publicists among ourselves and in
foreign
states gave eloquent warning of its destructive tendencies. But when it armed
itself in rebellion against the I'nion, and
demanded half our territory, as a theatre
upon which to put to the test its plan of a
government biult upon a dominant and
subject race, the people rose iu their might,
and crushed the evil thing with a thoroughness, that brooked neither palliation
nor delay.
So we have failed to agree
upon any remedy for a corrupt civil service and the degradation of the public
patronage to the uses of self-seeking men,
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rank, that the popular will is fast ripening

the determination to obliterate the
shame and scandal in the same resolute
and thorough way.
Above the shame that a few mean and
mercenary men, intruding audaciously into
public stations, to which neither their
characters, abilities or public services entitled them, have been able to inflict upon
their country, the great honest heart of the
people is as patriotic, as ready to sacrifice
to the public weal, as prompt to accord to
other men of whatever condition, lineage,
or creed, the complete measures of their
just rights, as it was in the early days of the
to

republic.

DUTIES OF THE TIME.

duty devolved upon us, as the
freest people on the globe, who had made
the free common school the basis of its political system, and who had jealously resented any interference with the utter freedom of the press, the peu and the tongue,
in the way of the development for the rest
of mankind and in the interest of an expanding civilization, of the science of government and of society.
We have scarcely
met the world's just expectation. The political discussions in foreign reviews and in
the English and French legislative assemblies are more thorough and scientific than
those by American writers and legislators.
Xo author among us, during the century,
has written with the comprehension, the
philosophic spirit, the authority with
which i'aiue and Jefferson and the authors
of the Federalist wrote in the
very beginning of the epoch. Our standaru works
all
questions pertaining to the civil
upon
and social state are those of thinkers
whose studies were pursued under the
shadow of monarchical and aristocratic institutions. With perfect liberty to test in
practice every theory, as a people, we are
still
at odds upon these fundamental
questions of national policy. What
is
the soundest circulating
medium,
that under which property is best acsecured
and
distributed? Are the
quired,
industrial interests of a
people best promoted by giving bounties to particular
branches of production, or by leaving
trade as nearly as possible free? lTpon
what principle should government employments be distributed? What functions for
which the whole community have an interest, and which require, to be well done, a
combination of capital and labor, like carrying the mails, sending telegrams, building railroads, common roads and canals,
transportation of persons and property,
can with economy and expediency be undertaken by the state? What degree ot
intellectual, moral and religious education
ought government to provide and enforce
for the whole people? How far may the
control of majorities and the absoluteness
of democracy be restrained by constitutions and irrepealable laws? To what extent is the territory of the United States an
asylum for all races, colors and creeds,
and having upon us the task of building a
consolidated nation to be the pioneer ot
the world in its career of progress, to
what extent may we select the materials
out of which we will build?
A great

The century closes with noue of these
questions settled for ourselves or for other
peoples waiting for the sanction of our example; we may say without our having
earnestly entered upon their consideration.
This is due partly to that illogical character we inherit from our English ancestry,
which will oblige us to settle theui one by
one as they become urgent, practically and
not scientilically, and perhaps some of

them in flat contradiction of the very theories to which we are pledged. It is due
still more to that wretched necessity of
our politics which forbids us to consider
any question upon its merits, and drives
us to the calculation of how we are to
carry the next election. We are free-traders for every thing but the cotton, coal
or lumber in which we or our section are
embarked. We believe in the equality of
man with a saving clause for the Pacific
slope, of the Mongol, for the South,
of the negro, and for the rest of us, ol
whatever type of poverty, ignorance or
helotage intrudes upon our pride of race.
But if our potitical literature has disappointed mankind ; if we have developed no
theory of democracy for the struggling
peoples of Europe to study, we have doue
what is infinitely better and more effective,
we have ofl'ered an example of a Republic
prosperously conducted through the perils
of a century under laws wisely framed and
loyally obeyed by its citize is, wherein—
always excepting the shame and wickedness of that slavery we have
repented and
put away,—life and liberty have been safe,
and crime and vice have been restrained,
freedom of thought and speech has been
maintained, education, intelligence, and
property have been as equally dittused as
the natural capacities of men ever permit,
and the most favorable
conditions of
human lite have been secured to the mass
of the people. It is difficult to over-estimate the power of such an example. In
aspiration for a better civic
every
and
social
our
constitucondition,
tion
has
been the
ideal
that
our
gave body to that aspiration ;
striped and starry flag has led the nations
iiuuugii
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tlie pillar of cloud and flame led tlie ancient Israelites towards the promised iand.
Especially since our late great peril and
deliverance, the recuperative energy of the
Republic, as shown in the gigantic military strength it suddenly developed ; its capacity to respond to the noblest sentiments of duty and justice as shown by the
heroic spirit, patience and sacrifices of its
citizens, have given us an access of influence which neither the sanction of
long
custom, nor vague terrors of disrupted sonor
a
ciety,
police backed by a standing
army, have been able to counteract.
What changes we have made in the constitution of the government, have all been
in the direction of an increased democracy, and a larger participation of the people
in practical administration. The discretion
theoretically given to the Electoral College to deliberate, and from their superioi
judgment, select the fitting persons to be
President and Vice President, has long
since given place to the mere automatic
registration of the popular choice, which
might just as well be made directly. Popular election of judges for short terms lias
taken the place of executive appointment
during good behavior. The tenure of all
offices has been shortened, and the conduct ol legislatures, magistrates, and
courts has been brought uuder the
populai
criticism and control. Judges must at then
peril find some way to reconcile the science
of law to the prevalent tendencies of the
times, and law-makers, when they can nc
longer compromise,postpone or refer back,
must make political
economy acommodate itself to the present wishes and interests of the masses.
From this tendency to refer
everything
back to the people has resulted the necessity of taking into the popular arena the
most complicated and abstruse
questions,
such as those of finance, and of
protection
and free trade. More and more our election campaigns become scientific discussions, and more and more they are and
ought to be stripped of their degrading
features of flattery, insincerity, and
peras

sonality.

"Since the people are our rulers, our
safety lies," as Mr. Lowe sarcastically
said in advocating the English Education
bill, "in educating our rulers." How can
we better consecrate this
day in the heart
of every patriotic citizen and make it
in
as
religious
high a sense as the President intended in his
message, than by
_
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port "of whatever educates the people. Lei
the schools be free, and untrarameled
by
sectarian control. Let us
enlarge the influence of the pulpit and the
platform, ard
demand that none shall teach from
either,
who do not exemplify in their own lives
the validity of what they teach. Let literature and" art, sedulously
cultivated, and
liberally paid, diffuse among men and
women that culture which shall take from
us as a

people the reproach of shallowness

and vulgarity. Finally let us remember
that the education of affairs is far more
efficient and salutary, than the formal education sf schools.
The newspaper, the
telegraph and the
mail make our modern life
wonderfully
The
time
conspicuous.
prophecied of lias
come, when what has been told in the
ear is
proclaimed upon the house top.
How terrible is the popular
reproach of a

great public fraud, of

a

heartless

extor-

tion or a cruel crime ! How
exhilerating is
a nation's
applause at a brave act, a heroic
sacrifice, the enunciation of a grand
thought! Let us keep our plaudits only
for the best and dismiss with
compliments
only those faithful servants, that have done
good service to the state. Monarchies
like those of,Britain and Prussia have been
able to perpetuate themselves and secure
in the freedom, intelligence, and
prosperity of their people the true ends of government by making it an inviolable maxim of
state to put the best and ablest men in
stations of authority, and the elective
franchise in a republic though universal is
a snare and a delusion unless
through it
the people may enjoy their dearest
right to
be represented by their best and wisest
men.

The first century closes behind us. Let
us enter upon the second with
thankfulness for all that we have
achieved, and
with a determination to make our
country
worthier than ever of our
highest love and
holiest devotion.
"How many subtlest influences
With spiritual touch of joy or pain
Invisible as air and soft as light
Do body forth that image of the brain
We call our Country,—visionary
shape
Lovest more than woman, fuller of lire than
wine,
Whose charm can none deiine
Nor any, though he flee it, can
escape.
All parti-colored threads the weaver
time
Sets m his web, now trivial, now
sublime.
All memories, all forebodings, hopes
and lears,
Mountain and river, forest, prairie,
sea,
A hill, a rock, a
Held or tree,
homestead,
The casual gleanings of unreckoned
Take goddess-shape at last and thereyears
is i>he,
Old at our birth, new as the
springing hours,
Shrine of our weakness, fortress
of our powers,
Consoler, kindler, peerless 'mid her peers
A foi ce that neatii our conscioue
being stirs
A life to give ours
permanence, when wc
Are borne to mingle our poor earUi with hers
And all this
glowing world goeB with lis on our
biers.
You wfio hold dear this self-conceived
Whole faith and works alone can makeideal,
it real,
Bring all your fairest gifts to deck her shrine
Who lifts our lives away from Thme and Mine
And feeds them at tne core with manhood more
divine.
When all have done their utmost,
surely he
Hath given the best, who gives a character
Erect and constant, which nor
shock
any
Of loosened elements, nor the forceful sea
Of flowing or of ebbing fates can stir
From its deep baBes on the
living rock
Αί
«
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A SAD

SHIPWRECK.

Two Hundred and Thirty Persons
Drowned.
London, July 5.—The Governor of the Dutch
East Indies telegraphs
confirming the report of
the loss of the steamer Lient. Gen. Kroesan in
the Straits of Simda. Two hundred and
thirty
persons were drowned.
TIIRKEI.
The Northern Power* Neutral.
Loudon, July 5.—A Berlin special to the
Telegraph says that the Northern powers have
forwarded to England the most satisfactory assurance in regard to the war.
They express a
determination to remain completely neutral,
and evince a strong desire to localize the
strug-

gle.

The Imperial Onard.

despatch from Vienria says that 10,000 of
the Imperial guard are leaving Constantinople
A

for Servis.

Another Insurrection.
Cologne, July 5.—A despatch to the Gazette says that an insurrection has broken out
between Misch and Solou, in the rear of the
Turkish army.

forriin Notes.
The Prussian bark
Vearia, from Dalhousie
for London, has beeu
wrecked on the

totally
Magdalen Islands. Crew saved.
The cod fishing at the Magdalen

Islands

is

poor and bait is scarce.
A Constantinople despatch report tlie defeat
of the Servian troops at Uiknb with a loss of
GOO killed and wounded.
MINOR TELEGKAJIN.

Athletics G, Cincinnati» 4.
Peter B. Yates, Mayor of Schnectady, died
of heart disease in a Saratoga special
train on the Hudson liiver railroad
Tuesday.

suddenly

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.

MATTERS IN

Press.!
ttilililfil Dentil.
Fkvebdbg, July 5.—Miss Anne Gaulage of
Lovell Village, died suddenly yesterday after-

[.Special

to

noon.

North Conway.
Fire
A house belonging to Charles Nute, at North
Consvay, was burned last night; supposed iniu

covered by insurance.
Damaged by Collision.
Bockland, July 5.—Schooner Gem of this

ceudiary.

Lass

$GOO;

port, from New York, arrived in Boothbay this
morning badly damaged from collision with
an

unknown vessel.

a.

Fall.
Kennebunkport, July 5.—Mr. Abraham
Perkins, a carpenter, fell at 4 o'clock this ufternoon, from the upper staging of a 2,000 ton ship
in the yard of N. L. Thompson, a distance of
Merious

32 feet. In addition to several minor wounds,
two ribs and the breast bone appear dislocated,
with symptons of internal injury, all indicating
a

dangerous condition.

Drowned.
[To the Associated Press.]
Thomaston, July 5.—A young man named
Ridley Newsworthy, about 1!) jears of age, was
drowned hero yesterday afternoon by the upsetting of a sail boat. His body has not yet

been recovered.
Lewiaton (Station.
Lewiston, July 5— George Cleaves ot Saco,
was taken to the station last night and a physician summoned who did all that could be
(lone, but Cleaves died at 9 o'clock to-day,
Death

the;

nt

aged

about twenty-four.
Fire iu Berwick.
Salmon Falls, July 5.—A dwelling and outbuildings, owned and occupied by Dennis Colliers in Berwick, Me., were burned this morn-

ing.
lives.

The occupants birely escaped with their
Lass $1200; insured. Probably incen-

diary.
WASHINGTON.
OiUcial Change».
Washington, July 5.—It is stated that the
President has asked Commissioner Pratt to remove Major Clarke, special agent in San Francisco, and Ferdinand Meyer. Supervisor of Internal Bevenue in St. Louis, successor of MacDonald. It is said that Mr. Pratt opposes the
Hôte
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himself resign.

THE FOURTH.
In Boston.
Boston, July 5.—The celebration of the
Fourth in this city passed off without a serions
accident.
Bat one fire and that of i ^significant proportions, has been reported.
The usual address was delivered at Music
Hall by Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, Brooks
Adams reading the declaration.
The most important races were the single
scull and four oared shell.
In the race for single sculls, two miles, $150,
and $50, Biglin, Coulter and some other expected professionals failed to answer to the call
of the starter, but five started; John A. Landers ot Salem, John Mckiel and T. 0. Butler
of Boston, P, Luther and L. Cavitt.
Landers
Wok the lead at the start and won in 14.12,
Mekiel second, Butlor third.
The regatta terminated with a race (or four
oared shells, six miles. prize9 $500 and $250 being the largest ever offered. There were three
starters, tlie Biglin crew of New York, the
Coulter crew of Pittsburg, and the Faulkner
Began crew of Boston. Owing to damage to
the Coulter's boat they were obliged to enter in
a workiog boat, solely to save the second
price.
The Biglin crew, which bade fair to win, met
with an accident, thus giving the race to the
Fanlkner crew, who made the distance in
49. CI 1-2.

Philadelphia.

Phieadelphia, July 5 —The Fourth was
nshered in by the usual salutes and bell ringing. The display of bunting on the principal
streets was simply wonderful. The military
procession moved at 8.30 and the troops

DUTIES OF THE TIME.

which Congress coulil do better thr.n auy court,
such as the redress of grievances of citizens.

were

enthusiastically obeered on the route. At Independence Hall they were reviewed by Gen.

Sherman.

On the platform with the General
were Prince Oscar of Sweden. Gov, Connor of
Maine, and staff, and Gov. Lippitt of Rhode
Island.
The commemorative exercises of the day
were held in Independence
squre, and at 10
o'clock every available spot in the square and
on the streets in the vicinity was crowded with
people. A stand with seats for 4000 invited
guests had been erected, and at 10.15, when
the ceremonies commenced was entirely filled.
The arrivals of Gov. Hayes and Gen. Sherman
and Lieut Oen. Sheridan and Dom Pedro were
the signal for great cheering. At a quarter
past 10 Gilirore's orchestra of 250 musicians
opened with the grand overture, "The Great
Republic." Gen. Hawley then called tho assemblage to order, and alter a few well-timed
remarks introduced Hon. Thomas W.
Ferry,
President of the United States Senate, as President ol the day. The latter made an excellent
short address, aftor which prayer was offered
by Rt. Rev. William B. Stevens".
The chorus sang the hymn, "Welcome to All
Nations," composed by Oliver Wendell Holmes
ot Massachusetts. Mr. Ferry then introdnced
Richard Henry Lee of Virginia, who read the
Declaration of Independence.
The original
manuscript of that document was brought forward by Mayor Stokely, to whose care it had
been entrusted by the President of the United
States.
It was placed upon the speakers'
stand, facing the vast multitude in the square,
and for five minutes the vicinity fairly
rang
with cheers.
After the reading of the Declaration came
the greeting from Brazil—a hvmn for the first
Centennial of American independence—composed by Carlos Gomez of Brazil at the request of His Majesty Dom Pedro. The announcement of this portion of the
programme
was received by the
assemblage with every
manifestation ot favor.
The Emperor rose to
his feet, with the rest ot the distinguished personages present, and listened with great attention.
then recited the National Ode,
Bayard Taylor
u_ l;
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very lieartily applauded.
A grand triumphal march, with the
churns,
"Our National Banner," by Dextar Smith of
Boston, was next given by the orchestra and
chorus, after which the orator of the day, Wm.
M. Ecarts, vas introdnced and greeted with
loud and long cheers.
After Mr. Evarts had
concluded, the Hallelujah chorus from Handel's
''Messiah" was performed by the orchestra and
chorus, and the ceremonies were concluded
with the singing of the doxology, in which the
entire assembly joined.
The ceremonies of unveiling the statue of Alexander Von Humboldt, erected by the Germans in East Fairmount Park,
passed off sucwas

cessfully.

Portj -Fourth Congress—First Session.
SENATE.

Washington, D. C., July 5,
A resolution looking to the completion of the
Washington Monument and directing the committees of both bouses of Congress to institute

necessary provisions, was unanimously adopted.
Howe called up the bill from the foreign relation committee to encourage and promote telegraphic communication between America and
Asia. It authorizes certain parties to lay such
cable and regulate transmission of
messages,

etc.

Edmunds submitted the amendment reserving the right to Congress to alter, amend or repeal the act. Amendment agreed to and bill
passed.
The Senate, after some discussion, agreed to
the report of the conference committee on the
post office appropriation bill.
The consideration of tbe resolution to
pay
Pinchback the compensation and mileage of a

Senator, was resumed.
Saulsbury spoke in opposition thereto. During his remarks, Saulsbury in speaking of condition of affairs in Louisiana, said the Presi-

ideutof the United States lent himself to a
conspiracy to defraud the people of Louisiana
of their rights.
Edmunds called the Senator to order for the
language used and said it was not language lit
for a Senator to use towards tbe President of
tbe United States.
Saulsbury said he did not mean to speak disrespectfully of the President
Chair ( Mr. Dawes), ruled the point was well
taken and Senator using the
language had disclaimed any intention of being disrespectful to
the President.
Merrimon submitted a substitute fer the resolution reported by the committee so as to provide that $5,000 bo allowed P. B. S. Pinchback
to pay reasonable expenses incurred by him as
a contestant.
Resolution was passed. Yeas 27, nays 11.
A strict party vote—Edmunds not voting.
On motion of Morrill of Me., it was ordered
that when the Senate adjourned to-lay it be to
meet at 11 o'clock to-morro w.
Wright introduced a bill to amend section of
May 12, 1864, for a grant of lands in the
State of Iowa to aid in the construction of a
railroad in said State, lîeferred to the commit-*
tee on public lands. Senate at six adjourned.

HOUSE.
Mr. Stevenson of 111,, from tbe commitieo of
conference on tbe bill tor tbe repavement of
Pennsylvania avenue, made a report whioh

was

adopted.

On motion of Mr. Clark of Mo., chairman of
the Committee on Postoflices and Post lioadg.
reported that the Senate amendment to the
bill providing a penalty for mailing obscene
matter was concurred in.
Mr. Seelye of Mass., offered a resolution
calling on tbe Secretary of the Interior for information in regard to what portion of the Indian trust funds had been invested in securities
other than stocks of tbe United States since
1841. Adopted.
The House proceeded to the consideration of
the Geneva award bill and was addressed by
Mr. Caulfield.
At tbe close of Mr. Caullield's speech the
pievions question was moved and seconded.
Mr. Lord of New Vorii, who had charge ot
the bill, being entitled to an hour in closing the
debate, yielded to Mr. Tucker who advocated
letting the whole subject go to the court of
Alabama Claims Commissioners,
with the
right of appeal to the Supreme Court to decide
the controversy according to law and justice.
Mr. Hale of Mnine argued that it was not a
question of law, but thero were certain things

The outcome of tho Geneva arbitration was in
the bauds of Congress and therefore lie dismissed the lawyer points ot the question. He
opposed the idea of paying the fund to insurance companies which
had fattened on the
losses of snip owners, and argued that it should
class
to
tho
go
designated as war premium
men, those who had not lost their vessels by
Confederate cruisers but had to pay large war
premiums. I f there was #1 or $5,000,000 left,
the American Congress should send it back to
Great Iîrittin and say: "When we came to
get the specific items of lose they were not so
ureat as we had supposed." He would therefore vote for the proposition of the gentleman
from Kentucky, (Knott.)
Mr. Seelyelargued that Congress should dispose of the balance of the fund just as it mi^ht
deem wise and equitable, and that the United
States government was not responsible for its
action to Great Britain or to the Geneva tribunal.
Mr. Lord closed the debate by a speech in
advocacy of the majority report.
House then proceeded to vote on the bill aud
amendments, but this proceeding was interrupted to allow Mr. Hoi man of Indiana, to
present a conference report on the postotfice

long clear.

Lard is firmer and
steam at 11 65 @ 11 70.
to
Freights Liverpool quiet.

^fairly active ; prime

Chicago, July 5.—Flour quiet and unchauged.
Wheat is in fair demand, lower and irregular; No 2
Chicago Spring at 1 03} @ 1 032|on spot and seller for
July ; 1 05* seller August ; 1 05 @ 1 05J seller September ; No 3 at 88Jc ; rejected 75c. Corn in active demand and higher ; No 2 Mixed at 47Je bid on spot
and seller July ; 48|c bid seller August; 48gc seller
September ; rejected 43J @ 44c. Oats are steady ami
in fair demand; No 2 at 30c on the spot and seller
July ; 29} @ 29 2c seller lor August; rejected at 24 @
24£c. Rye dull ; No 2 at 65 @ 67c. Barley dull and
unchanged. Provisions—Pork is unsettled and generally lower at 19 50@ 19 60 on spot : 19 50 seller for
July; 19 60seller August; 1975 @ 19 80 seller September. Lard is quiet and steady at 11 30 on spot
and seller July ; 11 37J @ 11 40 do August; 1150@
It 524 do September. Bulk Meats—shoulders 7i(g}
78; short rib and clear sides at 10J.
Receipts—17,000 bbls flour,155,000 bush wheat, 395,000 bush corn, 158,00!) busu oats, 9C00 bush barley,
7,000 bush-ol rye.
Shipments-16,000 bbls tiour, 60,000 bush wheat, 603,000 bush corn, 247,000 busn oats, 1000 Dual* barley,
1,000 bueh rye.
On the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
shade lower at 1 03} seller for July; 1 05& seller August. Corn strong and higher at 472 @ 48c teller for
July ; 483 @ 4Hè(! do August ; 49|c seller September*
Oats

unchanged.

Toledo, July 5.—Flour is steady. Wheat steady;
No 3 White Wabah at 117J; No 1 White Michigan at
127; extra White Michigan at 1 27 ; extra White
appropriation bill.
The report being read Mr. Holman proceeded
Michigan 1 3U ; Amber Michigau 1 29; seller July at
1.19§ ; No 2 at 93* ; No 2 Red Winter 119J ; No 3 tied
to explaiu it. He said the difference between
do Dayton and Michigan at 93c. Corn is firm;
95c;
the two houses had been a littlo over $3,000,000.
High Mixed at 52c; seller July 52J ; seller August at
That the Senate had yielded to the amount of
53|e; low Mixed at 49c; seller August 51c; no grade
$2,230,000 and that the House had yielded to at 47Jc; damaged 37J. Oats lirm ; No 2 at 32£c ;Michthe amount of $826,000.
igan at 321c; rejected 25c.
The conference report was agreed to and the
Receipts—00O bbls flour 32,000 bush Wb^it, 24,000
bush Corn, 8,0C0 bush Oats.
House again proceeded to vote on the Geneva
Shipments—1000 bbls flour,02,000 bush Wheat,50,000
award bill and its amendments.
bush Corn, 51,000 bush Oats.
The substitute to cover into the Treasury all
St Louis, July 5.—Flour market is dull; Superundistributed balances was rejected. Yeas 59,
fine Fall 2 75 @ 3 25; extra do 3 25 @ 3 75; double exnays 10!).
tia do at 4 01 @ 4 25 ; treble extra do at 4 50 @ 5 25.
Without proceeding further iu voting the
Wbeat—No 2 Red Fall at 1 35 bid cash ; sales at 1 34
House at 5.15 adjourned.
seller July ; 1 27 seller August. Corn inactive ; No 2
Mixed at 43|c cash and seller July. Oats inactive ;
No 2 at 29 @ 29Jc ; rejected at 25£c. Rye dull at 64c.
The Chicago» Whitewanbrd by Ihr Ilnrl.
Pork is dull at 20 00 @ 20 25. Lard held higher at
ford·.
lOf asked ior Summer steam. Bulk Meats nominalBacon is in good demand ; shoulders
ly
Chicago, July 5.—About 12,000 people wit- 82;unchanged.
clear rib and clear sides 11J and 11}.
nessed the Chicago-Hartford game of base ball
Receipts—32,00 bblfl flour, 12,000 bush wheat, 12,here yesterday. The following is the score:
000 bush corn, 27,000 bush oats, 0000 bush barley,
2,000 bosh rye, 00 hogs, 000 cattle.
123456789
Innings
Milwaukee, July 5.—Flour is dull and nominally
Hartfords
00000030 0—3
unchanged. Wheat weak ; No 1 Milwaukee at 113* ;
00000000 0—0
Chicagos
hard do 1 20 ; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 06J ; seller August
Base hits, Chicago 5, Hartford 10; errors,
at 107 ; seller September 1 062 ; No 3 do at 89Jc. Corn
Chicago 2, Hartford 3; runs earned, none. The firmer; No 2 at 46c. Rye nearly nominal; No 1 at
70$. Barley is dull and depressed ;No 2 Spring at 71 ;
Hartfords won by the errors of Bielaski and
No 3 Spring at 40c.
White in the seventh inning.
Receipts—15,000 bbls flour, 173,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—16,000 bbls flour, 70,000 bush wheat.
ΊΕΓΚΟΙΙΟΜΧίΗΙΙ:.
Cincinnati, July 5.—Pork firm and held at 20 50.
Lard flnn; steam at 11$; kettle at 13 @13J. Bulk
PEOiîABiï.iTrF.a for trh kfvt
tu· r\tv vnrn
Meats are firm; shoulders held at 8 @ 8$; clear rib
HOURS.
sides at 10J ; clear sides 10|. Bacon is firm and unWab Dep't, Office Chief Signal 1
changed; shoulders at 8} (È 8jf; clear rib sides at 11c;
clear sides at 11}. Hogs arequiet; fair to good light
>
Washington,
Offices,
D.C.,
at 6 35 @ 6 50; fair to good heavy at 6 45 @ 6 60; reJuly C, (1 A. M.)}
ceipts 1500 head ; shipments 128.
For New Euglnnd,
New Orleans, July 5.—Cotton is irregular and
falling followed by rising baromete., brisk and easy; Middling uplands 11Jc.
possibly high suutheily winds veering to coeler
Charleston, July 5.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
westerly and diminishing in force and rainy, uplands at ll&c.

succeeded by clearing weather.
Cautionary signals are orders for Eastport.

Savannah, July 5.—Cotton quiet ; Middling

up-

lands 11c.

Mobile, July 5.—Cotton market weak and irregular, Middling uplands at 11c.
Crimea and Casualties).
New
York, 'July 5.—Cotton quiet; Middling upJonathan Pearl of Bocbeeter, N. H., 70 j
lands ll|c.
years of age, committed suicide yesterday mornWilmington. July 5.—Cotton is dull and nominal ;
Domestic troubles
ing by cutting his throat.
Middling uplands 102c.
and fear of coming to want was the cause.
Louisville, July 5.—Cotton quiet; Middling upEngineer Yanghan and a flagman were ins- lands llftc.
Augusta, July5.—Cotton market is dull; Midtantly killed and a conductor injured by a coldling uplands 10} @ 11c.
lision of freight trains on the Pennsylvania
Norfolk, July 5.—Cotton market—Middling uprailroad yesterday morning.
lands at 11c.
There were 48 minor accidents and G8 small
fires in New York and Brooklyn on the Fonitli.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Reriew.'of the Portland Market*
FOB THE WEEK ENDING JULY S.
The markets are dull with but few changes to note
in any articles. The dry goods market is unusually
quiet and but few large sales are reported. Honey is
generally quiet and gold closed on Wednesday, July
5th, at Sl.l2i
Beans are in excellent demand but prices show but
little change. Cheese is about è cent lower and sales
slow. Coffee is firmer and prices are 1 cent higher
with a good demand. Copper and cordage show no
change in quotations. Flour is dull and prices are
weak without any decided change in prices. Fruit
is higher, and lemons are quoted at $7.50 and
oranges at $8.50. The fish market is quiet and
unchanged in prices. Grain is in good demand at
the quoted prices. Oats are not quite so active this
week, however, and are quoted at 45 to 48 cte. Hay
is in excellent demand this week. Iron is steady and
unchanged at the quotations. Lard is firm and unchanged in prices. Lumber is unchanged. Molasses
is quiet and sales are very slow at the quoted prie es.
Oils show no change in prices. Beef is dull and very
quiet. Pork is lower and prices are about 50 cents
lower on all kinds. Salt is unchanged at quotations.
Leather Is firm and unchanged. Sugars are quoted
at 11 cents lor granulated aud 10} for Extra
C., and
the market is very strong. Spices are unchanged.
Teas are dull and unchanged. Tin shows slight
change. Tobacco is quiet at quoted prices.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
conveyance—1000 bush cornineal to G
W. True & Co.

By

water

foreign ACxporis.
BOWLING, SCOT. Brig S M Loriug-408,433 feet
lumber, 16,300 pickets.
Douton Stock M|rkrt.
[Sales at the Brokers' Board, July 5.]
G Boston & Maine Railroad
50 Eastern Railroad
175
100
50

do

do
do

s

Second Call.
$1,000 Eastern Baiiroad sinking fund 7s,

20

97

8f

8J
8J
8

European Market*.
London, July 5—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 93 13-16
for money and account.
London, July 5—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 1865, old. 1051; new 5's at

preferred 19.
Liverpool, Jaly 5.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
irregular ; Middling uplands at 5 15-16d ; do Orleans
at 6 l-16d ; sales of 8,000 bales, including 1000 balei
for specuation and export; receipts 8900 bales, of
1062.

Erie

which all were American.
Frankfort, July 5.—American securities—New

5's, 1012-

6A@

Pot

6

Beau*.
1 50 @ 1 75
Mediums.... 1 30 @ 1 50
ïellowEyes. 175 @ 2 00
Box Shook*.
60 @
Pine
72
Pea

Bread.

Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00
do exlOUlb. 7 no @ 8 00

Ship

5 00

Crackers ψ
100

35
Batter.
23
17

@5

5C

@

40

@
Cg

2(
2C

@

12
31

Family, ψ lb

Candles.

Mould, ψ ft.
Sperm

35

Oak

Birch,
ple

Ma-

Pit Burned.

Maple

@

12

@

IE

@

17
IS

13

13

13
12

@

Ν. Ϊ. Dairy.

12 @
Coal—(Retail).

Cumberland
Pictou
Chestnut....
Franklin....
Lehigh &W.

7
7
7
9

@ 8 00
@ * 00

50
50
00
00

New York Stock and Money Market.
New Yobk. July 5—Evening,—Money easy at 31
down to 2 per cent, on call. Sterling steady at 488
for tiO days and 490 for demand.
Gold declined 112$ to 112J : loans 3 per cent, to flat.
The clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank were 16,856,000. The customs receipts to-day were $326,000.
Treasury disbursements were $907,000 for interest,
$22,600 for bonds, and $19,420 in silver.
The following were ine closing quotations of Gov-

8 00 @ 8 50
Coffee.
Java, ψ lb.. 29 @ 30
Rio
20 @ 23

ernment securities:
United States coup. 6s,1881
United States 5-20's,1865, old

United States 5-20's,1865, new, ex
JJ'i
United States 5-20's,1867 ex
119}
United States 5-20's, 1868,
Jf'i
United States newfi'e
United States HMOs, coup
118f
Currencv 6's
126
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks :
Western Union Telegraph Co
713
Pacific Mail
26£
New York Central & Hudson It Κ
108*
Erie
14*
Erie prelerred
20
Michigan Central
512
Union Pacific Stock
€3
Panama
136
Lake Shore
»
582
Illinois Central
96}
&
Northwestern
Chicago
42*
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred
66|
New Jersey Central
72}
Rock Island
109J
St. Paul
41J
St.fiPaul preferred
71*
Wabash
2*
Delaware & Lackawanna
105
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph
18*
Missouri Pacific
7
Atlantic & Pacific preferred
2*
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Bailroad securities :
Central Pacific.... ex
107
Union Pacific... .ex
102|
Land Grants
101*
Sinking Funds
91*
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st
18
Guaranteed
21
Brighton Cattle market.
For the week ending Wednesday, July 5.
Amount of stock at market—Cattle 3557 ; Sheep
and Lambs 5367 ; Swine 6,700 ; number Western Cattle 3417 ; Eastern Cattle ; Milch Cows and Northern Cattle 140.
Prices of Beef Cattle ψ 100 lbs, live weight—Extra
at $5 50 @ 5 75 ; first quality at $5 25 @ δ
37* ; second quality at $4 87* @5 12*; third
quality §4 12*
@4 75; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls. &c.,
at $3 25 @ 3 75.
Brighton Hides— @ 6 cents φ ft. Brighton Tallow 5J
6c ψ lb.
Country Hides 5 @ 5*c P* lb ; Country Tallow 5 (j
—

5*c

ib.
Calf Skins 10 @ 11c ψ lb; sheared Sheep Skins at
25c ; Lamb Skins 50c.
Working Oxen—Not much call for them, and but
a few
pairs offered in market for sale. The trade for
Working Oxen will be light until Cattle come in more
plenty from the North and Maine.
Store Cattle—W ith the exception of Milch Cows
there are but a few Stores brought into market at
this season of tfce year, most of the trade
being confined to Beeves.
Milch Cows—We quote extra at $55 @§95; ordinary $25 @50 ψ head. Most of the Milch Cows offered in market for sale are of a common grade. The
trade for Milch Cows has not been very active of late
at prices ranging from 8 @ 10c ψ lb.
Sheep and Lambs—Nearly all the Sheep and Lambs
for the week were engaged by butchers and taken
direct from the cars to be slaughtered, the demand
for Lambs being active. The
supply of Sheep and
Lambs from the North was light.
Swine—Store Pigs, wholesale at 8 @ 9c ψ ib ; retail
8 to 10c ψ lb. Fat Hogs, 6500; prices 6* @ 7c
ψ lb
Providence Print Cloths Market.
Pbovidence, July 5.—Printing Cloths market
quiet and steady at previous quotations-3* @ 3gc
for good standard and extra 64 χ 61,

Hh<l. Shooks anuHeads,
Mol. City..
@2 45

@
Sug.City..
Sug. C'try.· 145 @
Sugar

2 15
1 50

@70 00

box shooks 68 00

lid. Headings,

Spruce,

35

@24

in

0C
Soft Pine..
@24 00
00
Hard Pino
@25
Hoops, 14 ft.
@25 00
Short do 8 it.16 00 @17 00
7 ft. 12 00 @14 00

Pop'r staves.16 00 @17 00
@14 00
Spruce, r'gh.
R.O. Staves.
@45 0C
Copper.

Cop. Bolts..

jT.M. sheathing
Bronze do...
Y. M. Bolts.

@

32

@
@

20
20
2É

@

13
13
15

@
Cordage·
12 @
Amer'n ψ lb

Russia.
Manila
Manila Bolt
......

Rope
Brags

13
14

"

tart

Alcohol
Alum

@

@ 13
Byes.

and
17
55
gl 2 20
4

@

5

20
6
70

@
@
@

25
8
80
44

Acid Oxalic..

Ammonia
carb

Ashes pot...

Balscapaira.

Beeswax....
Bleaching

powders...

@ 20
@ 60
@ 2 40

38 @

Sulphur
Sugar lead..

3
14

@

5
18
4
62 @
70
3
Copperas....
lj£)
Cream tartar 40 @ 42
Ex logwood.
@ 14
Gum Arabic. 25 @ 65
Aloes cape. 15 @ 25
Camphor.. 30 @ 33
@ 45
Myrrh....
Opinm.... 6 62 @ 7 00
40 @
Shellac....
45
1 00 @ 1 50
Indigo
Iodine
3 75 @ 4 00
Ipecac
@ 1 25
Licorice rtv
15 @ 20
34 @
Cal ex
40
Morphine.... 4 40 @ 4 50
Oil bergamot 5 50 @ 6 00
Cod liver.. 1 25 @ 1 50
4 00 @ 4 25
Lemon
1 25 @ I 75
Oilve
4
00 @ 5 00
Peppt
Wmterg'n.
@ 3 50
Potass bromide
60 @
70
28 @ 33
Chlorate...
Iodide.... 2 65 @ 2 75
Quicksilver
@ 75
2 25 @ 2 30
Quinine
Rt rhubarb.. 1 75 @ 2 00
40 @ 50
Rt snake
Saltpetre.... 10 @ 17
15 @ 25
Senna
Seed canary. 5 40 @ 6 50
Cardamons 165 @ 2 50
8
5 @
Soda bi-carb.
3
Sal
21@

Borax
Brimstone...
Cochineal....

@

4@

4J®

19
60

@

Dyewood·.
ΛΛ

Brazilwood.
Camwood...
Fustic
Logwood,

Campeacliy..

5@
6@

2J@
@
1|@

2

5j

25
@ 65
@18 00
@ 12

White wax..
Yamilla bean
\ritrol blue.. 10
Bucb.
No. 1
@
No. 3
@
No. 10
@
8oz
@
10 ozs
@
T»

2J@

6
18
12

Steel...
German St'l.

Spring Steel.

Iron
Common....
H. C

@

3j

@
5@
8 @

7
22
14
5*
11

4}@

41

@

..

tm

Galy

9*@

Linl.
Kegs φι lb... 12}@
Tierces ψ lb. 12J@

Pig

12

13
13

14?@ 14|
15|@ 15|

Caddies
Slieet &

6)

15|@ 16Î

Russia

Lead.
Pipe 9
8

@
@

9i
8|

25}@

29 J

Leather.

35
32
21
18

York,
Light
Mid. Weight.

Heavy.

Slaugnter...

26J@

30i

2θί@ 30Î

35J@ 40J
100 @ 110

Rockland c'sk.
@ 110
Lumber.
Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 & 2..,45 00 @56 00
No. 3
35 00 @40 00
No 4
20 00 @30 00

Shipping. .15 00 @20 00

12 00 @15 00
Spruce
Hemlock.... 10 00 @12 00

ClapboardB,

Spruce ex.27 00 @30 00
do No.l 15 CO @20 00
Pine
35 00 @55 00

Shingles,

_

Cedar ex.., 3 25 @ 4 00
Cedar No.l 2 00 @ 3 00
Spruce.... 150 @ 175
LatnB.spnice 150 @ 1.5
pine
@ 2 2j
Matches.
2
00
Star, gros.
@ 2 10
Molasses·
Porto Kico.. 45 @ 00

Cienlue'gos...

40
32
05
42

@

45
34

Muscovado..
@
New Orleans
@ 75
Barbadoee...
@ 45
35 @ 3"
Sagua
Nails.
Cask
@ 3 50
Naval Stores.
Tar, φ bbl..
@ 3 75
Pitch (C.Tar)
@ 4 00
Wil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
Rosin
3 50 @6 00
Turp'tine.gl. 35 @ 38
Oil.
Kerosene..··
@ ~2
Port.Ref.P'tr
@ 15
Devoe Brlll't
@ 25
2 00 @2 10
Sperm
Whale
85 @
90
Bank
60 @ 00
Shore
40 @
50
45 @
50
Porgie
Linseed
@ 5°
Boiled do....
^ J3
Lard
90 @ J J®
Castor
115 @ 1 25
Neatsfoot..
112 @ 125
Elaine
07 @ 68
Paints.
Port. Lead..
@10 00
PureGr'ddo 10 00 @10 25
Pure Dry do.li) 00 @10 50
Am. Zinc.... 10 @ 12
3 @
Rochelle Yel.
3i
3 @
Kug.Ven.red
3J
Red Lead.... 10 @ 11
Plaster.
@ 3 00
White,® ton
Blue
@ 2 75
Grou'djin bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Calcined.bls. 2 75 @ 3 00
Produce.
Beef Side....
9@ 12
8 @
Veal
1°
12 @
Mutton
13
Chickens.... 15 @ 18
18 @ 20
Turkeys
Eggs,® doz. 14® 16
Potatoes....
@40
none
Odious, bbl..
Bermuda..
@150
8 @
Round bogs..
9
Provisions.
Mess Beef. ..10 00 @10 50
Ex Mess.. 11 00 @12 00
plate
12 50 @13 50
Ex Plate.. 14 50 @15 00

PBacks

Clear
Mess
Hams

....23 50 @24 00;
22 50 @23 00
2100 @22.00

13J@

Rice·
Rice, ψ_ »...
6J@

14

81

παίΓΓίΐΐιιη·

[Salerat's^lb
Turks Is.

6@

7

Sail,

hhd.(8 bu.)

Bonaire

Cadiz,du.pd.

Cadiz in b'nd

22J Liverpool.
Duty paid.
Ο
7
7
3

2 25 @ 2 50
2 25 @ 2 50
2 25 @ 2 50
1 3î}@ 1 75

2 25 @ 2 50
In bond... 1 37 J@ 175
Gr'nd butter 20 f.> box
Llv.fine sack 1 75 M 2 00

Meed*.
Clover, ».... 17}@ 18}
2i Ked Top bag 4 25 @ 4 50
2$ II. Grass,bu. 2 87}® 3 00
5£ Canary Seed 6 00 @ 6 50

St. Domingo.
Peach Wood
@
Domestic markets.
2λ
lied Wood..
@
Noap.
New Yobk, July 5—Evening.—Flour—receipts
Fieh.
ExSt'mR'l'd
8
®
30,492 bbls ; sales 15,700 bbls; moderate business for
Cod, per qtl..
7
Family
@
export and home use ; No 2 at 2 00 @ 3 00; Superfine
L'ge Shore 4 00 @ 4 50 No. 1
@
6}
Western and State at 3 40 @ 4 10; extra Western and
L'ge Bank 5 00 ®) 5 25
Npicea,
State at 4 70 @ 5 05 ; choice do at 5 10 @ 5 50 ; White
Small..., 4 00 @4 50 Cassia, pure. 38 @ 42
Wheat Western extra at 5 55 @ 6 80; Fancy White
Pollock
3 00 Çàî 3 50 Cloves
45 @
50
Wheat Western at 6 85 @ 7 75; extra Ohio at 4 80 @
Haddock... 2 25 @ 2 50 Ginger
@ 20
7 00 ; extra St Louis at 510 @ 8 75; Patent MinnesoHake
2 75 @3 00 Mace
(a) 1 35
ta extra at 5 75 @ 7 00; choice at 7 05 @ 9 00; South1 20 @ 1 25
Herring,
Nutmegs
ern flour at 4 90 @ 8 75.
Rye flour is unchanged.
Shore, |>
Pepper
@ 25
Cornmeal unchanged. Wheat—receipts 403,776 bush ;
bbl
4 25 @ 5 00 |
Miarch.
sales 134,000 bush; prime sound parcels Spring firm
25 @
28 Pearl
9 (S>
Scal'd^bx.
10}
with h moderate export inquiry; soft and inferior
No. 1
15 @
20
Nilgai-.
grades dull and declining; Winter Wheat nominal;
Mackerel
bbl.
(St
Granulated..
11
98c @ 1 00 for No 3 Chicago ; 1 02 @ 1 06 for No 3 Mil1.14
00
00 @16
CorteeA. ...·
Bay No.
@ 10}
waukee ; I 09 @ 115 for No 2 Chicago ; 115 for No 2
Bay No. 2.13 00 &15 00 Extra C
@ 10§
Northwestern ; 115 @ 117 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 16 ;
Large 3... 11 00 (a) 12 50
(J....
9@
9}
for No 2 Duluth : 1 00 @ 121 for ungraded Spring;
Shore No.l 16 00 @18 00 Syrups
60 @
70
1 28 for No 1 Milwaukee: 97c @112 lor Winter Red
No. 2... .13 50 @15 50 Eagle Sugar Refinery,
Western; 137 for White Western; 75c@100 lor j
No. 3....13 50 @15 50
none
parcels New York No 3 and No 2 Spring. Rye is
Medium..,
CC
@
9}
quiet. Barley is nominal. Barley Maltfunchanged.
Jlarn Bait... 4 00 @ 5 00
ExC..,..
@
9J
Com—receipts 296,952 bush ; sales 145,000 bush ; the
Vlonr.
Hav.Biown
market opened shade firmer and closed scarcely so
4 25 @ 4 75
Superfine
Nos.12,16 10 @ 10}
firm ; shippers holding ott ; 50 @ 53c tor unsound and
Ex-Spring.,. 5 75 @ 6 25
Refining...
7J@
sj
Western Mixed ;55c and nominal for no grade Mixed ;
çx Spring... 6 50 @ 7 00
Teas.
57 @ 57fc lor steamer Mixed; 59 @ 60c for graded low
Pat't Spring
25 @ 45
Souchong....
Mixed, latter by sample; 59c for graded Mixed; 60jc
wheats— 8 25 @10 25 Dolong
35 @
50
for graded No 1 ; 56@60*c for ungtaded Western
Vlich'n Windo
choice 55 @ 80
Mixed ; 60c for ungraded Ave s tern Yellow. Oats—reter best....
75 Japan
45 @
@7
70
the
is
market
in
bush;
Low grade
ceipts 176,647
slightly
buyers
do choice 70 @ 1 00
favor with a moderate trade demand; sales 57,000
Michigan..
@6 00
Tin.
it.Louis winbush; 33 @ 41*c for Mixed|Western and State; 35 @
Straits
24
23 I®
45c tor White western and State ; including rejected
ter fair.... 7 25 @ 7 75
23
English
22 @
at 33c; New York No 2 at 37c; do No 1 at 41*c; No 2
Win'r good 8 25 @ 8 50
Char.
I.C...
8
9
00
75
@
"
Wbite 37c ; No 2 Chicago at 39 @ 40c. Coffee—Rio is
best. 9 25 @ 9 75
Char. I. X. ..1) 25 @11 50
quiet and steady at 15* @ 18*c gold for cargoes ;15* @
Vruil·
Terne
9 50 @10 50
19*o gold lor job lots. Sugar is very Arm but quiet
llmonds,
Coke
9 00 @10 0C
at 8@ 8gc tor fair to good refining;8| @ «Je for prime;
Soil Shell.
21 @
22
Antinomy...
@ 20
refined is linn at 10*c for standard A ; 1 Jg @ 10»c for
Shelled.... 40 @ 55 Zinc
10 @
10}
is
crushed
and
Molasses
ungranulated,
powdered.
Peanuts..... 2 00 @ 3 00
'l'obacce.
changed. Rice Is steady. Petroleum auiet andfirm ;
J.Cron
30 ω
33
Fives and l'eus,
crude at 9c; refined at 15g @ 16c. Tallow is steady
ïurrants....
9
Best br'nds 65 ®
8£ία)
at 8* @ 89-16c. Naval Stores—Rosin is steady at 1 70
)ates
7 @
8
Medium...
@ 1 75. Turpentine quiet at 29* @ 30c for Spirits.
14
17
rigs
Common..
Pork is firmer with a fair export demand ; new mess
'runes.*..,,
8@ 14 Half lbs
at 20 20. Beef is dull.
Cut Meats—Western quiet;
iaisins,
V'at'l Leal...
middle's at 101c lor Western long clear; 10* for city
Layer,new 2 90 @ 3 00 Savy lbs....
...

...

Tarnish.
Damar

1 25 (3> 1
2 25 @ 3
Furniture... 1 25 ώ 2
Wool.
Fl'co wasli'cl. 30 @
do unwasliM 22 (n>
PuH'd.Super 40 'a)
Lamb Skins. 30 (aj
Coacli

««rain.

Mixed

63
(i4
05

@
(og
(φ

High Mixed
da bag lots

75
80
50
34
24
13
50

Portland Daily Preen MiockLiei
Corrected by Woodbury & Moûlton, Investment

Bunkers,

Gold,

67

Descriptions

Exchange

St.

Par Value.

Offered Asked

M12J

112$
Government C'a. 1S8L
*1204. ...120£
Government5-20's, 1865,
116J. ...I16f
Government 5-20'e, July, 1865,
*117^. ...117|
Government 5-20'e, July, 1867,
*119§. ...H9f
Government5-20's, July, 1868,
*121i. .»«12U
Government 10-40*8,
118g .... 118|
Stateol Maine Bonds,.
109 ....110
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,.
102 ..., 1C3
Portland City Bonds aid R. R
101*... .102*
Bath City Bonds..
100
102
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,
«.... 101
102J
Calais City Bonds
loo .... 102
Cumberland National Bank... .5 40
*54 .... 56
Canal National Bank,
100
*143 ...144
First National Bank,
100
*135 ....136
Casco National Bunk,
100
*136 ...138
Mercb ants' National Bank,.. .75
MOO ... 101
National Traders' Bank,
100.
135
136
f
Portland Company,
^
70 -. 80
Portland Gas Company,....... 50
73
75
Ocean Insurance Company.. 100.
104 .... 10C
Α. & Κ. R. R. Bonds
88 .... 90
Maine Central R. R. Stock,... .100
40
50
Maine Central R. R. Bonds, 7's
90 .., 92
Leeds & F'rm'gton R. R. Bonds,100
87
89
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100
89
88J
Portland & Oedeneburg R.R.
Bonde.gold,«5
*£xtra Dividend.
..

...

....

...

....

...

.. «

...

Ar 3d, barque Lorinda Borstal, Borstal, Cardenas ι
I days; schs Gertie Ε Merrow, Meader, Tampico; !
Jassie Jameson, Jameson, Milk River, Ja; Nellie
L'reat, Williams, and Ε A Hayes, Roberts, Bruns- ;
wrick, Ga; Emma Aicy, Hall, Georgetown; Rosina, !
Kelley, Sand River, MS ; Ruth H Baker, Collius,
■it John, NB; Sabao, JLugalls, Skipper Harbor, NB;
Spartel. Wilson, Bangor; EC Kuight, Pratt, Rock- j
land; Tboruas W Holder, Holder, Kennebec ; Mott- :
Haven, Collins, Calais; Joshua Grindle, Freetby, !
Norwich; America, Snow, Rockland; Minnie C Taylor, Taylor, Bridgeport ; Red Jacket, Gregory, Yinal- ;
liavcn; Walton, Sawyer, Kennebec; Kmnia L Wm· j
sor, Atwood, Batb: Ida & Annie, Cook, Vineyard-

Heavy.
Medium. 36..
6£@ 7$|
Fine....36..
6~@ 8*
Shir î in es..28..
4$@ 6
Flannels heavy 25 @ "32
"
medium 14 @ 25
Bleachetl Cottons.
Good. .36iu 10 @ 13
Medium.36..
9 @
9£
7 @
9
Light....36.

Sheetings.9-8.
"

13

@

17

..5-4.. 12J@ 16
..10-4.. 22 @ 30

44

Miscellaneous.
Denims good.. 14 @
"
medium. .11 @

17
14

Corset Jeans—
Bleach'd and
elate

Brown
Sateens—
Blch'd&bi'n
Medium
Cambric
Delaines cotton
and wool
All wool....
Spot wool.
Ginghams good
Medium
Tcking good..
Medium
...

Light

S\(gi 10i
9 (gj 10$
10J@

11
9
(a)
5

(§
12
32

@

15

(eg 40

common

5

@

Fink «I buff
6 @
6|
Woolen».
Bv'rs U'ns6-4 1 S7J@2 25
"Moscow6-l .2 75 @5 00
Casgimereblk.l 00 @1 75
"
62 @150
fancy.
"
3-4.1 00 @175
Coatings
"
"
3-4 1 50 @4 00
Doesk'sbl' 3-4.100 @4 CO
•Jeans Kent'y. 18 @ 35
80 @1 15
Bepellants
Satinets
30 @ 70
Hlankets.
110 @120
Camp 7tt
Colored^pr..2 75 @3 75
White 10-4. ...3 00 @6 50
Cotton Balling.
501b baies 1 tb
rolls......... 10 @ 15

Warp Yarn...

@ 20
22j@ 25
25
Wlcking
@ 30
■•'rocking·.
AU wool 3-4... 45 @ 50
"

Twine

"

7-8...

78

55
65

ex.

® 60
S 70

€ra<fa.
2732J
9 @ 10 Heavy
12J@ 16
8 @ 10
Medium
6i@ 10
15 @ 17
Urill·.
11 @ 14 Brown h'vy 30
9 @ 10J
9J@ 12* Medium 30 88 9

MARRIED.
In this city, June 30, by Rev. E. Y. Hincks, G. W.
Brown and Miss Emma Hatch of Damariscotta.
In this city, July 5, by Rev. Dr. Carruthers·, Geo.
W. Anderson and Miss Georgio Hodgdon, both of
Barrington, Ν. H,
July 3d, by Rev. Jas. McWhinnie, Hoken Anderson
and Sophia Andersen, both ot Portland.
In Standieh, July 4, Edson J. Morean and Miss
Etta Miller.
In North Yarmouth, June 21, by Rev, E. F. Borchera, Joseph Hilton of Wiscasset and Miss Georgie
F. Loring of North Yarmouth.
In North Yarmouth, June 24,
by Rev. E. F. Borchers, Edward C. Loring and Miss Mary E. Mitchell
of North Yarmouth.
In Bridgton, July 3, by Rev. C. W,
Bradlee, Tlios.
C. Dickens ana Miss JLucy B. Goodwin, all ot
Bridg♦ ΛΤ1

DIED.
In tliis city, July 4th, Henry H., only

Mary

I.

Bond, aged 2

months 15

son

of Thos.

days.

[Pnneral services tbis (Thursday) afternoon at 2|
o'clock trom 78 Washington street. Burial at convenience of the iamily.
At Cape Elizabeth, July 5th, Amanda M„ wife ot
Granvilie Libby, aged 39 years, 3 months and 12days.
Funeral at ner lato residence at Cape Elizabeth
Depot, at 3 o'clock Friday afternoon.
In Deering, July 4, Mrs. Ella Frances, wife of Chas
Racklett', aged 29 years 6 months.
In Saco, June 28, Mrs. Orinda, wife of J, P. Milli-

SPECIAL

from my

octl5

Brig" Louisa, Hobbs, Sagua—molasses

The Doctor is

chill & Co.

of both the Allopathic and
Homoeopathic Schools,

•

Boston; 20tb,

Helen

Maria,Look,New

:

Brig

Η Β Cleaves,

Lfrom merchants' exchange.1
Boston 5th, sch Nellie Star, Poland, lrom
Marseilles.
Ar at New York 5th, sch Grace Webster, Gales,
Cardenas.
Ar at Belfast. I, 4th inst, barque Walker Armington, Hooper, Philadelphia.
Ar at Bordeaux —, barque Syra, Corning, Dantzic.
Ar at Greenock 4th inst, brig Elizabeth Winslow,
from Portland.
Ar at Limerick 4th inst, barque Sarah Hobart,
Pinkham, Boston
Ar at Matanzas 1st inst, brig Mary A Chase, Dolan, Philadelphia; sch R W Brown. Pascagoula.
Ar at Sagua 28th, sch J C Reed,
Crowley, Pa«ca-

Corson, Nickcrson, Kennebec; C h Sampson, Gage,
Gardiuer.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, schs Ε S Heraty, Cannon, and Chas Ε Smith, Hanson. Hallowed; C J
Willard, Wallace, Portland; Ε C Babcock, Babcock,
and D C Henderson, Henderson, Bath ; Kate Ε Gif-

ford, Barrett, Rockland.
Ar 3d. schs F R Baird, from
Kennebec; Charles Ε
Sears, Turner, Hillsboro; V L Hickman, Kimmey,
and J Johnson. Magee, Gardiner; Douglas Haynes,
Adams; A M Eldridge, Hand; Mabel Thomas, Kinney; Geo S Marts, Marts; J D Paige, Haley; Kate
Romel. Adams; Ann A Hickman, Shaw; Annie Ε
Ketchum, Ketchum; Montana, Bearse; H D May,
May; Three Sisters, Baker, and Laura Bridgman,
Thompson, Kennebec; Ralph Howes, Burgess, Bangor; W G Moseley, Abbott, Fernandina.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st. schs Katie Mitchell, Eastman, Gardiner; Mary Shields,Waite, and Tarry Not,
Church, do; Margaret «& Lucy, Tabor, dof WK
Beebee, Lozier, Richmond, Me; Ganges, Heal, and
Wm Boardman, Boardman, Bangor; William
Rice,
Prepsey, Rockland ; Lark, Robinson, Belfast for Jersey City ; Commerce, Woodman, Spiuce Head; Τ
Benedict, Crockett, Portland.
Ar 2d, barques Goideu Sheaf,
Thompson, Havana
8 days; Lizzie Merry, Keazer, from Cardenas 9
Hattie, Robinson, Salinus, PR, 13 days; Fred Cdays;
Η olden, McRea, San Bias 25; Benj Reed, Reed, Port Antonio, Ja; J G Stover.Clay. Savannah; A Ε Willard,
Smith, and Jas O'Donohue, Warren, Bangor; Zeta
Psi, Jameson.Waldoboro; Dresden, Coftiu, and Magnet, Chase, ShuleeNS; Rosina, Adams, Machias;
Thos Potter, Handy, from Gardiuer; Mary
Langdon,
Bishop, and Arctic, Ginu, Rockland; Helen
M Condon, Condon, Belfast; L D Rathburn, Crowley, from

Boothbay.
Also

ar

2d,

ectis

Garland, Libby, Musquash, NB;
Virginia, Bourse, Rich-

Lenten ν ι al

tin

phia, Pa.

Picnic Wagon to Let
terms for excursion partie·;
ON liorses aud safe
driver. Apply to

ON (Street and First Parish Church,

a chased gold
The Under will be suitably rewarded bv
game at the Printing Office of EUSTIS
& CASTELL, opposite Post Office.
jy6d3t*

leaving the

agent» to
IVATVTTFÏÏ
* » Λ-ll JL MU Xft authentic and

on

Found.

IN

Booksellers aiid Stationers.
FOGG, IK·. 91 Middle Nlrwl.

HOYT Λ

Book Binders.
W9I.

Λ. (iCIKCV, Room II, Priuler··
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Ml.
8OTALL· & » IIA < Κ FOR I>, \o. 35 Plum
Mireet.

Carpenters and Bnllders.
U'HITNGT Ac MEAN»,
posile the Park·

WALTER COKEY & CO., Arcade, Sm.
lb ifree Mireri.
UIIORGE A. WfllTNKV, >o.
El

PARLOR CIIAIRS.

change
«lone,

Mary had a little lamb.
When Mary went to school
And Mary's little Brother Sam

οt

Photographer.
Plumbers.

EFER

JAM EM Ml I.I. Ε It, No. »l Federal Mlreel

Roofers.

—

LORD'S,
Exchange

Real Estate Agents.

Street

PORTLAND,

Stair Builders.
F. I.IBBY, No. j.yj Fore Mireet, cer.
Croat· Ml.· in Delano'· mill.
€3. Ii. HOOPER, Cor. York aud maple
Mlreelt*.
K.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
J. A. MERRILL· & CO., 13» Middle Ml
J.

81,12 12

made ol

CI

Hcrnanis, fine Foulards, Scotch (iiiigliams, Cambrics, Knickerbockers,
Serges, &c., &c.
All to be Closed Cheap.

in

FREN

j

sutf

PIANOFORTE AND HARMONY,
FISHING TACKLE,

HAS

N.

McCOY

BOOKEBS Λ IN I»

&

sneod3in

_SALE.

Sharp's Preserved Smoked Halibut ami Haddies.
family use, picnic parties, and

a very nice article for
on board vessels at sea.

For

30 J

ju22

AND

I tako

Commercial Slifrl, I'oriluml, Me.
dtt

CENTENNIAL

DECORATIONS

TO LET, A.T

Brown's

Photograph Rooms,

270 MIDDLE STREET.
dlw

ju'J'J

|

Side L<ice Boots I
A full assortment in French Kid, neat aiul pretty.
Alao in French Morocco for Walking Hoots. Measures taken and nice fitting Boots made to order lor
men or women.

M. G-.

MAKSTON HOUSE* Lewiston, Me.
j u28

satf

BROS.,
33 Franklin St.
tlliu

receives dally large lots of

STRMERRIES WD BANANAS
At Wholesale aud Ketail.
ilU

THE AERATED

Oxygen

Treatment.

GENUINE cure for Catarrh, Asthma,Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Diseases is still ottered to ail who are afflicted, at
Oougre*» Street, Portland, ITIe., Koom J,
Cahoon Block, where a large number of testi-

A

monial

can

be

seen.

Consultation and trial dose free.

45

]al2tfis&wtfl0

cent Brilliantine
—

STATED Meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanics' Association, will l»o liehl iu the
Library Itoom, Mechanics' linilding. THURSDAY
JSVKNINU, July Cth, at 7| o'clock.
U. B. SWJFI, Sec'y.
'y*dtd

AT-

W. F. STUDLEY'S,
UXDEK
ju30

FALMOUTH

HOTEL.
(11 w

tits iranon stoves
For Cooking: purposes iu hot weather.
Warranted to give satisfaction. For sale at

128
ju28

Exchange

St.,

Ο PP. THE Ρ Κ EMM OF pick;.
«Ι lui

FOR

dtf

M» C. M. A.

A

or

CHAFFIUi BROS.,

PALMER.

ja28
Carl B. Lighthill, above referred to, has devotd his attention for many year s, wholly to the treatment, relief and cure of Blind ness, Keafbees and Ca·
iriii. He can now be consulted dally at the
Dr.

ST. JOH.V
145 Commercial St.,
ju30

DON'T PAIL TO SEE THAT

Sliarp,

Flags of all Nations

*. Card from Will. f. Goulding, E»q·, Agi.
of the Androscoggin Mill», l<«'«i»lon.
great pleasure in calling public attenti on to
Doctor C. B. Lighthill of New York, now liere for the
reatment of diseased eyes ami ears. My son Frank,
vlio has been quite deaf for a longtime, bas been enirely cured of liis deafness and catarrb, and bis geniral bcaltb improved by the s killful treatment of Dr.
lighthill, and we feel confident be bas been perrnaicutly cured. Tbe public will ilud tbe Doctor a very
feasant, gentlemanly man, at tbe Maiston House,
rbere be will be bappy to relieve them of the serious
vlls of defective seeing and hearing. He is now
reating me lor dcatness, and I feci that 1 shall be
loing the public as well as the· doctor a service by
ailing their attention to him.
Wm. F. Gouldiso.

sale by Grocers generally.

w m.

DEAF.

The large and
coaun odious
pleasure wagon RESOLUTE h
now ready 10 carry parlies to any
place williiii or around the City,
at reasonable rates. Apply to

ju23

AMMLÏÏIMHDM1.

(fONCBENM HQl'ARK.)

RESOLUTE.

in

—

STREET,

HOTEL·.

Blue Store, 5G8 Congress Street,

PAINTERS'

trade and good will of the business of
J. W. MANSFIELD & CO., No.274 Middle
Street. This stand lias been occupied by Mr. Manstleld as a Harness and Trunk shop, for 30 years. Apply at once. Counselor atMATTOCKS & FOX.St.
Law, 31J Exchange
jyldtf

STOCK

STUDLEY,
dlw

iUf_
FOR

CENTS.

FALMOUTH

ju30

CO·,

HARNESS STAND

Streets,

Office Honrs, No. 4 Elm »t„ from !» to I©
A. I?I., at Residence from -I lo Ο P. 1W.
sntf
my 18

THE^

applied by

jv2->

REMOVED,

NO. 608 CONGRESS

TO

Street.

Ϊ8 Kprinx fit., Portland,

Il. doikTk
TO

Elm

J^^Measurea taken for Ladies' and Gent's boots,
eodtf
apr20

J.

DAVIS,

—

UNDER

ml

The best and cheapest Snow A Davia Patem
Nlate Hoofing Paint for Sbingle, Tin and lro·
Koofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallor

Gunii, Revolvers and Ammunition of all
kinds.
Agent i'or JLafliu dc Rand's
Orange Powder. Wholesale and Retail.
Onus and Fishing Rods repaired.

k.

1

η

l-HEBLKDAvis.1' } LEAVITT & DAVIS

or

i>it.

t

Fireproof Roofing Paint

Residence Cor. Peari and Federal
SlsM Opp, the Park.
<13uisu*
mj24

PORTLAND, ITIE.

in all Widths

Also a line of tho celebrated Newark 18
Sewed Work for Gents' wear.

No.

j

my!3

Boots

1-2

The same goods have been selling in
this city anil Boston this season Tor 75c.

Specialty.

St.

I

Corner Federal and Temple

in desirable styles that I will close ont at

W. F.

—

II AND Λ1ΙΕΚΗ ΑΛ' KID

Ladie.' Fine

TEACHER OF

B.

IK

few pieces of

ΙΓ^Λιι Fxnniinutiou of the above Good*
solicited nud cunlomere not urged to bur.

all tlie leading styles, including tbe

—

GILMAN M. WILSON,

T.

I

Seamless Side Lace Boots

EASTMÂÏT BROS.,
Congress

►

37

Boots

a

quick sale.

a

All Wool Camel's Hair
Plaids and Stripes

isdly

Ladies' Fine

Ια great variety, inclmliug

534

to prices that will insure

493 CONGRESS ST.
my5

DRESS GOODS

ju27

———

Have also marked down all my

Summer Dress (roods

Charles Custis & Co.

D ΈΤΕ
lo

5 CENTS PER YARD
i

Call and Examine Them.

One Job Lot all Wool Cashmere, at only
5© eta. per yard·
These goods are much undervalue.

Marked down

WaiiisuUs». «'otton

I have

CASHMERE,

on

the Largest and Best Stock of Print s ever
shown in this city, all to be sold at

Sl.OH !

Variety of Shade** and Qualifiée.

Κ KITH.

SATURDAY NEXT

Tor the low price ol

Silks,

Α.

I shall open

and nicc Linen Bosoms and Cnffi i

value offered in the City at the
Price*.

MERRILL.

dlw

Uiilaiiiidricd Shirts, sill finished
and

A.

δ Cent Prints I

SHIRTS I

BLACK~SILKS

DRAP

ME.

« Mlreel.

JOHN C. PROCTER, Ne. tt.'l Exchange
Mlreel.

Tagging and pulling their way through the throng,
The weather was sultry as they staggered along,
She in the sulks and he in the sweats.
Exhausted they sank on the City Hall steps.
Casting his eyes up into the air
He saw in the distance the sign of the chair,
Thinking no doubt like a man of true sense
That Carpet Stool9* cheap at 100 cents.
Only One Dollar, cheap to be sure,
LORD'S is the place to buy Furniture.
His prices are low, his dealings are just,
Ii your credit is good he'll willingly trust.

75 cts. $1.00, $1.75. $2.00, $2.50
and $3.00.

BLACK

Cr<H, Pertlaud.

J. IV. MeCOV Λ CO., 'JH Sp

Jy3

kiud·

Α. X. PA VIM ACQ., Ne MO Middle Ml reel.

Sofa Betls at all Prices I

130

all

novSdtf

Sheared it of its wool
And made it into pillows nice.
That people bought at auy price.

White Shetland Shawls

Iu

of

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. ». ΙΙΛΚΚΟΓΚ, UJO Fore Hirer I, Car.

ever

Colored

I'phoUlcring

Hi.

order·

E. JIORKIM. Ac YOVNO, Experienced
lloi-M-Nhoer* at No· 70 Pearl Ml.

NICE BLACK LLAMA SHAWLS 130
Exchange Street.
than
oflered in this City.

Plain

to

Horse Shoers.

Reception Chairs, &e,

AT

Pearl Mireet, ·ρ-

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

parlor"SUITS,

CHEAPER THAN

the

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Lower than the Lowest !

at very

Home

family.

F. G. PATTERSON,
Portland.

enclosure of J. L. Whitehonse, West
Falmouth, near M. C. R. R. Depot, a Dark-Bed
Horse,
Jy8d3t·

descriptions,

—

a

a

Inquire of
jy6dtf

Furniture

LOUAGES

for the

Til l

Woodford's Corner,
High Street,
AT and
email
Barn; garden planted lor

ruffed Chairs in Satiu
With convenient Foot Rests,
Mattresses in Husks,
Mattresses in Wool,
Mattresses in ltair.
So soft and so fuil,
Sets that are sets,
So cheap and so nice,
Setts that cannot be beat
In quality and price.

of all

canvass

complete Life of
Gov. Hants, our next President, by Col. K. H. Conwell. Now is the opportunity.
The people are
ready for it. Address, Β. B. Ucssell, Publisher,
Boston. Mass.
jy6t4w

Magnificent Mirrors,
Beautiful Desks,

A small lot ol

No inch

good

JOHN KAY,
11 Commercial Wharf.
dim»

Bracelet Lost.
Sunday evening, last, July 2, between South

1876 !

NOTICES,

90c. S 1,00,
to 93.00.

Brackett St., or

21D

jyC

Exchange St.,

130

PRICES

At 75c, 80c,

jytitiw

PBTNAJI, IJ7«.

AT

Dusters and Ulsters.

Cheaper

history

It sells faster than any other book, Our Agent
sold 61 copies in one day. .Send for one extra term*
to agents,
NATIONAL PVBXJflHDtO Co., Philadel-

FURNITURE

BISQUES 11 OVEBSKIRTS,

North nf Hflftfirne

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 1st, ship Rufus Ε Wood,
Davis, Queenstown.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 3d, ship Virginia, Barker,
Liverpool; barque Halcyon, Hardie, do; ech Mary
L Peters, York, do.
Ar at the Pass 3d iust, ship Scotia, Drummond,
from Portland.
PENSACOLA—Ar 20th, sell Clara G Loud,Thompson, Galveston.
BRUNSWICK, GA-Ckl 28th, sch Ε A Hayes,
Smith, New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 1st, schs Ella M Watts,
Watts, Boston; Mary H Stockham, for Bath.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, sch Carrie Walker, Chadwick, New York ; Kate M Hilton, Adams, do.
Ar 2d, ech Rennie J Carlton, Hodgdon, Caibarien.
Cld 1st, schs Clifiord, Bragdou, Demarara; L & D
Fisk, Baker, Boston ; Helen G Bing, Bracy, for New
York.
Ar 3d, Bliip Success, Chase, New
York; schs Carrie
S Webb, Humacoa; Ada J Simonton.
Hall, and M F

r\ AGENTSWANTED FOR THE GREAT

ieblTsneodtt

Bracelet.

LINEN SUITS,

Sid 27th, brig Onalaeka, North of Hatteras.
Sid fm Caibarien 30th, brig Cascatelle, New York;
sch Mary Ε Thompson, for Baltimore.
Sid tm Matanzas 4th, barque Daring, Branscomb,
MEMORANDA.
St John, NB, July 1—There is still four feet water
in the hold of ship Belle O'Biien, and the leak is only
partially stopped. The Halifax diver has gone home
and one from the United States is to make an examination of her bottom.
Belfast, Ire, June 1—Barque Minnie M Watts, from
Baltimore, while in tow of a tup:, grounded on the
South side of the channel. She floated on the evening tide, but got agroud again and remained, ίLater dates say she came oft next day.]

Sain.

5, an<l t

until you have seen the stock of

SPOKEN.
April 17, lat G S, Ion 29 W, barque Fred W Carlon,
from New York for Angier.
dune 10, lat 30 N, Ion 10 W, ship El Capitan, from
Cagliari for Calcutta.
June 25, lat 28 25 N, Ion 08 50 W, barque Alice,
from Eio Janeiro for Baltimore.

LOW

drained;

DON'T PURCHASE

York via Fal-

Cardili.
Sid fm Flushing Roads Î5th,
Alexander, Murphy,
Cardiff.
Sid fm Cronstadt June 11, Benj Β Church,
Kelley,
New York.
Ar at Sourabaya Apl
20th, Shamrock, Pauno, Iront
Batavia.

Will offer litis week,

to

AT
story
well

reasonable

Ar at

goula.

Woodford's Corner, on Ocean Street, a 2\
framed House. 12 rooms; good cellar,
lot. KOxlGO; handy to school, church
and horse cars. This property will be sold at a bar*
Apply to CJ. Κ DAVIM, or WE WELL
a. ABBOTT, on tho premises.
jy6e«d2w

twenty years. Die·

until You See

GEN.

FOR
to

for

Office EI ou in 9 lo li A. I?I., 1
ίο M ft*· JJ1.
de8

[Latest by Kuropen steaamers.]
Ar at Hamburg June 18, Cephas Starrett.
Babbage
Laguayra.
Sid fm Antwerp 17th, R Β Fuller,
Gilmore, for

SAILED—Brig Gipsey Queen.

Sarah Bernice, Proctor, do;
uiQttdi Me.

been in extensive

White of their Eyes, Boys.

Philadelphia.
Cld at Pictou, NS, 20th inat, brig
lvatle, LeBlanc,
Portland.
Arat St John, NB, 1st
iust, (cli Acacia, Hamlyn,
Portland.
Cld 1st. barque Priscilla, tor Liverpool ; sch Tim
Field, Leiand, Newcastle, Del.

Chur-

Cummings, Philadelphia—coal

has

Don't Fire

EASTMAN BROS.

Jos Η Poor & Bro. Vessel to Β J Willard.
Brig. Mechanic, Hutchinson, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister. Vessel to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch Priscilla Scribner, Daicy, Philadelphia—coal to
Bandai 1 & McAllister.
Sch Magie D Marston, Hooper. Philadelphia—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Welcome Home, (Br) Hatfield, New
York, to
load tor Windsor, NS.
Sch Lucknow, (Br) McNeilley. Harbor ville, NS.
Sch Day Star, (Br) Davison, Hall's Harbor, NS.
Sch George, Babbage, Rockland.
Sch Utca, Tliorndike, Rockland—lime to C A Β
Morse & Co.
Sch Hudson, Hitehings, Rocklana for Boston.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Davis, Bristol.
Sch Closson, Dority, North Haven for Philadelphia.
Sch Highland Queen, Sadler, fishing, with 150 bbls
mackerel; Lizzie Williams, Conley, do, 2G0 do.
CLEARED.
Brig Sarah M Loring, Loring, Bowling, Scot—Berlin Mills Co.
Sch Lightfoot, (Br) Swinn, Capo Island, NS—Portland Packing Co.
Sch Margie, McFadden, Kennebec, to load for
Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Jed F Duren, Cook, Calais—Nathl Blake.
Sch Ida C Spoftord, lngalls,
Eastport and Calais—
Nathl Blake.

«a

Graduate

mouth, J ; 21st, barque Matthew Baird, Noyes, from
New York ; brig Harry, from Baltimore.
Sid fm Montego Bay, J, June 15th,
brigs Frontier,
Bleisdell, Cuba ; Alexander Nichols, Peters, New
York via St Lucia.
Ar at St Pierre June 5, sch F A
Bailey, Hutchinson, Portland.
In port June 8, ech Etna,
Sawyer, from Barbadoes,
ar 5th, for New Haven.
At Baracoa June 25, echs Paloa,
Warren, for New
York; Geo Washington, Kofi, for Philadelphia.
At Port Spain June
7tb, sch Light of the East,
Hoderes. from New Ynrlr vi..
ο

PM

to Ε

in

Mechanics' Hall Raihling.

Pride of the

I

PORT OF PORTLAND,

GrandeTrunk RR Co.

rooms

<ltf

AT THE NATIONAL CAPITAL·.
AND THE CAMPAIGN OF 1*70.
Just the book for the times. Gives a full history of
the National Capital
Govcrnmeni
aud
Shows how the government has V *en managed slue·
Its organization. Explain» howjobs are put through
congress. Gives a full history of the Whinkry
Fraude and Belknap Scandal. It gives the
lives of Haves, Wheeler, Tilde η and Hendricks,
iiraud chance for Agents. Address, Jam eh Bitts
& Co., Hartford, Conn.
jy6t4w

CÛIAKCK

OS

IKliE
at his

ViBEIttN POUTS.
Passed Anjier May 12, barque Elmlranda, Staples,
Singapore tor New York.
Ar at Cadiz —, barque Ε L
Partridge, Partridge,
Rotterdam.
Sid tm Dundee 3d inst,
ship Susan Gilmore, Carver, United States.
Ar at Liverpool 2d inst,
ship Merom, Lowell,Calais
via St Stephen, NB.
Sid 3d, ship Arcturus, Costello, United States,
Sid fm Bristol, E, 2d inst,
barque Gentoo, Staples,
New York.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, June
8th, brig Atalaya, Cole,
New York ; 19th, barque Lewis Τ Stocker,
Tyler,

11.30 AM

Tuesday, July 4.
ARRIVED.
Éarque Fannie M Carvill, Johnson, Pictou—coal to
Grand Trunk RR Co.
Sch John Bird, Smith, Baltimore—coal to Gas Co.
Sch Eva May, Andrews, South Amboy—coat to
James & Williams.
Sch Henry Adelbert, Meady, New York—coal to
J W Deering.
Wednesday, July 5»
ARRIVED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—passengers and mdso to Henry Fox.
Barque Maggie, (Br) Urquebar, Pictou, NS—coal to

UK

every respect.

EVENTS

—

practice
! eases of the Eye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skillSproul, Winterport.
Cld 5th, barque Nineveh,
Giles, Smyrna; sch Ο D fully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms
The Doctor's success in both acute and chronic disWitherell, Garfield, Kennebec.
SALEM.—Ar 3d, schs Wm Duren, Doyle, Elizaeases, warrants the assertion that he never fail»
to cure whm a core in po«»it»Ie.
bethport; Brigadier, Norton, Port Johnson.

SPECIAL

MARINE NEWS.

CAN

—

six

MOORE,

jyC

l.nlf of Philadelphia,

COIVftdLTED

East, Lord, Hoboken ; Andrew Peters, Torreyy, and
F A Pike, Pike, Port Johnson ; Emma Hotchkiss,
Alley, Wiscasset.
Ar 5th, schs Swallow, Carlow, Bay of Islands, NF;
Ν Berry, Philbrook, and Mary Β Harris. Harris, 1m
Port Johnson; Lanrel, Bennett, Sullivan; Carrie L
Hix, Hix, and Paragon, Shute,Hoboken ; Ε A Elliott,

..

July 6.

perfectly satisfactory^

PHYSICIAN AND SUllUF.ON,

Revive the Drooping Eatrgio.
When the physical energies droop, revive them
ken, aged 53 years 3 months.
with that safest and most active of tonics, HostetIn Saco, June 23, Miss Charity Foss, aged 94 years
11 months.
ter's Stomach Bitters. By a timely use of this saluAt Old Orchard, June 24, Joseph Burbank,
Esq., tary and agreeable medicine you will save yourself
aged 80 years 11 months.
from positive disease ; for, be assured that the languor and loss of strength and appetite which troubles
DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
you is in fact the percursor of some malady of perNAME
FROM
FOR
DATE
a serious nature. Appetite,
City of VeraCruz.. .New York. .Havana
tranquility of the
July 6 haps,
New York. .Hav&VCruz July 6 ; nervous system, and pristine vigor, will
City of Mexico
assuredly be
Victoria
New York. .Glasgow
8
July
restored it the Bitters are used systematically, and
Circassian
Quebec
Liverpool..,. July 8 the
Parthia
alimentary disturbance, which in nine cases out
Boston
Liverpool ....July 8
New York .Havana
Wilmington
July 11 of ten gives rise to debility and nervousness, be enRussia
New York. .Liverpool... .July 12
tirely removed. Regularity of the towels, active
Atlas
..New York.. Kingston,'&c July 13
Colon
biliary secretion, the expulsion of impurities from the
New York. .Aspinwall... July 13
Frisia.
New York..Hamburg
July 13 blood through the kidneys, are also among the benefiGermanic
New York. .Liverpool... .July 15
cent effects of this admirable restorative.
Sarmatian
Quebec
Liverpool... .July 15
Celtic
New York ..Liverpool
15
..July
Bolivia
New York. .Glasgow
duly 15
Atlas
Boston
Li verj»ool.... Jaly 15
New York .Havre
Amerique
July 15 !
Idaho
New York .Liverpool... July 18
New York. .Liverpool....July 18
City of Chester
Miiiature Almanac..»
Sun rises
4 301 High water
Sun sets
7.38 | Moon rises

Iroui Ihe

THAYER, OWEN &

DR.

or

We invite every gentleman reading this
to leave his orders >vith us for six custom
Price only
Shirts made to measure.
S9.00. The very best quality. We mean
jnst what we say—THE VERY BEST.
There is not the slightest obligation to
take or keep any of Keep's Shirts nnless

sn9m

Bleeding
Lutins.

or

eacli,

for $9.00.

Hundreds of severe cases have beep radically cured
by the use ot Dr. Morse's Inhalations. Also Catarrh
Throat and all Lung troubles.
inyv7p<*irt:w3m?n

Bangor.

Amboy;

The very best

Soap, my arm is entirely well and I discover no
symptoms of the trouble elsewhere." TLat is th«i
testimony of Mrs. B. S, Hunt, of Portland, Me. (.Jet
a cakeot your drugg»st,or by sending 35 cents to
Tlie Forest Tar Co,, Portland, Me.

IIcinoiTliiiKi!

MEASURE.

.HADE TO

and ca sed it to appear elsewhere.
ono cakeot your Forest Tar

arm

Shirts,

Custom

After using less than

Cld 3d, ech Abbie Pitman, Chose,
Rockport, to load
for Norfolk.
Ar 4th, ship Andrew Jackson, Bartlett,
Liverpool;
schs Wm Slater, Killam, Savannah; John A Lord,
Thomas, and Mollie, Atberton, Philadelphia; Emma
Perth

ΤΑΚ.

variou9 washes and salves, besides the treatment ο
my regular physician. These have only driven it

Macbias.
Cld 1st, brig J II Lane, Sbute, Bordeaux.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st, sell Johnnie Mescrve, 1
French, Rockland; Pacitic, Borden, do; Red Rover, !
Bowden, Ellsworth.
Sid 1st, schs Belle Barbour, (Br) Sullivan, Portland; SE Woodbury, Hoga η, Philadelphia; Walter
Ε Palmer, Staples, and Bangor, Jordau, New York. !
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 1st, sch Victory, Moon,
Sullivan.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, brig Etta M Tucker, Forbes, Portland for Philadelphia; schs Emma Κ
Smalley, McFadden, Perth Amboy for Boston; Votant, Hayes. and Leontine, Titus, Rondout for do ;
John Bird, Smith, Baltimore ior Portland; H Curtis, Bray, Perth Amboy lor Philadelphia; F V Turner, Walker, tm Weehawken for Haverhill ; Marion
Draper, Bailey, from Alexandria for Hallowell; Com
Kearney, Mason, Calais for New York; F M Crowley, Crowley, fm Fernandina for Boston; Cora Etta,
Pendleton, Gardiner for New York; H Curtis, Curtis, Hallowell for. do; Hattie Baker, Baxter, Portland for Washington.
Sid, sche Mary Ε Long. Senator Grimes. Starlight,
Lucy, F Arthemius, Forest City, Island Belle, Canova, and Hattie Coombs.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, brig Eugenia, Veazie, East Harbor, TI; schs Senator Grimes, Philbrick, Port Johnson; Pride oi the East, Lord, Hoboken; A H Sawyear, Carver; Cicero, Lawson, and Exeter, Pendle-

Smalley, McFadden,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

"For twenty years I liave been very mush troubled
with Salt Rheum 011 my arm, fur which I have tried

Haven; Lookout, Pomroy, Calais; Viola, Robinson,

Κ

NOTICES.

F O II Ε S Τ

j

ton.

Dry Goodit Wholesale Market.
Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitcbell & Co.
urown t'otton*.
Bags, good.... 20 @ 25
Sheetings width, price.' Prints best....
@ 6J
"
Stanilard36iu 7.J@ 8
medium 5 @ 0
"
..36..
S

New

..

Ash

Pino

2}

£!@

Norway

Sheet

@17

@10

00
00
00

@ 7 50 Am. Calf.
Iiime.
@ 9 50

Cooperage.

511

Common..,.
Relined

Pail

@

@18

Pres'd,®ton.l6 00
15 00
Loose
9 00
Straw
Iron·

Cast

12j@

Cheese.

Verm't, ψ lb
Factory

Hay.

Shoe Steel...

(eg
Charcoal.

Pine
Hard Wood,

Gunpowder.
Blasting..,,. 3 50 @ 4 00
5 50 @ 6 50
Sporting

30
12
50
50

Corn,

and

Portland Wholesale Price· Current.
Corrected for the Press to July 5, 1876.
Meal
@ 05
Apples.
4 00 @ 5 Of Rye
Green
@ 1 25
IS
Dri'd West'n
9 @
85
75
@
Barley
9 @
15 Oats
do Eastern.
43 @
48
A* lies.
Fine Feed.
@30 00
24 00 @
Pearl, ψ lb. 11 @ 11 Shorts

Store

L·. M. new. 3 15 @ 3
New Val.
t> lb....
11|@
Lemons $>bx
(aj 7
Oranges i>bx
(aj 7

The

SALE !

Kri;f Fudorus

at this port, 241 tons register, had largo repairs ami was metaled in January, 1875; is
now in fine order and well found in sails and rigging.
Will be sold at a bargain. Apply to

NOW

iuy30h>tt

CH ASK, LKAY1TT & CO.

THE CENTENNIAL FOURTH,

PRESS.

THE

Forart and labor met in truce,
For beauty made tlio bride of use,
We thank TLee, while witbal we crave
The austero virtues strong to save.
The honor proof to place or gold,
The manhood never bought or sold !

FIFTH DIVISION".

Bridgton Band,

18

picces.

Irisli American Belief Association, A. McDonougli

THURSDAY MOUSING, JULY (i, 1870

The Celebration Throughout th

;

Temperance Cadets,

Stale.

CITY AND VICINITY

Commanding,

75

men.

Portland Catholic Union, E. Duùily, Commanding
120 men.
E. \V. Murphy,

Commanding, 6

O! make Thou-us, through centuries long,

men.

In peace secure, in justice strong;
Around our gift of freedom draw
The safeguards of Thy righteous law,
And, cast iu seme diviner mould,
Let the new cycle shame the old !

SIXTH DIVISION.

NEW

ηετΛίι.Ν of tug

Moore.
To Let-F. G. Patterson.
Picnic Wagon to Let—Jolin Rav.

The Miiliilfv, Kegattas, Piocfmîojh, Orn

lion, &c., &c.

ATTENTION

CONTINENTAILS I
The members of Company A are re
quested to meet at Herdquarters, THIS
(Thursday) EYEÎÎING, at 8 o'clock, foi
drill.
Ε. T. McLELLAN,

Capt. Commanding:.

JUDO·

Court.

KfiIGHT PKSSIDINQ.

Wednesday.—Jolin Welch.

Larceny. Fined $!
with cotts.
Henry C. Bean. Intoxication. Fined $3 witl
costs. Committed.
Edward Lowery. Intoxication.
Fined S3 will
costs. Committed.
Patrick Sullivan. Intoxication,
impri^onnienl
and labor thirty days.
John Godfrey. Intoxication. Fined $3 with costs
•Stephen Gullivan and Dennis Gullivan. Assault
and battery. Fined $5 each with costs. Faid.
Michael A. Hearn. Evading fare on board steamer John Brooks.
Fined $5 with costs.
Arthur Libby. Vagabond. Thirty days.
Committed.
Levi W. Atwood. Search and seizure (3 cases),
Fined $50 cacli with costs. Paid.
Bridget Conley. Larceny. Examination waived
Ordered to recognize to State with sureties in sum
of $500. Committed.
Brief Jotlingn.
Fisk & Co. have awarded James Barnes of
xwcsuiui.ca tue

prize

υι ςρυ ιυΓ lue uest

loui-

vidual playing,
A meeting o£ the Forest City Shooting Club
will lie held this evening.
At the New Jerusalem vestry this
evening,
at 7.30 o'clock, Kev. Mr. Hayden and some
others will give their personal impressions and
recollections of the Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia to an informal social gathering
of friends. Admission free.
The Reform Club held a very

The celebration of the Centennial Fourth ο
July in Portland was a most successful affair 1
anil far exceeded anything of the kind ever be
fore attempted in this city. Tiu showers it
the afternoon and the rain in the evening wer )
the only drawbacks experienced.
The pro
gramme was carefully arranged and every <le
tail'of it was carried out as far as thelweathc-:
permitted. The day opened clear witli a sligh :
breeze. The sun was hot, and before noon i t
was sultry in the extreme.
The heat was stil I
greater in the afternoon until the shower cam !
at about 4 o'clock. This did not bring the look
ed for relief, for the air was close the remainde

W. S. COREY,Sec'y.
muncipal

of

day.

the

The

evening

was

wet and

interesting

re-

ver;

uncomfortable to those who were out of door;
eagerly waiting to see the procession.
Notwithstanding the many celebrations ii
tbe neighboring towns, a large number of peo
pie Came into the city on the teveral railroad
and steamers. Our streets were thronged al
day with strange faces which told of the intei
est taken in our celebration in other places
Our own citizens were out in fall force, all in
tent upon seeing the sights. The "feller" ami
girl were also in attendance with the accustom
ed sheet of gingerbread and the half pint ο
peanuts.

Considering
day
policemen

was an

large crowd in the city tb
unusually quiet one. No special
the

emploj ed, and Marshal Bridge:
and his force kept the city in perfect order
wore

There were but 10 arrests uiade during the 2
hoard, which is the smallest number for years.
The small amount of drunkenness on the

object of general remark.

streets was an

THE

CELEBRATION

fairly commenced at midnight, when the belli
of the city ushered in the second century ol
our country. From that hour there
was :
perfect

roar of cannons, guns, pistols ant
tire-crackers of all kinds, kept up to the dis
comlort ol sleepers and tlie delight of Vouu;
America in general, until sunrise, when tbt

bells of the city chimed in to increase the

con

about too miles below below where he was
drowned.
The Ossipee sailed yesterday morning for

A salute of 13 guns was fired at thi:
time for the thirteen original states. By thi
time the city was fairly alive and the out ο
town people had hegun to arrive just in time t>
see the
PASTAS TICS,
which put iu au appearance at β o'clock. Thi
organization formed on Myrtle street and
marched over the route already published. The

Eastport.

procession

ligious temperance meeting for

au

half in the Y. M. C. A.

Tuesday after-

Hall

hour and

a

noon.

The body of young Tobin was found Tuesday
and was buried yesterday.
He was found

fusion.

headed by

was

military

a

A small child fell from a window on Centre
street last evening and was seriously injured.
The Reform Club will hold a public meeting
this evening ia the Y. M. C. A. Hall, com-

man, ant
consequently there were several take offs or
military life. Next to the Marshal came a
burlesque band of nearly fifty musicians; followed by a drum Corps. This band was a great

mencing at 7 3-1
Robert Clark,

through the streets.

o'clock.
the restaurant man, sent a
liberal supply of ice cream to this office last
eveniDg. It was a great help in setting up the
account of the Centennial celebration.

Personal.
had a pergonal interview
with Mr. Blaine a few days eince informs us
that he is giving himself exclusively to the recovery of his health. He sleeps well and has

gentleman who

appetite

than at any time since last
He is allowed to read a few newspapers and occasionally writes a letter.
Ile is
about the house the greater part ol the day
but sees no company.
better

a

November.

Capt.S.B.Packard, who has received the
Republican nomination for Governor iu Lonisana, is a native of Auburn iu this state, where
his mother now resides. He.was a captain iu
the 12th Maine and served through the war.
While iu the service he mirried a New Orleans
lady and has lived in that city since the close
of the war. He has been United State3 Marshal nearly eight years.
He has had many

difficult duties to perform, and while he has
provoked criticism, he has not been charged
with any financial irregularity.
A Democrat
in New Orleans, writing to a gentleman in this
city a year.or more since, took occasion to commend Longstreet and Packard.
Packard is 38
years of age.

Excursions.— This evening the Arion Club
make their sixth annual moonlight excursion,
going to Peaks Island, where a grand balcony
concert will be given. They go on the steamer
Gazelle, and are sure to have a fine time as
they always do. Tickets are for sale at Abner
Lowell's, Samuel Thurston's, and ai the
steamer.
The Casco street Sunday School go to Little
Chebeague this morJing on the steamer Henrietta.

The Congress street Sunday School and society go. to Saco River to-day.
The Plymouth Sunday School go to Rochester this

morning.

The State street and First Baptist
Schools go to Long Island to-day.

Sunday

The Chestnut street and Pine street Sunday
Schools make their annual excursion to Little
Chebeague Island to-mo-'row.
An
M.

Accident.—Yesterday morning Mrs. E.
Hodgdon, while walking on the track of the

Grand Trunk road, between Cumberland and
was struck by the morning passen,
ger train from Lewiston. The corner of the

Falmouth,

baggage car struck her right shoulder, breaking
jt and otherwise injuring her. AVhen the train
back to her she had risen to her feet and
was able to get on board with a little assistance.
She was taken back to Falmouth where she
ran

was

stopping with friends.

ing

so as

As she was walkto face the train and said that she saw
it, it is difficult to understand why she did not
step from the track eooner. The officials of
the road did everything for her comfort, and a

physician

was

summoned

immediately on

the

arrival at Falmouth.
Regimektal Meetings.—The members of
the Portland Veteran Battalion of the 1st,
10th, 2flth Maine Regiments are requested to
meet at G. A. R. Hall at 7i o'clock this even-

ing for the annual election of officers, and for
the transaction of such other business as may
come before it.
Anv man who served in either nf tlie n.lmve
regiments

is a member of this organization
and a full attendance is desired.
The 17th Maine Kegimeut Association wilt

hold

meeting

Grand Arm; Hall this evening to arrange for taking paît in the general
reanion of Maine soldiers, which takes place
a

Id this cit;

on

at

the 10th of August.

Odd Fellows' Excursion.—The OJu Felexcursion yesterday, to Little CUebeague,
on the steamer New Brunswick, was in every
respect, most agreeable. On the first trip the

lows'

number of passengers was estimated to be 1,500,
and about 800 went at a later hour. The day

beautiful, the

best of order was maintained, no accident occurred and the committee of
arrangaments filled their! part of the programme. The members of the Bridgton Encampment expressed themselves in terms of the
was

3—Agriculture.
4—Music, John L, Shaw, Cqnductor.
δ—Commerce.
C—Flora.
7—Centennials.
8—Old Oaken Bucket.

cci.eiikatiu; 1

PORTLAND.

■ IV

Bracelet Lost—On Sunday Evening.
For Hale—G. R. Davis.
Found—Dark-Red Horse.

A

1—America.
2—United States.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Daucby's Advertisements—3.
Keep's Custom Hhlrts—Owen &

fcua

Carriages containing children representing:

Large aud Magnificent Display.

IV«w Λ il vcKiM'iiH'i·ImTo-1)h y,

highest praise

of the manner in whica their
Portland brethren entertained them. About
400 eat down to the clam-bake, which was gotten up in excellent style by Oapt. J. A. Perry.

hit,

and

of 1776

man

warmly applauded as it passed
Next appeared a gentleupon horseback, followed by a

was

family on their way to the Centennial. Nex
apepared a number of walking bottles labelet
"Crooked Whiskey," "Apple Jack," and so
A detachment of Grand Army boys fur
a foraging party of Sherman's bummers.
This
was
pronounced a picture
from real life upon the field. Next in order
on.

nished

Androscoggin Artillery with the
"Swamp Angel" mounted. The seizure busithe

came

touched up α little in the scene that
followed. Burleigh next appeared in his usual
grand style. Then the Woman Bights Delegates, followed by the Old Folks, the couple ol
the period, a party of fantastics, and last but
not least Prof. Magncr, driving the Hillman
ness was

stallion.

This was an interesting part of the
procession, considering that the horse which
was now driving as quietly as any horse was a
few days ago considered wholly unman agable.
Taken as a whole the procession was very creditable, and Capt. Broughton deserves the
thanks of the public for arranging it so suc-

cessfully.
BAND CONCERTS.

At 3 o'clock the Metropolitan Band took up
position iu Market square and gave a fine
band concert for an hour. At the same time
a

the Portland Band was Stationed in Congress
square and gave a fiue conceit, surrounded bj
a

large

concourse

of people.

THE BOWING REGATTA.

ful affair and the beats were started eu time
strange to say. Tie first race was for foui
oared boats, and although four boats were entered only three started as follows: The Erner
and Union.

bad but the Union

men

good start wa!
badly, taking

A

steered

The Centennial boat took e
straight course, thus gaining on the others
The Emerald boat kept near the wharves
The Centennial boat reached the stake boat it
six minutes, the Union 30 seconds later and
an

outside course.

the Emerald a little later. The Centennial
boat came back straight as she went up ant
made the two miles in 13 minutes and 45 sec

onds,

while the Union boat was 13 seconds behind. Before reaching the judge's boat the Em.
erald left this !course and fouled with a smal
sail boat the bow of the Emerald entering the
side of the sail boat some distance.

The second race was for single seuils but on
ly two boats pnlled the race, A third mar
took his position so as to allow a second prize
but he went only a faw lengths. McSbaae
who had tbe inside and Stewart on the outsidi
were the contestants.
As usual Stewart triet
bis little games on the start, but the judgei
compelled him to get into line before the wort
was given. Even then he got the best starl
but McShane soon came alongside of him

They

to

Washington, Waslilngtoi

Cumberland, down Cumberland

Congress,

to

to Kino, u|
ta Carleton
down Pine to Em
down Spring t(

Congress
through Carleton to Pine,
ery, through Emery to Spring,
Brackett, down Brackett to DanfortU, dowi
Danforth to Slate, up State to Square, counter
marching on State, down Spriug to tligb, u|
High to Free, down Free to Middle, dowi
up

Middle to Pearl, up Pearl to Federal, dowi
Federal to Franklin, up Franklin to Congress
Congress to City Building.
The procession was a grand looking sighi
and did credit to the Centennial celebration.
There were many features which call for special mention. The mounted truckmen looked
finely in their whita frocks and black pants,
and people were surprised to find that that the
truckmen had such fine looking horses.
Xhf
military made as usual a fine appearance. The
gun from the Boxer and the flag from the En·
terprise were objects of much interest, and th<
brave commander who stood over them lookec
as proud as life.
The Knights o£ Pythias made
a fine appearance in their new helmets.
Th<

several wharves and from boats in the harbor,
The Judges were K. Williams, A. B. Yeaton
J. S. Morris.
BASE HALL.

The game iu the forenoon between the Dingos and Portland Jr?. was won by the formel

by a

of 4 to 2.
The game in the afternoon between the Reso
lutes aDd Dry Goods was stopped at the end ο
the fifth inning by the shower, the score stand
ing 10 to 1 in favor of the Iiesolutes. No facil
score

ities were afforded to reporters to witness thi
game and consequently we are unable to dc
more than give the result.
THE PROCESSION.

At ten o'clock tho streets were filled witl
tramping organizations on their way to theii
respective divisions on the cross streets runnini
from Congress street. At this point the alarn
of fire was sent iu causing much confusion, at
many of the stents fi'e engines were in theii

places on Franklin street awaiting the start.
Tho confusion was but for a moment, however
and tho procession was not delayed by th<
alarm. At tho word the truckmen left thei
places on Kim street and marohed down Con
gress to Chestnut, where they were joined bj
the second division, and so|on until the wlioli
line was moving as a unit in the fcllowinj
order:

lowing regulations the course to be the same
as the challenge cup course for second class:

Battalion ol Military—Capt. Chas. J. Pennell, Com
manding.
Portland Mechanic Blues, Lieut. H. H. IUeh, Coin

FIRST

DIVISION.

Mounted Police under Deputy Chase.

Truckmen

Mounted, Capt. Clay, 82

men.

SECOND DIVISION.
Portland Band, 22
Major A. M. Benson,

manding, 42

pieces.

Marshal.

men.

U. S. Artillery, Lieut. Best, Commanding, 32 men.
Montgomery Guards, Capt. D. O' C. O'Dunoghut

manding, 63

inen.

Portland Cadets, Capt. N. D. Wluslow, Command
ing, 47 men.
Portland Light Infantry, Capt. J. C. Cobb, Com

Commanding,

41

men.

THIRD DIVISION,
Continental Baud, 9 pieces.
Bosworth Post,G. A. R,Caleb N. Lang.Commandini
03 men.
Detachment of Bosworth Post, withcannon from th J
Boxer.
Bramliall Lodge. K. P., Chas. A. Carleton, Com

Stakdish.—Mr. Isaac I). Sawyer of Standish,
and forty of his employes treated themselves to

delightful excursion to Eist Baldwin, Satur
day, and were served with a fine supper at Norton's Ilotel. Mr. Sawyer's coat making establishment is the largest in Maine, giving em
ployaient to eight men and sixty-four girls
Mr. S. turns out 100 coats per day—a tlirivinj
a

manding, 51, men.
Munjoy Lodge, K. P., W. E. Bucknam, Commai-d
ing, 28 men.

Presumpscot Valley Lodge, of Cumberland Mills, H •
B. Sprout, Commanding, 34 men.
Highland Lodge, K. P., of Bridgton, II. A. Sborr; »
Commanding, 22 men.

business for an interior town.

FOURTH DIVISION.

Patents.—The following patents, bearin >
Metropolitan Band, 24 pieces.
Portland Encampment, I· O. olO, F., J. lirowt
date of July 3d, 1870, are reported as b<
Commanding, 25 men.
Eastern Star Encampment, N. G.
ing issued to residents of Maine by C. E. Fos
Feseenden, Con
Patent
manding, lot) men.
50'J
Seventh
ter,
Solicitor,
St., Washing
Macbigonne Encampment, F. A. McCulloch. Con
ton, D. C:
manding, 100 men.
Mount Pleasant Encampment of Bridgton, Ν. 1
W. G. Blair, Haa pden, twinging berths fo
Potter,
Commanding, 39 men.
vessels.
F. Bucknam, Commanding, 60 mei ι.
Tvr. G. Blair, lTampdeD, swinging chairs fo r I Ligoma Lodge,
Grand Otlicers in carriages.
vessels.
I Ancient Brothers, V. Δ. Jones, Commanding, ! 10
W. H. Eastman, Auburn, gauge pins fo r I
men.
printing presses.
Maine Lodge, E. F. Fasset, Commandijg, 32 nic l.

I

1
1

1

of the celebration. All who could get passjge
on the yachts took it eagerly, while tho rest
of the crowd were content in going down the
harbor on the steamers Lawiston, Forest City,
and tlie regular island boats, all of which were
crowded with excursionists. The races were
for purses amounting to $230. Thirteen yachts

contested, making the race a very interesting
one. The judges, Messrs, B. J. Willard, E. F.
Willard and W. E. Dennison, were stationed at
the club room on Custom House wharf, and the
yachts were started from a buoy opposite. The
course was the usual Fourth of July course, to
Half Way Rock and return, tha first and second
class yachts being required to sail over the

was literally covered with
Below on the same street
and bunting.
were to be seen fine decorations upon the residence of Alderman Henry Fox.
The pillars
were entwined with bunting and streamers
hung from the roof to the balcony, while a fine

flags

t.Tio

mnat.

inter.

scription, "Liberty and UnioD, Peace ana
Plenty," and was trimmed in Centennial colors.
Upon a pedestal in the centra of the cai
was seated the Goddess of Liberty, Miss Annie
In one corner was Miss Eva Browr

Stickney.

representing Science, holding a compass and
globe in her hand. Opposite was Industry represented by Miss Alice Jackson, with a bet
hive by her side. Commerce was represented
by Miss Ada Bowie, who held

small anchoi
Miss Annie Burnham represented
a

and rope.
Art with a pallete and a bust.
The second car was inscribed "United States"
and was drawn by six ho rsee, and contained 3i
child ren, each representing a state in the Uu-

Each o£ the children bore a flag with the
of one of the states upon it.
Miss Mary
occupied the seat of Columbia and carried

ion.

name

Day
large flag

a

dressed iu

in her hand.
The children were
red, white and blue, with gold

stars.
The

third car was richly trimmed with
wheat, corn and vegetables, and represented
"Agriculture." It was drawn by four horses,
and Miss Susie Smith was the Goddess of Agriculture. She held in her hand a staff and
the horn of plenty filled with;wheat. She was
surrounded by thirty children dressed in white
with green sashes, and holding agricultural im-

plements in their hands.
The fourth car was "Music" and

was drawn
and contained thirty gills dressed in white with blue sash and golden harps on
their breasts. The Goddess Euterpe, Miss Annie

by four horses

Leavitt, was seated in the centre playing on a
harp. The children sang patiriotic songs as
the procession passed over the route.
Commerce was the fifth in the procession.
Here a boat contained 20 boys in sailor costume. Neptune, Master Leavitt, sat in tbe
centre holding the trident, while others held
the anchor, spyglass, &o.
The Floral car contained 20 girls dressed
in white with pink sashes, and was drawn by
six horses. The goddess, Miss Schriver, held a
staff containing a pyramid bouquet, while the
children carried bouquets of different designs.
The Centennial car, drawn by four horses,
contained five young ladies aud three young
men.
They .were dressed in ancieut costume
and were engaged in household pursuits.
"The Old Oaken Bucket" was displayed on
the eighth and last car which contained about
30 children. Here was an old fashioned well
sweep which drew cool, refreshing ice water
from a half hogshead. Trees were set about
the car, giving it a very rustic appearance
The credit of this part of the procession be-

longs equally
Capt, Geo. E. Brown who
trimmed the cars, Alderman Waterhousa who
had charge of them, and to Mr. J. L. Shaw
who selected the children and got them in
their places so finely.
The fire department made

twice. The br<?ez9 was a good one and
the boats got au excellent 8.art. The Alarm
led a little at first, closely followed by the Viva
and Sparkb. The squall was very severe on
the water, but the boats all weathered the
storm nicely. After the storm there was a
course

CLASS.

FIRST

Sailing Corrected

Start.
time.
Return.
time.
2 00 25....3 40 40.. ..1 34 15....1 13 2
2 0T 35....4 (18 05
2 00 30. ...1 33 27
2 05 55....5 01 10..,.2 58 15....2 34 08

Viva

Sparkle
Alarm

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.

Casco

2 14 50. ...4 59 15 ..2 44 25....2 11 13
2 14 40.... 5 10 35....
2 24 10
2 15 40....
not taken

Twilight
Mary

SECOND CLASS SCHOONERS.

Undine
2 15 45....5 26 30....3 10 45. ...2 28 24
Kambler
2 15 00... .5 51 45... .3 39 45·
·2 58 27
Nellie........ 2 10 05....
not taken
THIRD CLASS.

Mischief.. ..2 25 07....3
Mist
2 31 05....3
Edda
2 25 40. ...3
2 25 20... 3
Gannett

28 47....1 01 30....0 36
33 55....1 02 50....0 40
33 07... 1 07 27....0 44
37 47... .1 12 27... .0 45

56
12
13
49

EVBNINa SALUTE.

At sunset a salute of 38 guns was fired for
the 38 states of the Union, and the bells were
run g for an hour, which, taken with the individual celebration going ob, made considerable

noise.
HISTORICAL TABLEAUX.

THE

The ehowere of the afternoon and the continued rain of the evening demoralized the fine
historical tableaux which had been arranged
with so much attention by some of our leading
citizens. It was at first thought they would
be postponed, but it was afterwards thought
the storm had passed and the teams were got
in readiness at about 9J o'clock.
The procession formed on Myrtle street and passed up
Congress and down Chestnut whore the first
and only illumiuatioa was given.
Those who
witnessed it pronounce it the finest thing ever
seen in the city.
The teams had large wide

platforms

built apon them on
which the
tableau was given. On either side weie large
lights with reflectors throwing the light upon
the picturo. In addition they had colored lights
which were to be used at the stopping places,

making one

of the most attractive displays ever
given. Much attention had been given to this
part of the programme and it is greatly to be

regretted that it could not have been seen
appreciated by oar citizens.
The procession was headed by mounted
lice followed by the Portland band.
The
tableau was the Coat of Arms of the State

and

pofirst
and
was under the direction of Mr. W. Hanson.
The second was the First Arrival, under the
direction of Mr. H. Bradbury. The third represented the Landing of Columbus, all the per-

taking part being in a
arranged by Mr, H. Smith.

This was
Pocahontas asacted by a member of the Museum company,
was one of the best of all and was under the
direction of Wm. Allen, Jr., who took the part
of John Smith in the tableau.
Dick Gatley as
Miles Standish was excellent and the tableau
sons

boat.

of the best. The Monitor was under
the care of C. Day, Jr., and by the way was a
fearful sight to behold on land.
The Boston
Tea Party passed off well under the supervision of Mr. Henry Lowell. The Death o£ Gen.
was

one

Warren. a3 enacted by Mr. Chas, Haynes and
others was well brought out. Mr. Wm. Senter

tine appearance.

assisted in

The machines were looking as blight as a new
dollar and the harnesses had received an exAU the steamers were finely
?ra touch.
decorated with flowers and some of them dis-

Delaware.

played flags

lioot and others was well presented.
The last
of the tableau was the Centennial Tea Party
under the direction of Mr. A. Sawyer.
Be
tween each of the teams were banners beating

a

and bunting. Casco No. 0 had an
animal mounted on top, out of respect to the
chairman of the Committee on Fire Depart-

ment. This steamer was looking finely and
the harnesses shone like glass in the suu. The
horse on tba hose carriage is a new one, but he
did nicely in the confusion and his driver has
every reason to be proud of such a noble animal. Everywhere.the procession halted the
citizens invited them in for refreshments. On
■

State street, at the residence of
Backleff, coffee was provided in
Alderman Fox, James L. Bailey,
Thomas Shaw, J. T. Lewis and

Mrs.

J. L.
abundance.

Fred Hale,
others kept
The procession

open houses during the baits.
marched over .the entire route of over four
miles with apparently little fatigue, aud when
they passed in review oi the Mayor and City
Government at the close the lines were as
straight as when formed. After being dismissed the Knights of Pythias, with their in-

vited guests from Bridgtju, headed by the
Bridgton Band, marched to Franklin wharf

nn
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regatta.
MIDDAY

SALUTE.

From IS to 1 o'clock the bells of the city
rung and a salute of 24 guns was fired,

much to the disgust of over-sensitive people
who are afraid of a little noise once in a bundred years.
THE EXERCISES IN THE HALL.

Gibbs and Kev. Dr. Carruthers, Hon. Geo. F.
S. J. Anderson and Col.

Hamil-

ton, commanding at Fort Preble, while th{
rear was occupied by the Haydn Association.
About a hundred members of the Aged Broth
erbood occupied the front seats in the body oi
the hall and the Portland Band was stationed
in one of the galleries.
The remainder of the
hall was well filled with ladies and gentlemen,

showing that the portion of the celebration
which appealed to the intellect was as attractive as that which affected merely tbe eye and
the ear.
The hall had been tastefully decorated undei
direction of Mr. George E. Brown. Against the
wall back of the stage hung a large portrait of
with festoons of bunting on eithei
On tbe front of the stage was the enside.
sign which fluttered at tbe mast-head of Hii

Washington

Majesty's brig Boxer when she was captured
by the Enterprise off tuis port in 1814.
The exercises were prefaced with a medley oi
national airs, after which Mayor Fessender
called upon the Eev. Dr. Carruthers, who off
ered an earnest prayer.
This was succeded bj
Keller's national bymn finely rendered by th(
Haydn

Association.
Mayor Fessenden hen
introduced the orator of the day, Hon. Geo. F.
Talbot, who delivered an oration reviewing th(
progress of the republic in its first century. I
was an

admirable address.

be found

The full text wil

first page.
The oration concluded the Haydn Associa
tion rendered Wbittier's Centeunial bymu set
to music by Prof. Paine :
on

our

Our Father's God : irom out whose liaml
The centuries fall like like grains ot
sand,
We meet to-day, united, free,
And loyal to our land aud Thee,
To tliauk Thee for tho era
done,
And trust Thee tor the opening one.
Here where of old, by Thy
design,
The lathers spake that word of
Thine,
Whose echo is the glad refrain
Of rended bolt and lulling chain,
To grace our lestai time, irom all
The zones of earth our guests we call.

Be with

us

while the New World greets

The Old World, thronging all Its
streets,
Unveiling all the triumphs won
or toil beneath the sun ;
And unto common good ordaiu
ïuls rivaislilp of hand and brain.

By art

Thou who hast here in concord furled
The war flags of a gathered world,
Beneath our Western skies fulfil !
The Orient's mission ot good will,
And, Ircighted with Love's golden fleece,
Send back the Argonauts of pence.

inscriptions appropriate

to the

occasion.

The

credit for the arrangement of the tableaux is
largely due to Major Boyd, who has been untiring in his efforts to make tho affair a sue
cess.

Just as the first tableau had been given on
Cumberland street the rain began to fall in
torrents and Miles Standish, Gen. Warren
Gen. Washington and others awoke to realize
their situation. Seeing that a storm was at
hand they deserted and fled for shelter.
The
band remained in their seats until they reached

French,

L. D. .M. Sweat and Thomas Shaw.
On Pine street the residences of Messrs. Clement and Biabon presented a fine appearance,

was

Hon. James McMullen's, his residence

being finely illuminated in the evening, Mrs.
Moulton's, H. I. Robinson's, W. S. Jordan's, H.
Ν. Jose's, all of which had been decorated with
excellent taste.
uongresa street presantju a spienam appearance.
The observatory was gaily decked, and
flags huug from the engine house, the resi-

dences ef S. L. Carlton, Dr. True, Dr. King, G.
W. Elder; W. C. How, H. J. and J. B. Libby,
Hall L. Davis, H. W. Hersey,
Lewis B. Smith nnd Alderman

Dr. Getchell,
Taylor, the two
latter residences being profusely decorated.
Park street block was nearly all decorated,
the house of L D. Shepley being particularly
well decorated.
On New State street the residences of D. W.
Clark and T. K. Hayes were carefully decorated. Also the residence of Cyrus Sturdivant
and C. H. Haskell on Free street.
The residents on Emery and Carleton evidently vied with each other to see which would
have the finest displays. In the former street
was noticed decoration on
the residences of
W. H. Sargent, Kev. W. E. Gibbs, E. Small,
S' H. lie Alpine, J. B. Fickett, John E. Davis
and many others. In the latter street fine

decorations were made by Alderman Waterhouse, George L. Hodgdon, G. L. Bailey, W.
M. Marks, and many others.
Decorations were made on Cumberland street
by John B. Coyle, Jr., Warren ltichardson, C.
H Hall, Councilman Cunningham, S. T. Corser, Dr. Mason, and others.
Mtssrs. Owen and Barber on Wilmot street
and J. L. Hiydeu on Brown street made fine

displays.
Among the displays on Myrtle street
fine ones by J. L. Shaw and G. L. Broad.

were

Chinese lanterns.
Tne hotels all displayed bunting and the St.
Julian made a very appropriate illumination,
displaying a red, white and blue light over the
entrance.
A large number of places ef business were
decorated, among which were Martiu, Pennell

Co's, Leavitt & Davis' on Elm street, Ε. T.
Elden & Co's, and DeehanBros'. onFree street,
A. Little & Co., and Byron Greenough & Co's,
on Middle street, Eustis & Castell's, Johnson's
and Kimball's saloons on Exchange street, T.

&

P. McGowen'e on

Congress street.

All ol

the

regular organizations having halls displayed
their flags in honor of the birthday of the Nation.
ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS.

Just as the main procession was forming an
alarm was sent in from box 48, caused by a
slight fire on the roof of Mr. F. H. Fassett's
house on Pino street. The fire was slight and
was put out before the engines arrived.
The
apparatus returned to place in the procession
in remarkably quick time.
A boy named Welch living on Howard street
had his face badly burned by the explosion of
a pistol in the morning.
Just before the boat race started a young
fell from Union wharf and was nearly
drowned before he was taken out.
A small lad named Tobin fell from a coal
shed on Union wharf and was slightly inman

jured.
Some time Monday night a man who had
nothing else to do hauled a cannon down Congress street to the coiner of Brown street, and
fired breaking out considerable glass.
While the ciuwd were waiting for the even-

ing procession to start Fisk
them with
stereopticon

& Co. entertained
views on Market

street.
Some one fired a ramrod from a «un through
the window over one of the doors of the Post

tion.

terday.
the

celebration

held a
meeting yesterday to consider the matter oi
giving the tableaux at another and more favorable time. After a long conference it was decided to indefinitely postpone the matter as
many of the fireworks were wet and the exhion

bition could not be repeated for less than $500.
"DKnAUATrnvs-

To »ay that the city was fairly alive with
and bunting, but faintly expresses the
appearance of oar streets as the sun arose on the
morning of the Fourth. Never within the last

hundred years has there been such a profuse display of the National colors in this city
as was shown on the Centennial Fourth. There

one

scarcely

a

residence

on

any of the

princi-

pal streets which did not make some pretence
at display, and the shipping in the harbor was
equally patriotic, and eaeh and all displayed
their colo.s. The U. S. steamship Osjipee was
decked with bunting from stem to stern and
presented a gay appearance. The yachts also
looked finely, ospeeially the Sparkle, which
was used for the judges boat in tbo
rowing
race.

The City Building was gaily decked with
flags and designs of various kinds. The hall
was

not

extensively decorated

but still

looked

finely.
sight.

The outside presented a pleasing
From th<3 dome of the building waved
an
American flag while lines
hung with
code flags ran to the flag staffs on either wing
of the building. On the front over the entrance
to the building was the coat of arms of the
United States surrounded by the shields of the
thirteen original states, and these surrounded
by the shields of the remaining states of the
Union.
On one side was "1776" in gas
jets,
and on the other ''1870" while above was
"July
4th" also in gas jets.
From every window
hung banners, and the front of the building
was hung with flags and
bunting of various
kinds. In the evening Chinese lanterns illuminated the decorations as well as the rain would
The decorating was performed
permit.
by

Capt. George B. Crown, who did his work in a
very satisfactory manner.
The residence of \V. S. Daua,
Ksq., on High

street was decorated with excellent taste, and
was the subject of much favorable comment
from passers by,
The large pillars were entwined with bunting. From the portico a line
was stretched across the street with a
large
American flag in the centre and flags of the
American Signal Coile on either side. In the
window of the second story was the head of a
deer, on top of which was placed a miuiature

pine tree, emblematic of

the state, About the
neck of the deer were fastened streamers ol
banting which were brought down forming a
canopy over the window beneath. Iu the even-

ing there was a beautiful transparency "1770,
Our Country, 1S7G" which was unusually fine.

As the procession was passing (through State
street Square a pole on Kobinson's boat broke,
but did not delay the procession.
The car on whioh was mounted Agriculture
broke down on Spring street and one of the

jumped to the pave ment, but was not
injured.
The intense heat affected a member of Highland Lodge of Bridgton, named Murphy, so
severely that he was taken from the procession
in a very critical condition.
He was attended
through the night by three physicians who yesterday considered him out of danger.
Mr, Patrick Tobin, who was with the Grand
Army, was sj overcome with the heat that he
was obliged to leave the ranks.
children

Some time Monday night a fire broke out in
the drugstore of E. King, opposita the Observatory, and considerable^damage was done be-

fore the flames

were

extinguished.

A fire cracker set fire to a small building on
Chestnut street Tuesday evening, but was soon

extinguished.
Some drunken fellow fired a ballet through
Lams oil's jewelry window Tuesday night,
breaking a pane of glass costiDg §70.
The Reform School boys came into
witness the celebration.

Benjamin Stevens,
age, while

firing a

a

gun

town

to

young man 20 years ο f
Tuesday had a finger

blown off,
A cannon was fired on Portland street; shattering the glass in the vicinity. The store of
Sullivan & Osgood suffered by the accident.
A liitle boy named Harry Jackson, living on
Cumberland street, had his face severely burned with a fire cracker.
Two brothers had a scuffle ou Munjoy Hill
about a guu and one of them was shot in [the

leg.
A party of boys at Morrill's Corner were
hauling about a 12 pound cannon and discharging it early in the morning. The concussion
broke out all the large lower windows in Mrs,
Cram's store, and the windows above were also

shattered,

Mr. Daniel

as

were

Murphy's

twelve panes of glass in
residence near by, and

several in Mr. Doe's.

dawned upon Lcwiston and Auburn with ever;

promise of fine weather. The elements seem
ed to havo conspired to concoct a day fittin ;
the occasion. The previous rains had take
caro of the dust in a very thorough mannei
The sun arose somewhat earlier than usual, a
least so it seemed to the disturbed majority ο
the community, and during the forenoon a pat
riotic breeze cooled the celebrating brow an
swung the flags and banners most loyally. Th
decorations were quite extensive.
Flags wer
flying from all the public building?, many c
the stores displayed the national colors in far
ciful combinations, and very many private rei
idences were decoiated iu artistic manner

Among

the

latter

the residences of ex

were

Governor Nelson Dingley and Congressmai

Frye.
The salute of one hundred guus, and the be'

These drew their Horrible length along th
street for a few hours.to the immense amust
ment of old and young.
It was well carriei
out and some of the local hits were very amus
The crowd now began to pour in from out c
town.
The railway stations were tlirongei
with companies and bauds in their bright uni

forms,

and the streets with turnouts

rural districts.

[Dobbin

was

from th 3

hitched in th 3

shade and with his rations in front of him lef
to ruminate the'day out. The Maine Centre 1
had about one hundred cars in special train·
and large numbers came by the Grand Trunl :
There were probj
regular and special traies.
bly from 12,000 to 15,000 strangers iu town.
The first victory of the day was for the Bate ι
College club who defeated |ths Androscoggin 9
by a score of 9 to 1. The game in the af ternoo ,
between the Dirigos of Biddeford and the An
droscoggins was called at the close of the thir I
inning when the latter club was far ahead.
The procession was one of the finest eve c
witnessed in the state. The uniforms of man j
of the companies weie new and the engines c I
the fire companies were .prettily decked wit
flowers and evergreen.
It occupied twent !
minutes in passing a given point.
It consiste
of six mllitarv enmnanies. renresentations frur
six encampments of Odd Fellows, two lodge
Knights of Pythias, nineteen fire companie
and thirteeu bands, including Chandler's fa
band of Portland. At noon the procès
siondisbanded at the park where, after prayei
the Declaration of Independence was read an
oration delivered by Judge Morrill of Nevada
At this stage in the proceeding, a heav
shower suddenly made its appearand and er
°verili the thi°8· The military and fir,
companies and other guests of the city adjourt
edto the big tent on the park where 130
pUtes were laid for their entertainment ,
little alter 3 ο clock it cleared up and the re
gatto came off. But two crews were enterei'
the Union and Portland Bowing Clubs, both ο
It was claimed that a foul wa
Portland.
made at the turning stake when the Union
stove a hole in the Club boat, and as a conse
quence came in alone. The Unions claim tb
race by reason of the foa! as the other boat wa
The matter wi.l be decide
mous

jj££water.

The shower also interfered with the stallio
race that was to take place at the park an
'hat purse was not trotted'for. At the thre
firSt PU"e of $73
won b
ittle Dick, the second money went to Lad
— «""««I·

Lite?nT lue

23 ST"·

rZib^nKine"iaI<lrewalar«ecrowJ
oad Square in Auburn where they assemble.
Sb0Wer·
The prizef0
the.first class.was won by the Gen. Berrys' ο
Rockland, playing 233 feet If inches, and th
second by the Torrents' of Hallowell. In th

Lfi«tnHraheaTr

Ε**? !h® Xia-ara3

of Brunswick playe,
of Topshan

Γ' Gardiners
ftll™1J inches,

Uj
Wj feet

187 feet 3 inches

Long and anxiously did the crowd wai
bout the park for the ascension of the ballooi
City of Lawuton," which was to have gon,
was 7 o'clock before it wa
A splen
ully inflated and the ropes cast off.
did assent was made. It went directly up to ,
U°iS:ht and theu t30k a north
easterly direction, still rising. The showe
had opportunely cleared away, affording a flo<
I,
opportunity for witnessing the spectacle.
half an hour from the time of starting, tb,
""

ZiviJaST'
^ ,emi

Sri,,?,"?.™™

Of course everybody was disappointed tha
the fireworks could not be set off in the evei
8 °'clock uatil M the showers hel.
up and the crowd assembled on the park de
term.ned to enjoy itself. Chandler's Band oc
copied the band stand discoursing most excel
ent music and did much towards atoning fo

'Qn"'nf™m

disappointment.
spite of the inclement weather of the at"
ternoon and evening the programme was wel
the

In

carried out, the best that it could be under th
circumstances. The best of order was observe
and the least drunkenness was seen amou" s

large a

number.
It was a credit both to th
cit*es and the visitors.
Krnnebunh-A Had Açcideut.
Kknneeunk, Jnly 4-The well laid dust ye;
erday, the bright sun and clear air of th
morning, the

perfected arrangements

of or

committees, and the enthusiasm <
the c,tlzen? ali indicated a most satisfactor
centennial celebration for our people, and tb
printed order of exercises was being carried οι
with a promptness and activity agreeable to a;
numerous

until the noon hour.
In addition to tb
Hags of our numerous ship-masters and others
from the Kitteri BaTy yard

V'ZT™1'
ssisted
the tasteful

decorations of the pul
lie buildings and many private residences.
in

been brouRht from B"stor
salute was being answere
by tha#illage bells, when following the thir
report from the cannon, near the north come
of the large tent, a premature discharge force

fad
*nT»CT°Dclock

and the 12

ο

the ramrod
Jesse

K.

across

the breast of

Webster, tearing

a gunner, M
open his body totb

vitals, causing his almost immediate deatl
Webster resided a sboit distance above u
P. S. & P. depot in this town, and leaves
widow and sis children.
He served in tt
8th Maine regiment, company F.
This
sadden
calamity
brought gre;
Mr.

sadness to his
numerous
acquaintance
and a check to the well-ordercd|ceremonies c
the day, which were carried forward with re
daced numbers in the procession and a subdue
propriety at the tent and the tables.
Λ. B. C.
Alfred.

Alfked, July

5.—The celebration of tl
Centennial Fourth at Alfred was a comple
success.
The historical oration by S. M. Can
Esq., while embodying a full sketch of the hi

tory of the town, was thoroughly fresh at
lively and filled with happy turn3 and paten
tial applications. It was in all respects an ab
effort and held the individual attention of tl
audience to its close.
Amos L. Allen, Esq
followed with a capital centennial speeeb, ai

stirring remarks were made by Ιίβν. Mr. lve
Ira T. Drew, Esq., and others.
The dinn
provided by the ladies of Alfred was abundat
and excellent in quality.
On the tables we
many piecesof ware of ancicnt date,prominei
among them being a wooden plate owned an
eaten from by Simeon Coffin, the first settli
of Alfred.
The enterprising people of Nort
Alfred, a hundred strong, came to the celebr
tion in fine style in large carts covered wii

awnings and decorated with flags, evergreen
and festoons of flowers.
Splendid teauis
decked with garlande drew their nov
carriages. The procession was one of the lea
ing features of the day and was greatly admi
ed. The remarkable smoothness and succe
with which all the arrangements of the di
were carried out are very largely due to the i
oxen

efforts of Nathan Dane, Willia
M. Emery, Est)., and the other members of tl
efficient committee appointed to provide for tl
due observance of the day, and who plaum

defatigable

Wnltrvlllc.
4.—The Fourth was observed here with great enthusiasm by the firing of national salutes, also a parade of the
antiques and horribles and the several civic and
military organizations, with a public dinner at
the hall. The trial of engines for a pair of
silver torches, was won byj Ticonio lof Wa-

and superintended the carrying through
what is pronounced by all, a celebration nev
exceeded in Alfred.
Dmiinriecotta and Jlcwcaiille.

terville.

sunrise,
bells, salutes of the
and sunset, rowing regatta, procession of fi
companies, municipal authorities and citizen
trial of fire engines, historic sketch of Dama
iscotta and Newcastle delivered by General
A. Hall.
The village was crowded all d
with people from all parts of the county. 1
serious accidents occurred.

Watebville, July

Many public

and private decorations
were tasteful and elegant.
This evening the
town was generally illuminated and the disof fireworks was numerous.
■tocklnud.
KocklAND, J uly 4.—The day has becu celebrated hero with bells, salutes, procession, trial
of engines, sailing and rowing regatta, tub and
foot races and other diversions, ending with an

play

Chinese lanterns also illuminated the front.
The house of Benj. Stevens, Jr., on Danforth
street was elegantly decorated.
Over the door
was a bust of LiucolD, under which was a fine
portrait of Washington. Still lower down
among the draperies was a full length picture
of Lincoln. The whole front of the house was
tastefully draped with the American colors it
a great variety of combination.
In the evening
the house was illuminated with Chinese Ian

oration by Prof. A. A. Woodbridge this evening. At thé trial of engines between 3Γ. A.
Burpee No. 4 of this city, and Tiger No. 1 of

terns.

up

:

machiaa.

celebrate'

'» IUil

The residences of Hon. J. B. Brown, P. H.
Brown and W. H. Clifford were carefully decorated and in the evening were illuminated by

close of the first heat in tbo three minute class
the rain compelled a postponement until yes-

committee

we

iug.

to be one of the finest features of the celebraThe

Λαίιηι-η.

ml

American colors. Over Mr. Hale's balcony was
a fine Maltese cross.
Fine decorations were
also made on this street at the residence of Dr.

the

City Building, every man playing his best
despite the rain. Thus ended what promised

a

morning of "the day

ringing from 4 30 to 5.30 in the morning calle
everybody, who had not already been arousei
by the hullabaloo of Young America since mid
night, from bed in season for the fantastics

Office smashing the glass.
A large crowd gathered at Presumpscot Park
in the afternoon to witness the races, hut at the

was

The exercises in the hall began at 2 o'clock.
On the front of; the stage, which had been extended for the occasion, were the Mayor and
several members of the City Council, Rev. Mr.
Gen.

L. Bacon was a cheerless sight to behold after
tho rain put out the faint fire.
The Surrender
of Cornwallis as enacted by Mr. Winthrop

flags

were

Talbot,

producing Washington Crossing
Valley Forge as arranged by

the
H.

The

line of flags was stretched across the street.
The block below occupied by W. H. and A. B.
Stevenson, was also decorated with good taste
and the effect was fine. J. T. Lewis ard Jas.
Bailey, and Judge Shepley each hung out a
large fine American flag.
The residences of F. F. Hale and S. Tyler, on
the same street, were finely dccorated with

ed,

THE
frnm tin

THE YACHT REGATTA.
the intense heat, the sailing regatta
was largely patronized iu the afternoon, and
proved to be one of the most delightful features
to

front of the house

ures:

waa

The first carriage^
esticg one of the seven.
"America," drawn by two horses, bore tbe in-

arriving.
ruftAa

Gibbs.

Lewis and John S. I)ana on
fine.
On State street the decorations were very
The residence of George S. Hunt
extensive.
was trimmed with great care.
Over the balcony was a shield bearing "177G—187U." A line
of flags was stretched across the street and the

particularly

dlvismn nf tlio nrnncsei'nn

march. They bad a fine siil in the harbor and
returned to the city at the close of the sailing

A larffft nrnw<l witnfissprt t.T»A

closed with the benediction by the Rev. W. E.

S. Winslow, R.
this street weie

calm and all tho boats made poor time in consequence. The following arc the official fig-

Stewait gave one of his spurts and passed thi
line in 17 minutes and 16 seconds thus taking
the first prize. McShane was 12 seconds late:
in

thers," "Star-Spangled banner," the "Hallelugah" chorus and "America," the whole asThe exercises
sembly joining in the latter.

J.

KiCwïnIou

on

soldierly bearing of the Temperance Cadeti
was a subject of much comment.
The sixth

where they took tha steamer Forest City for a
sail in the harbor. A fine dinner was served

came

reading

Owing

Bearing

being carefully decorated with flags and bunting.
On Dinforth Street, the residences of J. McLellan, Ε. M. Hand, George A. Thomas, F, G.
Messer, W. W. Thomas, and others, were decorated with flags.
On Spring street there was a large number of
fine decorations, among which we might mention those of Prentiss Loring, Charles Walker,
Charles J. Chapman.
On High street, in addition to those mention-

turned the stake boat nearly togethei
down the course on the return to
gather. Just before reaching tbe judge's boa

and

Poktland Yacht Club.—The club held
their regular monthly meeting last evening
and the yachtsmen were not as wet as the day
before. The meeting was lively and one of the
members put out the silver cup for 3econd-class
sloops which will be sailed for under the fol

Four boats are to enter and three to sail over
the course, the yacht holding the cup twice ou
of three times retains it. The days appointed
for the races are July l'Jth, August 9th and 23d
and no postponement on account of weather.
Win. Senter & Co. furnished the cup.

Congress

Down

to

The lowing regatta which came off in the
front harbor in the morning was a very success

aid, Centennial,

SEVENTH DIVISION.

to

The residences of Capt.

of the Declaration of Independence followed by Gen. S. J. Anderson. Gen,
Anderson's elocution was superb.
The Haydns then sang Handel's chorus
"Blessed be the hand," the "Land of our fa
The

Westbrook Cornet Band.
Washington Hook & Ladder No. 1, 21 men.
MaoLigonne Steamer No. 1.
Portland Steamer No. 2.
Cumberland Steamer No. 3.
Falmouth Steamer No. 4.
Caseo Steamer No. 5.
Eagle Hooks and Ladder, No. 2.
The procession passed over the route as fol
lows :

Elm

The residence of Mr. Nathaniel

New High street was not only finely decorated
but in the evening was gorgeously illuminated
from top to bottom with large Chinese lanterns presenting a magnificent cceue of beauty.
On Deering street there was scarcely a house
which did not have decoration of some sort.

Warren,

for a prize of §50, the former played
183 feet and the latter 102 feet and six inches.
The match game of base ball between the Dirigos of this city and a picked uiue, vras broken

by a heavy shower.

Damakiscoita, July 5.—The Centenni
appropriately celebrated by Dai
ariscotta and Newcastle yesterday. The ma
features of the celebration were ringing of tl

Fourth was

cannon

at

noc

Warren.

Camden, July 3.—The Centennial annive
sary of the nation and of the town of Warn
was celebrated on Mount Pleasant, which coi
mands a full view of Knox county.
Over 2C
The oration was delivered by
were present.
A. Simonto:a, Esq., of Camden, and brief a
dresses were made by General Tillsou aud ol
crs.

Macfias.

Fatal Accidest.—A 3fan Killed on the
Eastern Railroad.—Oa Tuesday evening a man
named John Morrison was run over by a train
on tbe Eastern Hailroad near Oak Uill in Scarboro', and so severely injured that be died during the night. Coroner Gould bas summoned
a jury and will bold an
inquest to-day, It in
stated tbat Morrison, who belonged in Scarboro", was drunk and disorderly, in consequence
of which he was put off an earlier train at
Cape Elizabeth. After being put off he started
to walk homeward on the
track, and at the
time of tbe accident was sitting or lying down
when he was struck by the β o'clock train,
which followed tbat from which he was put off.

July 4.—No

Fourth of July celebration over surpassed that of today ία itscoo
pleteness.
Twenty mechanical trades were
represented ία the procession, also a sloop] ou
wheels representing the Unity that engaged

and captured the Mar^aretta in 1775. One car
contained thirteen girls representing the origThree Sunday Schools, two tiro
inal states.
companies, Bradbury Post, G. A. K., and a
mounted company of continentals were in tho
Geo. Leavitt was president of the
parade.
day, John F. Lynch read the Declaration of In-

dependence

aud John

P. Donworth

delivered

the oration.

National salut03 were iired morning ande.eniug. Tub race, log and foot race.
There were also sack races, and a match game
of base ball* Fireworks and an open air concert by the baud concluded the day.
There
was a grand centennial celebration at East Mâ-

The train stopped and took tbo man to Saco·
He was taken to the Saco House and Dr. Warren of Biddeford called.
One thigh was crashed and the other leg broken above the knee,

chas.

Hrvrml

Bangor,
LIangok, July 4.—Today opened pleasant
beautiful aud quite hot.
The day was

aud

ushered in by a salute and the rioging of bells,
after which fanta9tiC3 paraded the streets. A
grand civic and military and firemen's parade
occurred during the forenoon, in which the entire fire department, temperauce societies,Crosby Guards of Hampden, Belfast City Guards
and Hersey Light Infantry of Oldtown, par-

chimneys in the house; fourthly, the fire wa*
extinguished with one pail of water instead of
two, and lastly, the house is not on Thorn a*

ticipated. Large crowds arrived ou the morning trains aud the streets have been packed all
day. After the parade the Declaration of Xndependence was read in Central Park by P. G.
White, Esq., and au oration was delivered by
Ηοα. Ε. B. Neally, which was a very eloqueut

street.

Bowdoin College.

ner short addresses were made by prominent
gentlemen. It is proposed to inclose in a box
a complete report of today's doings to be
pre-

After dinner

Chandler's six. The following was the order
of exercises:
Tbe American Question iu England
Thompson
•J. F. Hall. IMxfleld.
The Fall of Switzerland
Smith
W. E. .Sargent, Free port.
Darkness
Bvron
A. E. Barton, Portland.
Toussaint L'Ouverture
Phillip"
G. C. Purlngton, North Ansou.
The Dishonest Politician. ..........
Beecher
P. L. Paine, Portland.
Death of Hamilton
Nott
J. M. Burleigh, South Berwick.
The Baron's Last Banquet
Greene
B. Potter, Brunswick.
The Polish Boy
Anon
C. M. Jacobs, Farmington.
The Minute Men of '75
Curt in
J. L. Higgtns, Ellsworth.
Murder Will Out
Webster
D. H. Feich, Ayer, Mass.
The Roman Soldier
Atherstone
S. E. Smith, Thomaston.
The Platform of the Constitution
Webster
S. D. Fesscnden, Auburn.
•Excused.
Tbe prizes were awarded first toS. Ë. Smith!

Uolly Water
played for a

Works. A game of base ball w as
silver ball, between the Mutuals of St. John
Orients of tbis city, which resulted in favor of
the latter by a score of 18 to 16. The game was
A competition individual prize
very exciting.
drill was held, Corporal Green and private
Hatbornofthe Jameson Guards, taking the
first and second prizes.
Sergeant Miles of the
nersey .uigni iniamry ιοοκ tue ttnrd prize.
The decrations were elaborate and profuse, and
many buildings were brilliantly illuminated in
tbe evening, tbe moat prominent of which was
Wheelwright, Clark & Co. 's block. The celebration has been a grand success. Over one
thousand men participated in the parade,
■«■bee.

Eastiort, July 5.—At Labec the Fourth
was celebrated by ringing of belli,
salutes, fantastic?, procession of Sunday Schools, officer·
of the Good Templars, barge with 39 ladies, soldiers of 1812, amoDg tbem I'eter Mc
Curdy, aged 103. One tbousnnd persons were
present. There were race», a rowing regatta
and tlreworks.
tion.

M. M. Foster delivered

Thomaston,

5.—The

largest

an ora-

and

most

successful celebration ever witnessed in eastern
Maine, taok place hare yesterday. In the forethere was

a procession, composed of
the
Army Post, officers and sailors of the
revenue cutter Woodbury, reresentatives of the
various trades, Knights Templar, Temple of
Honor and fire department. Music was furnished by the Calais and Pembroke bands,
Honses, stores and public dwellings were profusely decorated with bunting. The literary
exercises took place at the Baptist church, Rev.
Mr. Harwood officiated as chaplain, E, W.
French delivered the oration, and E. S. Livermore read the Declaration of Independence.
In the afternoon a sailing and rowing regatta

noon

Grand

took

place and

Qaoddy Ripple

of

Campobello,

score

fullest expectation of

the

freely displayed from

the

public. Flags were
hotels, stores, and

the

Prcaumpscot Park.
The races that were postponed from tbe afternoon of the Fourth on account of the rain
took place yesterday afternoon in the presence
of a fair number of spectators.
The track had

thoroughly swept

and was in excellent
condition. There were five entries in the 3
minute class and four in the 2.40 class.
One
heat of tbc 3 minute class was trotted on the
Fourth and won by Fannie in 2.4!.
At quarter past 3 o'clock the bell was rung for the first

heat^of tbe 2.40

2.40 Class.
The four entries in this class were as follows:
Nellie entered by J. M. Milliken of Saco; Beauregard by John Day, Portland ; Nellie Sherman

by A. C.
and tbe pole
fell to Dan Trull, Nellie Sherman second. The
The first money went to
purse was $200.
Beauregard and the second to Nellie Sherman.
lei Heat—When the word was given Nellie
Sherman had the lead, but Beauregard took it
from her on the first half and held it. Dan
Trull behaved badly aid ran nearly all the last
half, Nellie keeping her company in the rear
of the other two.
Dan Trull and Nellie were
distanced. Beauregard won the heat in 2.39.
'Id Ileal—Upon the first score the word was
given and Beauregard at once took the lead
and held it easily throughout. Time 2.44.
3d lleat—Was one of the best trotted of the
afternoon. Nellie Shermau passed the wire
first at the start, but was soon in the air and
Beauregard took the lead. There was little
more than a length between them during the
heat. Beauregard passed under the wire in
2.40, winning the race in threo straight heats.
Trull

SUMMARY.

Pbesumpscot Park, July 5tb, 187G.—Race for
horses tliat never beat 2.40 lor a purse of $2(W; 9100
first. &60 tn serrmd and «4Π tn thirdJohn Daly, Portland, ns. g. g. Beauregard....1 1
J. E. Noyes, Portland, ns. b. m. Nellie Slierman
2 2
A. G. Scribner,Portland, ns. b. g. Can Trull.(lit.
J. M. Milliken, Saco. ns. br. m. Nettie
dis.

to

1
2

Time—2.37, 2.44, 2.40,
3 Minute Class.
There weie five entries in this class, as follows: Cashior. eutered by John Italy, Portland:
Roland by John Dow, Lyman; Fannie by

Chas. Rugg, Portland; Presumpscot Girl by
\V. M. Allen, Portland ; Centennial by R. T.
Larrabee, Portland. All started that entered.
Koland had the pole at tlie first heat on the
Fourth, Fannie second and Presumpscot Girl

third. The purso was S-00. Roland won the
first money, Fannie second and Presumpscot
Girl third.
2d Heat—After considerable jockyiug they

were told to score with Presumpscot Girl and
the word was given. Fannie was on the inside
and took the lead with Rowland second and
Presumpscot Girl third. On the .second half
Roland passes Fannie and on the last quarter
Presumpscot Girl also passes Fannie and takes
the second place to Roland's first, who wins
the heat in 2.39. Cashier Distanced.
3d Heat—Roland passed the wire aDead. The
other three horses on the run.
Over the first
quarter they were brought to their feet and
took their places, Presumpscot Girl second,
Fannie thiid and Centennial pressing in hard.
The interest of the heat centered io struggle for
the third place between Centennial and Fannie, which was won by Centennial. The heat
be onged to Rowland. Time 2.42
4th Heat—Roland was ahead, Presumpscot
Girl second and Fannie third over the first
quarter. Presumpscot Girl overhauled t'aunio
on the first half and the others kept their positions. Roland won the heat and race in 2.43.
SUMMARY.
Pbesumpsuot Park, July 5tb, 1876.—Eacc for
bornes tbat never beat 3 minutes l'or a purse of $'JU0
;
$100 to first, $60 to second and $10 to third.
John Dow, Lyman, ns. w. g. Koland
0 1 1 1
Charles Kugg, Portland, ns. s. m. Fannie. .1 4 4 1
W. M. Allen, Portland, ns. b. m, Presumpscot Girl
2 2 2 2
John Daly, Portland, ns. b. g. Cashier
0 dis.
It. T. Larrabee, Saco, ns. b. g. Centennial. 0 3 3 3

Time—2.43, 2.39, 2.42,2.43.
At the close of the race, at the request of a
number of spectators, the stallion colt Maine
Blackwood, belonging to James U. Sa>ith,

Esq.,

of

Portland,

tho followir

as

BATES.
B. lB.PO. Α. Κ
Β. ΐΒ.ΓΟ* Α.Κ.
113 0 2 Adtms, cf, 0 1 1 ο 1
0 I) 1 0 3 Ρ RCla»oi,c,0 1 II S 2
0 10 0 1 Record, 2b, 0 1 3 1 1
0 0 117 (lakes, p,
0 0 10 0
0 0 9 0 2 Lombards,1 112.''
2 1 2 6 1 Noble, If,
0 0 2 0 0
12 10 0 Burr, s»,
1 0 0 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 OBClason.lbO 1 8 ο ο
0 0 7 2 0 Whitney, rf, 1 0 ο « 0

5 27

4

9

14j Total,

3

5 27

10

8

Innings.

123456789

Bowdoins

1
0

Bates

100
2 0 0

0
0

2000—4
0 0 0 1—3

Earned Rune—Bowdoins, 2; Bates, 0.
bits, Bates, 5; Bowduins, 6.
Time of game 1 Hour 45 min.

Total bane

Umpire—"Dolly" Wilson.
Commencement exercises will take place
next week in accordance with the programme
whicb we haye already published.
Maine Business
The Whig Bays
amount of lumber

Notes.

that the

following is the
surveyed in Bangor from
January 1st to July 1st, 1876, compared with
the amounts surveyed dating the same period
in 1874 and 1870:
1875.
4,492,238
1,944.442
37,510,397
5,039,457

1874.

Green Pine
Dry Pine

Spruce
Hemlock, Ac

7,186,600
2,562,588
47,856,481
5,403,959

Total

63,009,631

STATE

1876

4,783,7C7

1,7*4,615

32,987,847
5,280,621

48,986,531 41,756,850

NEWS

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Λ picked nine of old players in the
beat the Mountaineers at base ball in
by a score of 18 to 15.

vicinity,
1'ownal,

KNOX COUNTS.

The case of State vs. Levi M. Bobbins and
Oliver Otis of the Kockland Opinion, for libel
apon Oen. Tillson, was argued at Bangor last
Wednesday, by agreement of parties, on the
demurrer of defendants to tne indictment.
Bice and Hall appeared for the defendants, and
Attorney General Emery for the Stite. Decision reserved.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Audover reports the arrival of

tho Colorado

Crops looking finely.

potato bug.

A Bethel correspondent of the Democrat says
that he measured 13 feet 5 inches of snow up to
April 5. Cool item.
A Bethel apple tree celebrated the centennial year with [putting forth a double white
rose.

class.

by J. E. Noyes, Portland; Dan
Scribner, Portland. All started

Purinstou

.SUMMARY.

many private houses.

been

victorious,

were

Total,

the
and the

carried out to

G. O.

to

will show.

Parson, ρ,
Fuller, 3b,
Waltt, cf,
Jacob», c,
Sanford, lb,
Perry, as,
Bourne, If,
Potter, rf,
King, 2b,

John, which was won by the
former. There was a band conceit in the
evening and fire works. There was the largest
crowd ever seen in town. Excursion steamers
were run from St. John, Grand Menan and St.
Andrews, Ν. B., Calais, Robbinston, Pembroke and Lubec. The day was the warmest
of the season. Everything passed off satisfactorily and without the slightest accident.
Fryebnrg.
The Fourth was celebrated in a pleasant
manner by the sabbith schools and citizens.
Rev. Henry Carpenter delivered an oration at
the Congregational church. A pic-nic dinner
was served at the Fair grounds.
The committee having the arrangements in charge did all
they could for the enjoyment of all concerned.
Flags and bunting were freely displayed.
North Conway, N· H.
The citizens of this charming town celebrated the Centennial Fourth in a very appropriate
manner.
Salutes were fired at sunrise and
sunset. The show of fantastics was well gotten
up and did much credit to those having it in
was

second

BOWDOINS.

Ross crew of St.

charge. Everything

and

game

shell race, between

a

crew

and

North Anson.
The Bates nine visited Brunswick Monday
and played a retain game with the Bowdoins.
It was a closely contested same aad much fine
playing was displayed dy both sides. Considerable interest was felt in the result as the
Bates h ad beaten the Bowdoins this year by a
score of 3 to 0, and the friends of Bates were
confident of success. Bat the Bowdoins being
on their own grounds played a remarkably fine

Bniftri.

Eastpoet, July

F. H. Fassett.

The examination of the three lowar|cla.«*es
takes place this week. Monday the Juniors
were examined, yesterday tbe
Sophomores, and
to-day the Freshmen take their turn.
Monday evening the Sophomore prize declamation took place at Lemont Hall. iTlte speakers delivered their parts in a very fine manner.
The music for the occasion was furnished by

effort. Dinner was afterwards served to all in
the procession and iuvited guests.
After din-

served for our second centennial.
there was a grand display of the

Correction·.

Mit. Editor: The statement in the Advertiser of last evening, that my house
caught fire
from a defective chimney, is not correct. In
the first place, the chimneys are not defective;
in the second place, the fire caught fifteen feet
away from any chimney; and, in the third
place, there was no fire in either of tbe three

led upon the track. His
fine appearance elicited many praises from
those whojbsst know the points of horsetiesh.
He is four years old, stands lti hands high,
weighs about 1100 pounds and is positively
without a blemish.
was

The judges of the.day were Geo. F. HitchGeo. Rurnham, Jr., and W. B. Nutter.

ing?,

Maine Central.—The Maine Central took
8,000 passengers to and out of Lewistou the
Fourth without accident or delay. The
receipts
for the excursion tickets were $<«000.

A correspondent intimates that Fryeburg is a
good place to visit in the hot season. Bight
Norway Odd Fellows talk of a new hall.
Norway is having a new post office built and
it will soon le ready for occupation.
Cyrus Burgess of Peru, recently had his
hand badly torn by the premature discharge of
a charge of powder when
he was drilling a
rock.
The
Ato

people of Stoneham,

UUIIUIU^

Λ

£UUU S*JUIKJI

says the Democrat,

UUIUW,

Villi Λ QSH ID

the second story.
The Sumner correspondent of the Democrat
says: "We have in this town a little child that
has a remarkable ancestry.
Fred Eugene
Cushman, about 8 months old, bis living
parents, four grand parents, and two great
grand-parents, nine uncles and aunts, forty
great unoJes and aunt;, and twonty-seven great
great uncles and aunts. His youngest aunt is
in her 1th year, his oldest great great aunt is in
her 89tb year. He is a descendant of Kobert
Cushman, who came over in the May Flower.
He is in the house with four generations."
SOMERSET COUNTY.
The Somerset Central Agricultural Society,
of which ex Oov. Coburn is President, presents
one of the largest and most varied premium
lists ever offered in the State. The stock show
will be held on the Society's grounds in Skowhegan, Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 26 and
27, and the Fair In Coburn Hall, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Λ baby
show will be one of the specialties.

Vickery & Lkjchton'h last announcement
black Hernanis for this season.
They will
offer their entire stock regardless of cost for
ten days, to close them ont.
ju23dtf

on

Thousands are Indebted tor the heaith they
now enjoy
to the enrative properties of Oh.
BULLOCK'S KIDNEY REMEDY, NEPHltEHCUM, which expels from the system all
diseases of the kidneys and bladder, glandalar
troubles, mental and physical debility, female
irregularities, etc.
12—27—12
juyleod&wlw.
Loss or Appetite.—In persons of sedentary
and literary pursuits,if the braiu is overworked
and the muscles underworked, the appetite is
very apt to fail, from a general atony of the
system. The Peruvian Syrup restores the tone
of the digestive system, and consequently the
appetite, by supplying a pure blood to organs
too weak to make it without assistance.
Sold
by all druggists.
julj3eodawlw
When you have a cough or cold be snre and
Adamson's Cough Balsam. It is an unfailing remedy. 35 and 75 cents per bottle.
use

Dr. Scbenck's Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed
Tonic, and Mandrake Pills.—These mcdicines
havo undoubtedly performed more cures of Con
sumption than any other remedy known to thv.
American public. Ί Ley are compounded of vegetable ingredients, and contaiu nothing which can he
injurious to the human constitution. Other remedies advertised

as

cures

for Consumption,

probably

contain opium, which is a somewhat dangerous drug
in all cases, and if taken
freely by consumptive pa·

tients, it must do great injury; for its tendency is to
confine the morbid matter to the system, wbich, ot
course, must make

a cure

impossible.

Schenck's

Pulmonic Syrup is warranted not to contain a parti·
cle of opium. It is composed of powerful but harm
less herbs, which act on the lungs, liver, stomach,
and blood, and thus correct all morbid secretions
and expel ail the diseased matter trom the body
These are the only means by which Coiuumptiou can
be cured, and as Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup, Sea
Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills are the only medi
cines which operate in this way, it is obvious they
are the only genuine cure for
Pulmonary Consumption.

Each

bottle of tbls invaluable medicine is

companied by full directions. Dr. Scbenck Is
fessionally at bis principal office, corner Sixth

ac-

pro
and

Arch Slreets, Philadelphia, every Monday, where all
letters for advice must be addressed.

jyll

juleodlinJdp&wsa

POETRY.

SUMMER RESORTS.

BOARD.
To Let with Board.
SUIT of nice rooms on the first floor; furnished
or unfurnished; hay window in each room, at
74 SPRING STREET.
jιι30(11w»

lu tlic tiardeu.
With grove and orange scents this place was laden ;
The summer air was quivering thick with birds.
In these cool garden walks 1 met the maiden
Whose beauty robs her praisers' tongues of words.
crimsou rose was In her hand. She held ItClose to my lips—in truth, a flower divine:
But I looked in ner eyes and scarcely smelleu it,
But took the flower and hand in both of nine.

BOARD IN

be

can

ju30dtf

Board, with large airy rooms,
ing tbe summer months, at 8 A liston St.

TRANSIENT
ju21

Pleasant Front Rooms to Let
with Board. Apply at this office.

jy4

Wanted.

wives
single gentlemen
boarders wanted at Woodford's Cor.,
GENTLEMEN
line of
horse-railroad.

Horse Wanted
Family Horse, prompt driver, entire-

Woodford's Cor.

ly saite for ladies to diive. Address w»th
full description and price "C. H.," P. O.
»
Box 719.

jfe

AN to the right

man

with

a

small cash

capital

unencumberd real estate; $15,000 to $20,000

or

be
T.

can

realized in the next 3 or 4 years. Apply to G.
DALTON, at Dresser,McLellan & Co.*8,47 Exchange
Street. Only those who mean business need apply.
Jy3
d3t*

Wanted.
CAPABLE GIRL, to do general housework, at
116 Danforth Street, (old number.)
Je27
dtf
—

American

OF

Independence.

agents wanted to introduce this
in all the cities and counties of
commissions and exclusive territory
Sells
given.
rapidly. Send for circulars and terms
to agents.
BOSTON PUBLISHING CO.,
No. 58 Federal St., Boston.
ju23dtf

PRST-CLASS
great work
Maine. Liberal

Partner Wanted.
PARTNER with from $500 to $700 to invest iu
a good paying business in this city.
Address
O, Press Office.
my27tf

To

Front Rooms to let with board at No. 20
Also Table Boarders.
dlw*

'y4

A RENT
small family, lower tenement, with stable I
in
room,
Knigntville. Inquire of

FOR

To Let.
No. 3 Mayo St., two tenements, five rooms
each, φ 150, one tenement 7 rooms, $225, in perfect repair. Sebago water, inquire of K. S. RIDLON, 42J Exchange St., over Transcript office,
dlw
jyi

AS

LUM AJND FOUND.

Strayed or Stolen.
the pasture of Glendy Moody, Falmouth
Me.. Saturday, June 17th, one large dark
brown horse, black mane and tail, two hind feet
white, stands 17 hands high, will weigh about 1400
pounds. Whoever will return the fame or give in-

room

a

;

very

to

pleasant

a

DAN'L

jyldlw

family.

Apply

A

A

ju21dtf

ΓΙ1ΗΕ House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
JL situated opposite the passenger station ot the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of ar- !
rival and departure of the European, Halifax, New :
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER♦

Ocean

TENEMENT
Lincoln Park ;
Call at House.

nine

jyldtf

thoroughly
will be
order,

1870.

Desirable Residence at
West End lor Sale.
ten rooms, two water closets, bath
room, hot and cold water, gas, furnace, &c., together with a nice stable. Apply to WM, H JEKKIS, Heal Estate Agent.
ju2tid3w*

CONTAIKS

For Sale in Deerîng I

Will open

dtf_

inquire
ju29

For
Street.
<J,D. DECELLE,

Τ

on

tlie premises.

(ltf

let

TWOPlace,
opposite Park.
Middle and
TER, 25 Exchange

m

juG

To Let.

j

ι

iiivnti

No. 16

Street.
rilHIS House Is very thoroughlly built and in
X perfect repair. It centains 1.5 rooms, bath
room, hot aud cold water, water closets, gas, Sebago,
furnace, &c. The lot contains nearly 70(H) square
feet, a fine garden with pears, grapes, shrubs, &c.
The location is one of the most desirable in the city.
One-third of the price may remain on mortgage.
Inquire of
S. H. McALPlNE,
Jul6dtf
205 Middle Street.

AT
22x22.

Kmi ry

A

House for Sale.
Woodford's Corner, convenient two story
house and ell, carriage shed, wood shed, stable
Inquire ol

C. A. RACKLEFF.
dtf

ju!5

For Sale or to Let.
house centrally located. Will exchange lor real estate in this city or vicinity.
Apply to 27 Pearl St.
ju14tf

BOARDING

FORJSALE.

Six first-class Houses for sale at a bargain,
;· all less than ten minutes walk irom the Post

fËLilLOffice,

City.

Two houses and three lots of land in Providence,
R. I., for sale or exchange for Portland property.
Also first-class mortgage paying 10 per cent, will exchange for a first-class yacht. Inquire of
E. PONCE,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
apr!8dtf
subscriber oflers for sale a desirable lot ot
land on Stevens' Plains containing about
30,000

THE

For

leet.

aprlltt

particulars inquire

at Mo. 218 Fore St.

RUFUS DUNHAM.

and is the

ACCEPTED STANDARD

I*. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32£ Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Route.
mh!4
d&w22

by wliich
are

merits and defects of other machines

tlie

ALSO

BULLA RD'S

lower tenement in house No. 294 Congress
St. (three minutes watk from the Post Office) is
ottered for rent and the furniture in the house for sale
therewith. The rent is one of the most desirable of
its price, is in good repair and has gas and Sebago.
The furniture is all new and desirable and will be
sold with the rent, at Α ΚΑΚΕ BARGAIN.
Parties desiriag to look over the premises can call at
the house.
Apply at once*
ju22dtf

THE

AND

the

—

To Let.

Yankee Horse Rake

A

FOR MALE BY

To Let.
at

No. 10 Atlantic street,

For SnJe.

up stairs
A very

T.S. LAUGH LIN.

|

Kendall &

Whitney,

ju24

dtf

DOBBINS'

A Desirable Rent.

STARCH

POLISH!

A New French Roofed Cottage,
\rery pleasantly situated, near the Horse Cars, at
Woodford's Corner: will be let to a small family.
WARREN SPARROW,
Apply to
194 Middle St., or on the Premises.
jul6dtf

ROOMS TO LET.
the
diAteoy;
westerly

two
corner o£

easy.

brick
spring and

ap20

the
dwelling^
%EpH 1lsleY.
on

FOR HALE OR TO LET.
The 1.Tighten & Hhbidd Property in
Deering near Trotting Park.
Large house and
7 acres of land. Will be let for a term of
years.
Oti· Brown Property, Saccarappa. Large
house with stable, barn and other out buildings.
Will be let for a term of years.
Home 43 F ?ne St., Hull Block, mastic finish,
contains nine rooms and all modern improvements.
Two hoam In Hull Block, Carroll Ht.,
mastic, nine rooms and all modern improvements.
Stewart A IHelcher mill and outbuildings
West Commercial St., storage and wharfage to let,
or the entire property for sale or to let on
long lease.
Hoaae on M. Street, occupied by John
D. Spaulding. Lot 60x40,
Edward F. Flint Property, near Andrew
Sawyer's, Cape Elizabeth, House anil 7 acres ot
land.
Several Small Farm· to let.

MATTOCKS
Attorney·

I.aw,

myl9

stairs temement

in No. 312 Congress
desirable rents ol ils
price
city. Gas, Sebago, etc. Within three
minutes walk of post-office. Price $350.
ju9dtf
One of the most

& FOX,
31 1-Ϊ Exchange St.

A

w·

K7uiC>

Two Story House with Stable attached,

'afge lot of land ; building in good repair;
liiil
■"^situated in East
on
Deering,

Verandah Street,

from Coiner Store. Apply to PERLEY
& RUSSELL·. 102 Commercial Street.
roy30dtf
house

HOUSE
FOR

LOTS

SALE

THE

myl3ilU

quire
my20tf
of

F. G,

PETER

TO LOAN
first class Real Estaie Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid,
etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON«dealer in Real Estate. Office379J
Congress street, Williams* Block, between Myrtle

ON

and Pearl streets.

au28tf

New House—FOIt SALE I!
The brick house No. 766 Congress St., built
I in the most thorough manner and supplied
I,with modern conveniences. Willbe open from
2 to 3 P. M., or can be seen at any time on application to F. G. PATTERSON, 379J Congress St.
dtf
ju9
CAPE
Proposal"

for

IWnaonry

anil

Filling.

This medicine has been before the public most of
the time for the past twenty-five years, and has given
excellent satisfaction to all who have used it. The
Bitters are composed of the best articles of the vegetable kingdom, and are again prepared by the
original inventor, and are confidently recommended as one of the best articles ever offered to the
public, especially for all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this season of the year. They are particularly recommended for the cure of
Indigestion or Dyspepsia, Jauudice, JLoss
of Appetite, General Debility, Costiveness, and all disenses caused
by au(unhealtliy state of
the stomach or bowels.
Any number of recommendations might be pub-

Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately.
Applv at 9G
Dantorth St.
C. OXNARD.
dtf
aprll

STOKE

rglHE
JL

No. 122

To Let.
HOUSE No. 74

BRICK

by

Cargo

Randall & McAllister,
febl2

COMMERCIAL

SaT·

FLAGS

Danforth Street

containing all the modem improvements
10 Central Wharf.

In

Banners.

dtf
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MADE OF

Silk, Bunting, and. Muslin.

BUNTING,
BY

D. W. CLARK &

CO.,

No. 17 Market Street.
from June to October 1
"

"

··

»

$ 0 00

8 00
10 00

and

Pollard, Leigliton

Season Prices for Families and Offices.
10 lbs. daily,
"
15
■'
>0

THE PIECE OB YARD.

Lanterns, Balloons

masks.

&

MRS. L. T. It. KINO,
RELIABLE Clairvoyant can be found at the
rear of 30 Danfortli'St., where she will examine the sick, and advise or prescribe as each case demands. Terms $I.OO* She will visit those who
are unable to come to her residence if
desired. Mrs.
King, in addition to her clairvoyance and remedies,
possesses a remarkable healing power which makes
her very successful.
febl7d&wtfl5

Co.,

Monthly

MONTHLY

PRICES.

apply

taking

rates

to all not

season, or four months.
10 lbs. daily per month
"

*'

"

"

Ice

SEALED

jj3

dlw

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
"Home" of W. C. Α., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embrotdoo2iitf
trnf and fancy-work ln.woole, &c., arc.

PERSONS

WINDOW SCREENS
wanting Window

Door Screens can
have them made up of any material and in the
shortest time at

PARTIES

cor.

SEALED

the proper distance from Fore
Street, to admit of the requisite flight of entrance
.tens, and the upper end about fifteen feet from
Vliik Street, and to be filty-four feet wide; to stand
η the centre of the lot laterally.
The inclination of
he grade of the lot is 5.2 feet per 100 feet and the
ength through the centre 23G feet.
The basement to he eight to ten feet deep, with
;ement floor. Lower story to be filteen ieet
high ;
he passageway through the length of the
building
welve feet wide, and stalls eight feet wide ; to be
hree or four doors on each side with transverse
)assages. The upper story to be of proportionate
îeight, to be reached by stairs at the discretion of
he architect.
The said committee reserves the right to
reject
my or all of the plans submitted, but if any should
>e accepted, a reasonable compensation to be
paid
heretor, all others to be returned to the several
>idders.
By order of said Committee.
June 20, 187C.
ju2ldtd

dtf

,

IPHOTOORAPIIFR,
244= Middle Street»
The

Beat Work at Moderate Price*.

AIM
Jang

Τ Ο

nize
OIVE large
Oi'^aii.
net

Clark St.

PLEASE.
a

Bargain.

illaaOD *V Ilauilin CabiInquire of <*., WO l-J

jui4d&wtt24

Tuesday, Thursday
Returning,

For Moosehead Lake !
Tickets

Sunday,

HIS unrivaled Stallion will stand this season at
ltleKeuney's Stables iu Biddeford.
increasing popularity makes him the most
lesirable Stock Horse in the Couutry. His colts
ire all good ones, and command high prices.
For

particulars, inquire of
Ε. II. ItlcKEXNEY, Biddeiord,
or IYI. €*. PAlilTlER, Portland.

dtf

Vaults Cleaned and Ashes Removed.
ORDERS promptly attended to by railing at
or addressing
R. GIBSON,
Janldtt
588 Congress Street

ALL

sale to Mt. Kineo House

on

Portland, Brunswick, Bath
ind Lewiston $12.00. Gardiner $10*50. Augusta
510.00.
Special Rates will be given to Base Ball or Boat
Clubs and other parties, 011 application to F. IS.
BOOTH BY, (Jen. Ticket Agent, Portland,
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt. Maine Central R. R.
d2m
ju28

Eastern
\

Railroad,

JUtY

3, 1876.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha,
Saginaw, Nt. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the

Southwest.

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with lirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
53TPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the traius
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom Hons* examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid ior at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. Jè SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. June 21,1875.
ap29dtf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR.
NI'MUIER ARRANGEMENT.

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

Portsmouth, Hampton*, Newburyport,

Malcui, Lynn. Chelsea and BomIoii at
J.JO p. m.. arriving in Boston at 5.15 p. in., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
S.'iO p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Waco, Biddeford,
Mennebuuk, Wells,
North and South
Berwick, Couway
Junction, Eliot, Kittery, Portsmouth.
Hamptons. Ipswich, Beverly, Nairn·,
Lynn, Chelsea nnd Bomioii at 6.00 1»·
m., arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. in. Pullman
Parlor Car attached.
Night Express with Sleepiu<; Car, for
Boston at 4.15 a, nr. every day (except

lieave Boston at 7.30, I9.00 a. m., flt£.30
and at 7.00 p. m., eonuectiug
with
Steamers for
Hit. Desert
and
Bar

Berths

at

jutdtf

Paseenger Traill» Leave Portland.
8,30 A. HI. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
1.1 S P. ML express for Sebago Lake, Fryeburg, No,
Conway and White Mountains.
5.45 P. HI. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate

Pullman Sleeping Car attached.

stat i one.

ju3dtf

Ou ami after Monday, April, 3,1870,
frai un will

run η

»

follow»:

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. m.,
4.00 and 0.20 p. m.
7.50 A. M. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. in., Boston 1.15 p. m.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. m., and at Worcester at 2.10 p.m.,
connecting with trains Stouth and West.
2..ΊΟ P. HI. Steamboat Expretw arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, in., connects at Fpping
for Manchester and Concord, at Nashua
for Lowell and Boston, at Aver .function for Fitchburg and Hoôsac Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &

2.30,

Alhanv

Railroad,

and

pops

t.hrnnpli

Wew

at G.00 a. m.
State Rooms can he secured in advance at
Barnes Broe., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4 .OO I*. Μ. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all st ations.
P. M. Train runs to Gorham.

RETURNING.
leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45 a.

in.,

and 8.50 p. m.
7/40 A. ill. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a. m.
11 .'J5 A. ML. Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5.00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. ni., stops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
120 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. HI. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
N.50 P. J?i. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at C.00 a. ni., arrives fa
Portland at G.40 a. m.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
dtf
apl

Maine

Central

RAILROAD.
MONDAY, JULY

3,

1876·

Trains leave Portland for BanIgor, Waterville, Belfast and Dexter
'at tJ 1.20 a. m·, 1.25 p. m.

m.
Skowhegan
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Brunswick t11.20

1.20 and 1.25 p.

Î6.15 a. m., 1.25. 5.20. p. m.
Rockland Î6.15 a. m., 1.25 p. m.
Bath ÎG.15 a. m., 1.25, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston Î6.15 a. m., 1.20,5.00 p. m.
Farmington 6.15 a. m., 1,20 p. m.
The til.20 a. m. train ior Bangor makes close conîection with Ε. & N, A. Railway foi St. John and
9 all tax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
t Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, May 8,1876.
my8dtf

iiiwlilnimi.

to all Points South and West at
Pullman Car Tickets for Seats aud
Ticket Office.
GEO. BATCHELDER, Supt.

HOTELS.

Elm

Avenue

Hotel,

'KEKLi"*··} PHILADELPHIA.
F. FOWLER.

S. F. CHASE.

This new Hotel is situated on the comer
of Elm Avenue and 41st St., directly opposite the eastern entrance to Main Exhibition
Building, and affords an uninterrupted view
from its two fronts, ot Fairmount Park,
Jentennial Grounds and Buildings, the Schuylkill
River, Girard Avenue with its elegant bridge, and
:he city of Philadelphia. These surroundings make
t one of the most desirable locations in or about the
îity tor persons visiting the exhibition during the
seated term. Street cars pass the Hotel tor all parts
)f the city.
Our Mr. Fowler, Proprietor of the
Passamaquoddy House, Eastport, Me., hopes to wel<nit)P oil liiu nlrf notrniiu ami friomla viciHnrr llm i'on.
ennial.
my20d2m

House,

WiUtins'

»EEB1N«, ME.,
C.

11. Wilkin*,

Proprietor.

Situated at the entrance of Evergreen
lemetery, horse cars leaving the head ot Preble St.,
Portland, pass the house every half hour, five minites walk from Westbrook Junction on the Maine
Jentral and Portland & Rochester Κ. R. at Morrill's
Joiner, Those visiting the cemetery and vicinity
vill find waiting rooms and refreshments at all times.
Steals got up to order. Rooms to let by the day or
veek with board on reasonable terms.
jyldlm*

WESTMINSTER

We would respectfully call the attention of
VIerchantN and others to the superior facilities
)ffered by the

Portland & Worcester Line

Freight

Repringjery Quick Despalcli.

Freight leaving
arrivée in
DAY.

Wew Vorlc at
Portland 1.15 p.

CO.

HOTEL,

lew

C. H. FERKE1V, Prop.

England Hotel,

OBI TIIE EUROPEAN PLAN.

COLUMBfÂ

AVENUE

WEST PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Le;iTC each port every

Ko
Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,

Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
M., ami leave Pier 38 East River, New York, evMONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
ery
The Eleanora is a new

P.

steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and tlie Franconia are fitted up
with line accommodations lor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine. These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New

CLYDE'S
Philadelphia, Boston & New England

tiood* Received

Through Bills Lading given irom Boston and prinin New England to the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the "CLYDE STEAM LINES" to Baltimore,
Norfolk, Richmond,
CliarlcMton, IVewherue and Wa»liiiiston.
D. D. (!. MINK, (ienerul I!n«(<-rii Agent,
Devonshire Street, lfo*ion.

cipal points

janll

dtf

BOSTON
The

For

STEAMERS.

Superior Sea Going Steamers,

BROAD

ST. AND FAIKMOUKT AVENUE,
ΡΗ11.Λ9ΕΙ.ΡΙΙΙΛΙ

)ne of tlie Finest Locations in the City.

KOOMS EN-S VITE OR SINGLE.
Λ 1.1. NEW, MGIIT AND AIRY.
Cars to Centennial Exposition pass the door every
ew minutes. Convenient to Depots, Churches and
•laces of Amusement.
TERMS MODERATE.

ju29

eod2m

ROSSJtlORE HOTEL,
Broadway, 7th Aye. aud
4£d Street,
NEW YORK CITY,
'hree blocks west of Grand Central Depot, neaι the
llevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
Vail Street. A new ami elegantly furnished Hotel—
11 modern improvements.
Kates $4 per day.
liberal t<*rms to families. Free ..innibus from Grand
Antral Depot.
CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delevan Hoûse, Albany, Ν. Y., and Claren>on Hotel, Saratoga.
feb21d&wl>9
Function

of

S.ftO p. m.,
in. ΝΕ\Ϊ

Freight leaving Portland at 2..ΊΟ p. m.,
arrive* in New Vorlc (i.OO a. tu. Ν Κ XT
MORNING.

JNIÏED STATES HOTEL,
PHILADELPHIA,
>u 42(1 Street, Columbia Avenue, Yiola
Avenue and £im Avenue,
Directly opposite Main Exhibition Building,
CENTENNIAL

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Ρ inh
itnd Lohtiter Dealer*, Produce Dealers,
Wholenale Dry €»oodt< Merchant*. WholeKale It· il liner* and any others of Portland, who

shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yor* is Pier 40, North River,
[Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street )
For rates and lurther imformation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or

Ϊ Ο THE PUBLIC.

ire now

H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
1876.
Portland, Me., May 4,
my4dtf

Ο ROUNDS.

Thi9 elegant fire-proof structure was
built by Richard J. Dobbins expressly to
accommodate Centennial visitors at reasonable prices. It has 325 ioouis. all completely furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
in every respect. Large rooms can be enaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
he building to let. Address,
P. S. BOOTH BY, Manager.
ieb2G
eodtf

I notice

•

that

some one is troubled
1 never sold a
names.

by a
drop

as

Leaving

FRANKLIN

follows:

WHARF, Portland,

Daily, »t 1 «'rlork P. M nml INDIA
WHARF, RONTON, «Inily hi 7 F. Tl.
(Sunday* excepted).

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the cx«
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by Ι). ΙΓ. Young,
No. 2GC Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound IJnes §13.00.
Freight, taken as usual.
<lcc27-75
J. ΑΙ. €OYI<E, Jr., Gen'l Agt,

Jn23-ly

FOR TIIE ISIAHÎDS.
NTEARIIiR
will

notice.
Leave Portland Pier at 9.30 a. m., and 2 p. m.
Return at 11.45 a. m., and 5.30 υ. m. Will touch at.
Ponce's, Trefethen's and Jenks' Hotels. Special
rates to parties and picnics.
ju23dtf

INSIDE
—

Mt.

LINE.

flu

LINE
—

Desert, Machias,

ling· at ΙΟ «'clock tor Rocklaud. Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South West and
Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert), Millbridge, donesport and

Macliiasport.
Returning, leaves Macliiasport, every Rloaday
aud Thurxday morning* at 4 1·!£ o'clock.

STEAMER CITYOF KICUHOKD
CAPT. Κ1ΓΒΥ,
Will leave Portland, every Monday Wednesday aud Friday evening» at ΙΟ o'clock,
for Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandypoint, Buck sport, Winterport, Hampden aud
Bangor.
Returning, leaves Bangor, every Rlouday·
Wednesday aud Friday morning*, at β

Returning, leaves Winter Harbor every Wednen-

day and Friday mornings at 4..'10 o'clock,
touching as above, arriving at Rockland at about
11 o'clock, connecting with Steamer City of

Richmond for Portland.
Will leave Commerc al Wharf, Rockland, every
Natnrdny morning al 5 1 '2 o'clock, (or ou
arrival*bf Steamer as above) lor Ellsworth, touching
at Deer Isle.
Returning, leaves Ellsworth every Monday
morning at 5..ΊΟ o'clock, touching at Deer Isle,
arriving in Rockland at about 11 o'clock, connecting with Steamer City of Richmond for Portland.
The Steamer Chaules Houghton has been
recently refitted and furnished with a NEW
BOILER and new Machinery, making her every
way a first class Steamer.
*or turtlier particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STUKDIVANT. Gen*l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.

Portland, May

First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail from Quebec
every
Saturday morning,

tor
Liverpool,
Derry.

touching

at

First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
sail from llnliiax evtry other Tuendny, tor
Liverpool· touching at Queenetown.
Passage—First-class—$50, $70 ami $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class at
lowest rates.
The GlaMgow Liue of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me.

O^Sigbt Sterling
and

C'heck* iNxued in

upward»*.

mylVltt

»TOIIN(i}TON

LINE

FOR NEW YORK,
OF ALL

Ο

Τ η Ε Κ Ν.

(lie Only Inside Houle
Avoiding Point Jndilii.

ers

to

5th.

Tliis is

Shortest Ocean Voyage.

Miimt)

my9dtf

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bo#·
ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. in., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new ami superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn tlie eieand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always iu advance of all other linen. Bag-

Snt

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams', 22 Exc:h:mge St.,ami W. D. Little,Λ Co.ve,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FIL KINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag\t, New York.
President.
ocll '73
dtf

ΤΕΓ1.ΕΒ.-Ma.lame N.
A
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Qnlncy St. Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out' lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at lault.
Do not miss this opportunityof consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the
conducting ot which

FORTUNE

they do not understand, will find it to their advana visit.
She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describee all manner ot disease
t hat flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She lias given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted lier in her constant travels since she waa
seven years old. Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rorn 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no9dtt
tage to pay her

CENTENNIAL
JExcnrsion
—

TO

Tickets
—

PIIIUDIiLPIIIA MR RETURN
by all tlio popular Routes, via Rochester and
Worrenlfr, New I.omlon, Stoniugton ami
Fall Kiver Lines, for sale at the lowest rates
\V. I>. LITTLE Λ CO.

YOU

ARE

—

TO

TUE

GOING

—

Stockholders of the
Bank of Portland,
THE
there will be

Procure

an

Accident Ticket

or

of Directors to seven.
2d—To till any vacancies in the
Per order of the Directors.

Portland, June 9,187C.

D.

LITTLE

Policj I11-

Stanton Block, 31

AM) ALL THROAT DISEASE»,
X7SK

Wells' Carbolic Tablets,

POX UP ONLY IN BI L E BOXES.
TRIED AND MURK REMEDY.
For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C CIOGdVVIN & tl)„ Boston, Ma?·.
Jul?
dlwt

St.
Exchange dtf

rnylO

Λ

MAIL LINK TO

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With connections to Prince Edward Island) C'ape Breton and St Johns, N. F.
The

Steamship FALMOUTH,
(built expressly tor the route)
Capt. W. Λ. Colby, will leave
Boston Kail road Wharf, every

SATURDAY at 5 30 p. ro. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey's Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. Johns, N. P.
8^-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

DAYS,

at 8.30 p. m.
Excnixion Ticket*
turn $g.oo

to

Ko freight received after 10
For further information

Jr., Franklin Wharf,
oct28dtl

Halifax and
a. in. on

apply

day

to J. it.

or

Re-

&
M

a

AND

earning SUO

MNE

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONK.
Hud McCLELLAN.
Providence every WEVNG80AY

Ρroan

and NATI'KDAV.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

M osely.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenu. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240
Washington St.,

Boston.

To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
C. P. Gait her Agent, 222 Washington
street. Boston.
And to all pointe in the West
by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison,
219
street,

Agent,
Wasningtou
Through bills of lading given by the above named

Boston.

Agents.

E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
β. Η, ROCKWELL. Agent,
Providence, R,

$I'JO

per week

! ! selling

COUNTRY

ITS RESOURCES.
Complete in the thrilling history ot 100 eventful
years, also of the great *·ΚχΙΗΙ»·(ΐο·''—gran*/ in
deMcription of our mighty resources in agriculture,
commerce, minerals, manufactures, natural wonders,
curiosities, etc., all richly illustrated. A 44Century"

Mm ρ ami t4llirdWye firw" free. Sells marvelloiiNly fast. 1 ,ΟΟΟ more agents wanted quickl_u for this and our standard *(LIFK OF L.IVINCJSTONF,," ΙίΟ,ΟΟΟ already sold, also new
Bible, J.OOO illustrations. Has no « quai. For
«Mm terms write to HUBBARD
BROS., Publishers, Springfield, Mass.
ju20f4w

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

COYLE,

week.

to

AND

of sailing.

fr'ir*l C?Iass Nteamxhip
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM.CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE Al*POLI).
Prou» Ronton direct every TUBSDAK
aud MAT IT It DA V.
—

are

OUR

C ENTENIMIAL
HISTORYoftheU.S.

Washington

MTKAMNIIIP

no2«itf

Men

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Norfolk, Baltimore

julOdtd

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

CO.,

Λ

board.

SAM'L SMALL, Cafhler.

FOR

Miriiiju; $15.00 per week in case of di»al>liug injury, or $3000 iu the evcut ot death
by Accident, wliieh are for sale at the ottice of
W.

Cumberland National

are hereby noiifled that
meeting at their Banking House, on
SATURDAY, the 15th day ot July next, at 3 o'clock
P. M., to act upon the following question."», viz
1st—To see if they will vote to restore the number
a

CENTENNIAL,

sold in Portland.

11H Commercial Nlri ci.

το

STEAMER LEWISTOV
CAPT. DEEKIIVG,
,Will leave Portlaud «-very
Tueftday and Friday Evea-

SUMMER SERVICE.

ALBERT NEWCOMB HA WES,
my7

i?IA€5NET

mako tv/o trips daily to
Peakes*, Long and Little Cbeabeague Island* until further

Λ Η Κ Λ O

ALLAN

Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
similarity of
For freight or
) ucSlof rum in my life, but I do think I can j
passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washwill
sell
the
Bent
^J^and
ington, or other information apply to
Oyater* that

ver were

to

Ε. Β. NA7IPNON, Agent,
TO Leag Wharf. Hon··.

o'clock.

FOREST CITY AND JOHN KROOKN
will, until further notice, run alternately

to the Main

HOUSE,

Passage apply

or

THE STEAMER

Hotel is situated on Columbia
Avenue, between Belmont Avenue and
Forty-second Street, and in close proximity

Exhibition will find home comtorts and very moderate
>rices. Kooms $1 per day.
Ν. B.—The entrance to Columbia Avenue, from
Selmont Avenue, is opposite the Globe Hotel, and
he NEW ENGLAND HOTEL is near the entrance.
DANIEL HOLLAND,)
J. L. H. COBB.
\ Proprietors,
J.
M. BOBBINS,
my22
dtr
)

Freight

CHARLES HOUGHTON,
CAPT. OKI* K. INGRAHAN,
Will leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland, every
TucNday ami Thursday morning* at 5 l.'J
o'clock. (<>r on arrival of Steamer City of Richmond
from Portland,) for Deer Isle, S. W. and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert), and Winter Harbor.

IF

Exhibition-Building.
μ It contains one hundred and fifty lodging
ooins. is managed
by Eastern mon, and New
England people and others visiting the Centennial

a. m.

Ellsworth and Bangor.

Depou

at

10

Insurance one half the rate of
'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.

WEEK.

Rail v.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia, at

York.

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken at the lowest rates.
(l@g^*Freighte
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
S team era as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag't, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
ocldtf
Exchange Street.

Wed's'y & Sat'U'y.

Wharfage.
From
From

This

SVARNER

AND

PHILADELPHIA

York.

One Block lrom Union Square and Broadway.
Πιο most central, and yet quietest location iu the
îity. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
(hurches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars aud

eep27d&wlf40

leave

SUNDAYS

trip

BO ST Ο 1ST
—

ON THE KTJ-ROFiC-AJtf PLAN.
Corner Irving Place autl lGli Street, New

itages.

evening

an

HTEAWFB K»XPRENW, <'apt. B. C. Desue,
and alter Monday, July 3,1876, will leave until
further notice Custom House Wharf, foot of Pearl
St., at 8.45, 10.35 a. in.,and 1.45 and 3 p. m. Returning, leave Evergreen Landing at 9.30,11.30 a. m. 2.15,
5.30 i>. in. Will make an early trip on and after
July titli, leaving Custom House Wharf at G a. m.
for Evergreen and .Jones* Landing.
jy3dtf

YORK.

FARE

41st ST. AND ELM AVENUE.
American Plan, Terms $3.00 per Bay.
"

make

Returning,

The staunch and commodious
Barge, INLAND HKI.I.i:,
run to the Islands this season for Excursions and Sunday
The
School Picnics.
Barge will not, under any
«'on»i<leration, run on the Mabbalh. Liberal
arrangements can be made by applying to
CHARLES SAW VER,
123 Commercial Street,
ju23dtf
Portland, Me.

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG,

Harbor.

will

will

River.

TRAINS leave Portland
Saco, Biddeford, KenIN or I h Berwick, Mouth
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Nuleni, Lynn, Chelsea and Bouton at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1 p. in.
Nneo, Biddeford. Kenuebunk, Kittery,
for Scarboro',
nebnnk. Welle

Through Tickets

3,187G.

]*EW

TO

Express

FOR TIIE ISLANDS !

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY l»v
Old Colony Railroad
via Fall

lowest rates.

June

oftice on the wharf.
Steamer Gazelle or

trip to Jones' Landing at 7.15.
Jones* Landing at 9.
Will make the regular
except early and late trips.

STEAMSHIP LINES.

Tickets sold at Reduced Kates !

Portland,

.IT—-fc ANTK ΑίΤΙΕΒ <J AZEIil.K. Oi| t.
S. Oliver, on and after Monday,
July 3, 187iî, will leave until further notice end of
Custom House Wharf, of foot Pearl Street, for Jones*
Landing, Peakes' Island, daily at 9 and 10J a. m.,
2 and 3> p. m.
Returning ,leave Peakea, island
at 9i and ll§a. in.,
and 5$ p. m. Fare down
and back 25 cents; children half fare.
Special arfor
rangements
picnic, parties can be made at tho
_

SifiiW! '""I

Friday evenings, inquire of
CAPT.C. 11. KNOWLTON,on Steamer.
ju24
dtf

FOl'R S'Γ li ΛII lilts FEK

To

VVcsl and

Peakes' Island Steamboat Co.

on

Fare lor Koiiuri Trip.'2.» renl·.
Package
of five round trip 1 iekets, §1.00. Tickets tor sale at
otiiec of Rollins, Loring & Attains, No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Steamer.
Special arrangements can be marie for Private
Moonlight Excursions, Monday, Wednesday ami

—

dtf

Γ
Bis

ap29

are now

Hid return as follows:
From Boston $15.00.

OEPOT A'r FOOT OS" ΙΝΟΙΛ ST,

Northwest.

FOR THE ISLANDS.

S«>anislil|i Line.

lo Farmington and thence by the old reliable Stage
line to tbe Lakes.
Round Trip Tickets have been placed 011 pale from
Boston at $14.00. Portland $11.00, Bath $10.00,
Bi uns wick $9.75, Lew is ton $9,50.

iston.
Mail train 1.40 p. m.
at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting wit η night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.10 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows :
Express train from Montreal and West at 7.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.30 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.00 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 1.20 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.30 p. m.

AHD

ed, at U a. m., touching at Oreat and JLilile
^hebragiic and Look Inland. Returning, will
leave end of Commercial Wharf, at Op. iu. for the
above landings. Will come and g> by the way ot
Consens' Island every Monday, Wednesday and Saturday. Will make excursion trips to Harpswell
every pleasant «lay, Sundays excepted, leaving Commercial Wherf at ;» o'clock, touching at Long Island
and Little Chebengue. For particulars inquire ot
STEPHEN' RICKER, No. 131 Commercial Street, up
stairs.
juldtf

rbc original and only direct route to the Rangelcy
Lakes is by

On and alter MONDAY. June 19,1876,
trains will run as follows :
Express train for Gorliam, Island Pond, Montreal
and West at 7.15 a. m.
Express for Auburn and Lewiston at 6.55 a. in.
Express train at 1,30 p. in. tor Auburn and Lew-

—

will

m.

m.

™illW! UI\ M rill LU rN !

ARRANGEMENT

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

Saturday evenings

and

leave at 10 p.

Pour linii

PALMER KNOX.
Xj a mcs Ο ΚΓ

Landing at 7.30, 9.00, 10.15
and 11.30 a. m„ 12 30. 2.10, 3.45. 5.15 and 7.00 p. m.
leave
Trefet hen's Landing and Hog
Returning,
Island at 7.15 a. m.. 2.305.00 and 0.15 p. ni.
Scott's

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

Maine Central Hail road

Charcoal.

ju7

For Sale at

Free and Cotton Sts.

a

WANTED

or

GEO. iff. BOSWOBTH'S
NEW STORE,
jul2

Masonry·

1000 Bushels Hard Wood Charcoal at
Eastern Railroad.
Address 772 Portland
Post Office, or PALM ER CLARK, Corner Portland
tnd CI rove Sts., Portland, Mondays.
Κ. K. K.'s will wait 30 days for orders.

2 50
3 00

dCw

for

plans and estimates, addressed to Chairman Joint Committee on Market
House, will be
received at the City Civil Engineer's Office until
July 10 proximo, at three o'clock p. m., ior a Market
House of two stories and basement, suitable for the
Market Lot between Milk, Market, Fore and Silver
Streets. The building to be neat, plain and substantial, of brick with granite trimmings and hip
roof slated ; to be about two hundred ieet
long, or
he lower end to be at

II ο η mc

$2 00

my23

Corns and Bunions 25 and 50 cents

fleet at Iiililrfield Cauap Wednesday and
Dinner at Rom*
Thursdry Evening».

the ivhole

Any customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
at one time, by giving notice at the office,
will be entitled to a proper reduction.
We particularly request our Customers to report
any neglect ot our drivers in leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause it made at
the office, will be attended to promptly.

CORNS I

!

Proposals for Plane and Instituâtes for
IVIarket House.

more

PROPOSALS will be received at the
Selectmen's office until .luly 15th, at 4 o'clock
P. Μ for building stone wall and earth tilling on
Cushing Point road, Ferry Vi.lage, according to
specification which may be seen by calling upon the
uudersigned, or at the Store of AVm. li. Thompson,
Ferry Village. The Selectmen reserve the right to
reject any and all proposals.
THOS. Β HASKELL. 1
Selectmen
ELISHA N. JORDAN,
of
STEPHEN SCAMMON, ) Cape Elizabeth.

SUMMER

m.

leave for Scott's Landing at 7.30 p.

On and after Ju'iy 4lh, 187tf,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave llarpawell every «lay, Sunday except-

-VIA.

Γοι>η<1

London without change of Carm,
there
connecting with the
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North Hirer

CITY OF PORTLAND.

ju24eo<llid

Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st June and later
than 1st, October, at the same rate per month
®3T*as during the Season.

STEAMER TOURIST
alP— ^
W ill leave the West Side of Custom
Bggg 'ΤΓ71 1 fou se Wharf, every week day, for
Scott's and Trefetben'rf Landing and Hog Island at
6.45, 8.30, 9.45 and 10.45 a. m., 12 m., 1.45, 3.15, 4.15
_

Raageley Lakes

ALTERATION OF TRAIN*.

dim*

104 TREMONT STREET.
EySeud for Price Eisl.

T?

days.

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax,
S., Shediac, Amherst, Piéton. Fredericktown, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. Ε. I.
dây^Freiglit received oh days of sailing until 4
o'clock p. m.
ju9dtf
A. R. STUBRS, Agent.

THE

for sale at Boston & Maino R. R. Ticket Office.
Ν. I?.—Rates as low as by any other I^iue.
Tickets via all Line* to all points lor sale at
lowest rates.
Free carriages from Depot in Boston to any other
depot and return—choice of carriages.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt, Desert, Macliias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Haliiax.
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeushurg trains at
transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, (Jen. Supt.
S. II. STEVENS, Agent, Portland.
ap29dtt

Portland & Rochester R. R.

!

At retail a choice variety for
Family use, warranted to give perfect satisfaction.

AND

ijuireat No.
jnel6

Excursion Tickets to New York aud Phil-

li

same

Bnggngjr ('tirelu'tl Tliroii^li.
S. H. STEVENS,
J. T. FURBER.
Uen. Agent, Portland.
Cen. Supt.
dtf
my23

Norwich Mound Steamer fjincs and all Rail
Lines to New York and Philadelphia.

SOLD ONLY AT

Proposals, endorsed Fore Street Wall,
and addressed to Chairman Committee on Sts.,
&c., will be received at the Mayor's Office until Monday, July 10, iust., at 3 o'clock p. in., for stone wall
and earth filling on Fore street east of Portland Co.'s
building. according to plans and specifications in the
City Civil Engineer's office. The right to reject any
proposal is hereby reserved.
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
Chairman Committee on Streets, &c.
jy3dtd

GRATES·

the

every person who purchase!! a ticket
it the iioston & Maine Κ. U. Ticket
)IHce for the Exposition.
Parties holding Exposition tickets sold
>y the Maine Central, Ε. & N. A. or
Knox & Lincoln Railroads can obtain
hese (Juide Books by showing their
ickets at Transfer Station.

al

Arrive in Portland :
8·50 A. III. from Upper Bartlett.
1ΛΙΟ P. JH. from Fabyan's.
«5.35 P. HI. Irom Johnson, Vt., and all stations on
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
through liue.

SEALED

Coal

arrive»

ni.,

lished, but the article is so well and favorably known
that it is deemed unnecessary. Let the sufferer use
them a short time according to the directions on each
bottle and be convinced that all is true which is now
said of them. The best article of the kind ever offered for the relief of the sick and suffering.

Proposals

GO

Store to Let.

15
20

ELIZABETH.

Bitters Σ

CITY or PORTLAND.

OPEN

Portο

r».

On and after Monday, June 12th.
the Steamers of the international
Line will leave Κ ail road Wharf,
f«»ot. of State St., every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at G'.OO F.
M., lor Eastport and St. Jolin.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

Returning, leave

THE—

OXVEN AWAY

The Fast Exprès» Train
leaving Portland at 1.31) p.m. ran s through to Boston
in Three Hour** and Fifty Minutes, making
close connection with Fall River, Stonington and

Trnnl·

TO

Qentennial Grounds

Cars on trains leaving Portland at 1.30
and Boston 8.45 a. in.

Trains

FOB

To Let.
The easterly half of residence corner of Free
and High streets, now occupied by W. H. An·
.derson, Esq. Possession given tirst of May.
F.W. LIBBÏ,
nquire of
42 Exchange St.
apr!8dtt

PIRIFÏ11

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

To Let.

A

some cases

LAXATIVE AH

juC

Estate

MONEY

ouly three days are required
the cause of obscure diseases that have
afflicted the patient for years—recovery rapid, thorough and permanent.
Consultation Free.
jy1d&w27tf

treated.

TIANNA.

PLEASANT rent of six rooms in perfect order;
iias gas and Sebago.
Rent $250,
Apply to L.
TAYLOR, 178 Commercial street.
inyl2-tt

ni.

some

502 1-2 Congress St., Corner of Brown.
Corns and all difficulties of the feet skillfully

FUEL.

H

Exchange 81.

Patterson's Ileal
BULLETIN.

FAVORITE

To Let.
OUSE on the corner of High i;d Danfortli St.,
in the best of repair, has 9 ooms and large
pantry, good lurnace, gas and Sebaeo water, good
cemented cellar, woodhouse and large garden, lnriiure at No. 18 High Street.
mylCiltt

in
in

CHIROPODIST,

stairs tenement in a new house, 171 LinSt., Cor. Ceaar. Water closet, Sebago
Also light express wagon for sale.
InS. L>. MERRILL & CO.,
31 Temple St.

SMITH,

:<1 1-a

β£3ΡΊη

water, gas.

NT. JOHN STREET.
Terme reasonable and easy payments. Apply to

JOHN

instances are indeed
Nervous and Chronic Diswonderful, especially
eases of long standing.
The "Famous Wyomoke
or Nerve Food," with which lie lias had such brilliant success, is the result ot assiduous scientific research, and without doubt the greatest triumph in
medical science yet achieved by man·
cures

MR. & MRS. DR. WELCH.

To Let.

ON

ST.

Scott's

Dr.

AT WOOD. STE ADMAN Λ CO.,
S«lc Agenla for Maine,
apr!3
ThS&Tty

To Let.

coln
DOWN

Debility, Opium Eating, Drunkenness, Epilepsy,
Apoplexy, Paralysis, &c., &c.

CORNS

Lower Bent of 5 rooms, at 38
Chestnut Street, for $15 per month to a small
L. TAYLOR.
family. Apply to
178 Commercial Street.
my27dtf

dtf

m.

DOBDIN8, HftO. & CO.,
13 N. Fourth Ml., IMiiln.

PLEASANT

one

on

By the use of which every family may give their
Liuen thai brilliant polish peculiar to tiue laundry
work. Saving time and labor in ironing, more than
its entire cost. Warranted. Ask for Dobbins'.

To Rent·

A

[From the Boston Transcript, July 10, 1872.]
Standing foremost among the most liberal and
successful of American physicians to-day, is
Dr. C. Winfield Scott, at the Asylum Institute Medicina, corner of Asylum and Washington Sts., Boston.

A

GREAT DISCOYERYJ

A

Story House on easterly part of Peake's
Island. Also a small Cottage House, within
ι ,
_alLr, minutes walk of Evergreen Landing. For
J. STERLING,
particulars iDquire of
on the Premises.
ju!2dlw*ttf
up
THEStreet.
in the

humanity.

CLAIRVOYANT.

2

Two

consult with him who wish

thorough advice, as Dr. Scott
remarkable and gratifying success.

Br. C. W. Scott delivered a lecture at Cooper Institute, last evening on "Our Physical Decline, Its
Cause and Cure,"
The subject was handled with
great ability. Nature's laws were probed to the
depths of their hidden secrets in treating upon that
science, which stands between death and the loved
ones at home.
Dr. Scott stands foremost in the ranks
of a profession that is surprising even its most ardent
enthusiasts in progress towards a higher and nobler

Let.

TENEMENTS in a New Brick House, Nos. 27
and 29 Madison St. Rent $11 per month.
Inquire No. 3 Preble St. of
THOS. F. FLANNERY.
jul3dtf
Vft W,ot

—

arrives at

Tiusn: TRIPS per week.

and ti.10 p.

m.

iuchor

HARPS WELL,

FOK

Di^by,

SUMMER ARKANGKMEN'I

Will

Opinions of the Prees.
[Hall's Medical Record, H. Y., July 1868.]
Many diseases, considered incurable, causing great
suffering in countless thousands of our fellow beings,
can In the majority of cases be restored to permanent health nnder Dr. Scott's Scientific Theory, demonstrating the fact that his mode of treating diseases
of a chronic character is unsurpassed by any method

formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,
PORTLAND, ITIAINE,
where may also be found a good assortment of
Drugs. Fancy :ui<l Toilet Articles.
apr29
<ltf

To be Let.

To

Immediate Cure Guaranteed in all Nervous
Diseases, Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, Impotency, etc. Cures Rapid, Thorough and
Permanent. Treatment Invigoratinq, Soothing and
Harmless.

store

A

FOR HALE.
Nlorr and a half Collage, with 5000 feet of
laud, on Sawyer Street, Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth. Oeo. E. Libby, Fort Hill, (Jape Elizabeth, will
ehow this property.
Wtweiler bouirn, 254 and 25β Spring St., ami
36 and 40 Clark St. These are frame
bouses, gas, Sebago water, and all modern improvements.
Fine Cottage, with stable and about seven acres
of land, South St., Gorbam
Village; 12 rooms; a
very desirable country residence.
The Benjamin Norton Farm.
Limington,
2} miles Irom Cornish Village, 3 miles from Baldwin
Station on P. & O. R. R., 125 acres, two-thirds
cleared, cuts 40 tons ot hay, good fences, 1£ story
house 28x32 ft., barn, stable and
outbuildings. Also
small cottage. Price 13500, $1000 down.
Very cheap.
The W. J. Smith Property, East Deering.
large brick house and one acre of land.
Sererel «mall (arm· for Rale. Terms easy.

at

or

RENT of 7 Room» al 1»β Frnnkliu
Street. Price $200. Inquire at
69 FRANKLIN STREET.
,)u!3dtf

TERMS REDUCED!

TO I.ET.
Two email Tenement»* on India St. and
Hancock St. One store on India St.

let; furnished

to

Refer bv permission only to ladies and
in the highest walks of social life, who gentlemen
nave been
cured by us after all other methods have failed.

1). B. SAWYER'S DRUG STORE,
17G Middle St, Cor. of Exchange,

Prices to suit the times.
Cotton Street.
jul4dlm

dtf

For Sale and to Let.

__

PLEASANT
unfurnished.
No. 4

rooms

Constitutions

Vitality.

MURRAY'S

MY TEDDER

GOOD tenement for fifteen dollars, also 1 foi
eight dollars per month. Apply to
W. W. CARR.
197 Newbury St.
ju21dtf

SIX rooms

Broken-Down
aud Lost

IMPROVED

—

GUIDE BOOK

leave Kentiebunli

liCavcH Boston at 8 a. m.,
land at 12 55 p. m.
leaves Portland at 2 30
Boston 7 32 p. in,

U

au«l Ml. John,
ηικΙ Halifax·

FOR Tin: ISLANDS.

compiTete

adelphia

to remove

measured,

House to Let & Furniture for Sale

jne21dtf

New two story French-Roofed House,
iNo. 422 Cumberland St., containing four» teen rooms fitted up with
furnace, gas,
■Sebago water, and all the modern improvements of a first-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Danforth St.
apr4dtt

THE LEADING HARVESTER OF
THE WORLD,

where
the wholesale dry goods and other
classep of traJPfere located, The finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to

Gas, Sebago, Cemented Cellar, &c.
pleasant rent for a small family

Asthma, Incipient Consumption, Nervous Debility,
Scrofula & Rheumatism,

[From the "New Haven Daily Union."]
Dr. Scott's lectures at Tyler Hall are being well
attended and prove to be very interesting and instructive, especially to those afflicted with Nervous

Wholesale Store,

Land lor Sale in Deering.

( atari li,

He has risen above the narrow prejudices of particular schools, and by treating patients as their cases
demand, without sacrificing his abilities to sectariau
rules, he has achieved a wonderful success and effected cures that astonished some of the ablest physicians ot the day.

dif

Thompson Klock, Nos. 17 A 19
IN HItheiddle
Street. Good location below the Post
Office
all

ml includes tickets entitling the holder to a FREE
ARRVAOE IN RONTON (from Boston &
] laine Depot to any other Railroad Station in Boston
3 nd return).
Passengers can take any carriage sta\ ioned at the depot without charge.

;
\

SUNDAY TRAIN
p.

—

LiOW AS BY ANY OTHER LINE,

Parlor

most

FOR SALE.
Hone,

Portland

as

—

(stopping

NICELY furnished room on second story, with ;
board in a private family.
House contains all
modern improvements.
Location, Congress Square..
Address P. O. Box 897, Portland. Me.

ju23

for

will
at 7.20 a.

OFFICE,
Commercial Street,

Ï53

«

p. m._
[Tloruing Train*

Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Vertigo
and Epilepsy, Liver and
Kidney Complaints,

bas had the most

ΙΙλιιτλμ

■fiii ni

ju24tf

at tbe

Health and Mtnugfli restored to thousandleemed incurable. Remarkable triumphs in Medis
cal Science.
DR. SCOTT'S wonderful discovery can hardly be
[>ver-estimated in its importance for the preservation of HEALTH and LIFE itself, and his method
lias brought about most extraordinary and remarkable cures in cases of

speedy

dtf

Un/ilr

Inquire of E. PONCE,
Exchange St, or JOHN C.PROC-

TICKET
1
1

For Lowell at C.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3,15 p. m.
For Ulanchester,Concord and Upper Kailroads (via New Market Junction) at G.15 a. in.,
3.15 p. m. ; (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
For Cireat Falls at C.15, 8,45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, .00
p. m.
For Rochester, Farmington aud Alton
Bay at 6.15, 8.45 a. in., 3.15 p. in.
For Kennebnnk at 6.15, 8.42, a. in., 3.15, 5.30,
6.00 p. m.
For Waco and Biddeford at 6.15, 8.45 a. m.,
1.30, 3.15,5,30, 6.00 p.m.
For Scarborough Blue Point aud Old Orchard Beach at C.15, 8.45 a.
in., 3.15, 5.30, C.00

HOTEL·.

now in use.
All should
for a
cure and

The New Model

Fremont

St.

June 13tli, and cloite Oct. i, 'TO.

C. Κ. ΜΙΙ,Ι,ΙΚΕΚ, Proprietor)·.

A:

To Let.
first-claw Tenements to

Mountains, '76.

(NEW,)
G Ο ΚΙ I AIM, \. II.,
Λνίΐΐ open July 15, 1876.

House to Let
ST., in Cammett Block, between Con•>|·™ INDIAami
Federal Sts., containing 13 rooms,
gress
gas and Sebago. Possession given .July 1. Apply to
JAS. K. LUNT & CO., Druggists,
540 Congress Street.
ju2Sdtf

m.

An

alpoFhouse,

in House, No. 91
further particulars,

corner

HE splendid residence of the late Thos. \V. O.
Brion, Esq., situated about two miles lrom City
Hall, consisting of a three story dwelling house, stable and grapery. Buildings new and modern built.
Sebago water in house and stable. Together with
seven acres of land in a high state of cultivation, an
orchard containing over 200 choice Fruit Trees. The
buildings will be sold with a part or all of the land to
suit the purchaser. Inquire of JOHN C.
PROCTER,
93 Exchange St.
ju23d3w

open to-day for the season ot
J. P. CHAMBERLAIN,

gles"house

House to Let.
TNQIIKE of DB. ΙΟΠΝβΟΝ, ib« DrillX iat, over II. II. nay'·, fool of Free Ml.

AN Congress
of

Very

House.

Seaside Resort having been
repaired and put in first-class

White

Kent reasonable

rooms.

till 9 p.

a. m.

IN A WORD, ALL WHO DESIRE RICH, PURE
BLOOD, INCREASED STRENGTH AND
VITALITY-ALL THOSE WHOSE
1VTAL POWERS ARE
FAILING.

dtf

No. 35 Franklin Street, opp.

from 10

This favorite

To Let.
Up3lair Tenement of 8 rooms

on

JAS. M. GIBSON, Proprietor.

Proprietor,

in

professionally

IT. S.

PORTLAND, ME.

To Let.

REAL ESTATE.

State Street: all furnished. Address
P. O. BOX 1602.
ju28dtf

ed

Is now open with good accommodations for transient
aud regular boarders. A quiet pleasant location and
charges moderate. Feee coaches to meet all trains.

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

com-

mencing iVIondh y, J nly :ird, and may be consult-

Washington House

THE NEW

tin-

ol' Nerroue nnd Chronic
visit Portland
every Monday

cure

through Wuly, August and September, 1876,

F. GERTS,
Portland, Me.

jw30

For Sale or Rent.
first class residence, centrally situated

in tbe
f>iJM'aa«»M, will

NORTH CONWAY. Ν, H.

LEASE.

HOTEL TO

FROM

lormation where he can be found will be suitably
rewarded by applying to
SAMUEL ROUNDS & SON,
96 Commercial street.
Portland, June 20th, 1876.
jne21dtf

of Oxford and

Boyd St.,
cement cellar with wash
SIXup stairs; gas, Sebago,
rent for small
corner

paralleled

This lirst-class Hotel is
opened for
boarders and transient trade.
Dinners
furnished for parties by giving due notice
at any time. Apply to E. PONCE, corner
iOf Middle and Exchange Streets, or at
,ong Island. All parties are invited at this place.
The Steamer Magnet will run four trips daily to
this Island from Portland Pier.
E. PONCE, Proprietor.
jy3dtf

1

To Let.
Rooms at the

Whose treatment is unequalled and success

PLEASANT,

LONG ISLAND,

YORK,

N33W

for
in.,

111.

p.

—

Hotel de Ponce.

J. W. RUSSELL,
94 Commercial Street.

jyleodlw*

ON

SCOTT,
OF

HOUSE

Passenger I'raiiiM wili lcnf« Portlaud
Boston at 6.15, 8.45 a. in., 1.30, 3.15, 6.00 p.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
JKnMliioft, t'aluin

sold at Ibe

Boston & Maine II. \i.

Commencing Monday July .*!, 1878.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

CENTENNIAL
Boston & Maine
Excursion Tickets
RAILROAD.

arrivante at Qtoelon at 10.45 a. m., 1.00, 5.15,
8.00, 10 00 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston at 7.30, 8.45 a. in.,
12,30, 3.30, (>.00 p.m., arriving at Portland at
12.10,12.45, 5.00, 8.10, 10 00 p. m.
For I..awrenee at 0.15, 8.45 a. in., 1.30, 3.15, 0.03

the

Will be opened lo llie public.
C. E. (JIBBN, Proprietor.
Farce via Sebngo Lake Roule, §5.0t>.
jy3
dtf

Lei.

11WOBrown street.

A

Situation Wanted.
COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
moderate salary, by a young lady. Unexceptionable references given. Address
ma!7dtf
"Α.," at this Office.

PLEASANT

JIT.

AT

—

July 4, 1876,

—

A

CENTENNIAL MEMORIAL

MT

TO LET

Wanted.
excellent opportunity for business is offered

Colesworthy's store,
ju2dtf

at

DR.

RAILROADS.

arc

Speedy and Complete.

d2w

On and after

or

Inquire

CURES

Mt. Pleasant House.

dtf

apr29

and

House,

Tbreo miles from Glen Station on the
I Portland & Ogdensburg Κ. β., where coacliîes will meet all trains. New liouse witli
dur- ;
'liigli airy rooms, newly furnished and fitted.
.Carriages to summitof Mt. Washington and
dtf
to all points ot interest. Terms for transient
guests
$2.50 per day. Special rates made tor thd season.
Address
Ν, Z. ttTILLINGM, Prop.

BOSTON.

Boarders

l\.

RAILROADS.

NO POISONOUS DRUGS USED !

II.,
Ο PEN.

NOW

accommo-

on

A

Ellis
JACKSON,

with Board at 03 Spring St.

Κ AS A NT Rooms

WAjMTS.

Glen

ToLet with Board.
Also day and weekly boarders
PL
dated.

These are the shades wliero arm in arm for hours
We walked—brief hours ot throbbing pain and
bliss.
Here drank love's bitter-sweet, deep hid in flowers;
Here gave and took our last despairing kiss.
And where is she, the fair, light-footed comer?
1 paee these lonely garden walks in vain.
Ο long-lost joy ! Ο Rose of love and summer !
That day ye bloomed will never come again.

NEW HOTEL !

A

A

MEDICAL

The great interest in our thrilling
history makes
this the fastest selling book ever published.
It contains a full account ot the Grand Centennial Exhibition.
C'AUTIOIY.—Old, Incomplete ami Unreliable
works are being circulated: see that the book
you
buy contains 4-ft'J Fine Kngruvmx*, and

Page·.
Send

for circulars and extra terms to Agents.

Address, National Publishing Co., Pnllad·, Pa.
ju20
U4wt
AliEHfTN \V ANTi:U for the IV··»

Histori-

cal Work Our

WESTERN BORDER.
of
and

A

Complete
Graphic History
American PionLife lOO 1HAR» AliO. Its thrilling eoutlicts of Red and White Foes. Exciting Adventure*.
Captivities, Forays, Scouts, Pioneer women ami
boys, Indian war-paths, Camp lite, and Sports. A
book lor old and young. Not a dull page. No competition. Enormous sales.
Agents wanted
where.
Illustrated Circulars free. J. C everyItlcI l KD) A- C'O* Philada. Pa.
ju'J0d4wt
eer

The People's

«ΟΛ

/·

\\T

L'lvn

Pump?-"

OW. KlNO,27 Devonshire St
|20. <<*c»l«r

I

OT ■>«

rilDlililTI/

ι ii if him 11
Ju2°

A

CO
of

hose
Boston. Mend
ju'JOMw
~

tai-dollar billof 1776 sent

iwf

